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Abstract



i

Changing Customer needs, globalisation and new technical possibilities demand 

for internal change within corporations to remain competitive. Corporations need to 

innovate  or die. Increased competition forces corporations to focus on efficiency in 

exploiting opportunities, leading to a focus on incremental innovation. On the other 

hand, entrepreneurs are disrupting industries through radical innovations in a fast 

pace. Corporate entrepreneurship (CE), aims on combining the agility and innovative-

ness of start-ups with the resources and knowledge of corporations. However, the way 

corporate entrepreneurs work as well as the activities they conduct, especially in the 

early stage has been neglected in CE research. 

This study has the aim to bridge the knowledge from entrepreneurship towards the 

context of CE. The entrepreneurship field has progressed significantly, offering a com-

prehensive state of knowledge on the activities conducted and the way entrepreneurs 

work.  A single case study with five sub-cases in a major European engineering com-

pany has been conducted to address the research gap from the corporate entrepre-

neur’s view. There are three main contributions to the field of CE:

The first contribution is that corporate entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs conduct 

activities with the same aims in the categories funding, opportunity, planning, legit-

imacy building, business development and advice. While the categories remain the 

same, activities within the categories differ partly due to the context.

The second contribution is that corporate entrepreneurs work mainly following effec-

tuation, focusing on their means and conducting activities in an iterative way. The 

need for structure of a corporation induces elements of a predictive logic. The means 

available to the corporate entrepreneur determine whether product championing 

takes place.

The third contribution is that a corporate support structure should complement the 

means of an corporate entrepreneur, either through methodical support or support 

in interdisciplinary team-building. For supporting radical innovations, it is recom-

mended to offer facilitated customer- and user-involvement. The indirect-internal 

form of corporate venturing was found to be more suitable in the case company.
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the Competitive environment  that corporations are embedded in is in flux.  

Changing customer needs, globalisation and new technical possibilities demand for 

internal change within corporations to remain competitive. Corporations need to 

renew themselves constantly to achieve business growth and gain a competitive edge. 

This study focuses on corporate venturing – the activities and the way corporate entre-

preneurs work in order to position the corporation well for the challenges of the future.

Radical innovation is a crucial topic in large corporations. Innovation is considered to 

be a challenge for the current business operations (Laaksonen 2007) and the develop-

ment of radical business innovations is a demanding task for established companies 

(Burgelman & Sayles 1986). A major part of corporations is focused on the efficient 

exploitation of recognised market opportunities. The corporate environment, char-

acterised by efficiency is likely to foster incremental innovation. Radical innovations 

imply major changes, disrupting the efficient workflow of an established company 

(Laaksonen 2007). Nevertheless, radical innovations are required to stay ahead of the 

competition. 

Corporate entrepreneurship, or entrepreneurship within existing organisations 

(B. Antoncic & Hisrich 2003), is one of the strategic options that corporations have 

for developing radical innovations (Laaksonen 2007). The agility and innovative-

ness of start-up entrepreneurship is combined with the resources and knowledge of a 

corporation, helping entrepreneurs to scale their business quickly, while enjoying the 

security of being a corporate employee (Kuratko et al. 2011). “Large firms must 

innovate or die” (Pinchot 1985 p.xii). Corporations need to overcome inertia rooted in 

bureaucracy and establish a “start-up kind of mentality” (Thornberry 2001) to revital-

ize themselves (Guth & Ginsberg 1990). 

Through using the innovativeness of start-ups, corporations can gain a competi-

tive edge (Kuratko et al. 2011) while enhancing their attractiveness for top talents 

(Shulman et al. 2011; Ireland et al. 2001). Besides the direct effects of corporate 

entrepreneurship, the concept helps to build important capabilities within corpora-

tions (Molina & Callahan 2009; Keil et al. 2009). Corporate entrepreneurship can be 

categorised in two forms: corporate venturing and strategic renewal (Guth & Ginsberg 

1.1 BACKGROUND
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1990). While strategic renewal targets the transformation of the complete corporation 

towards an entrepreneurial orientation, internal corporate venturing aims to create 

new businesses for the corporation (Day 1994; Ansoff 1957; Kuratko et al. 2011). 

While the corporate entrepreneur has been continuously subject to research, the main 

research on the process and activities of corporate entrepreneurship has been con-

ducted by Robert Burgelman in the 1980’s (Burgelman 1980 and subsequent publi-

cations). Recent studies building on his model confirmed the appropriateness of the 

process and activities in a contemporary context (Laaksonen 2007; Ranta 2005). 

However, a large stream of research focusing on activities as well as process charac-

teristics has been conducted in the field of entrepreneurship. The concept of effectua-

tion, taking the entrepreneur’s means as starting point for subsequent actions rather 

than a predictive approach has been identified by Sarasvathy (2001). Although the 

transferability of research findings from entrepreneurship into a corporate context 

are disputed (Stützer 2007), this study builds on Kuratko et al. (2011), who state that 

corporate entrepreneurship is entrepreneurship within a different context and there-

fore concepts may be transferable. 

This study is conducted as a single case study at a structure of corporate entrepre-

neurship within a major European engineering corporation. The corporation offers 

high-tech investment goods and focuses on the business-to-business market. It 

has over 50.000 employees, located worldwide. The industry the company is situ-

ated in, is despite a prolonging growth about to overcome major changes implied by 

resource scarcity. The support structure’s task is “clearly [to foster] the disruptive and 

long-term things that wouldn’t happen without the special attention from our side” 

(Internal Document, 2010). Through engaging in corporate venturing, the sup-

port structure aims to improve the capability of the corporation to develop radical 

innovations.

In this study, the stage and process model of Burgelman (1980) will be researched from 

the corporate entrepreneur’s point of view in terms of activities and process charac-

teristics concerning effectuation and prediction from the field of entrepreneurship 

within the case of the support structure for corporate entrepreneurship of a major 

European engineering corporation.
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antonCiC & hisriCh (2003) identified in their extensive literature review three 

focal areas of corporate entrepreneurship research: the individual entrepreneur and 

his/her characteristics, the formation of new ventures and their fit towards the par-

ent organisation and the enabling corporate environment as well as the types of ven-

tures and the entrepreneurial organisation, with emphasis on characteristics of such 

an organisation. Process and activities in corporate venturing are part of the second 

research stream. Extensive research has been carried out by Robert Burgelman (Burgel-

man 1980; Burgelman 1983b; Burgelman 1983a; Burgelman 1984b; Burgelman 1984a; 

Burgelman 1985). His process model of internal corporate venturing has become the 

core of corporate venturing research (Laaksonen 2007). Although the model has been 

developed over 30 years ago, it has been used also in recent studies (e.g. Ranta 2005; 

Laaksonen 2007). However, the model has been criticised as being too linear (Van de 

Ven 1986) and overemphasizing autonomous behaviour of corporate entrepreneurs 

(Lovas & Ghoshal 2000). By using the term autonomous behaviour, Burgelman (1980) 

describes that corporate entrepreneurs engage in ideas that are not triggered by the 

corporation, but by the corporate entrepreneur him-/herself.

A recent stream in entrepreneurship literature has its focus on the concept of effec-

tuation as opposed to a predictive logic (Sarasvathy 2001), which has been extended 

towards a predictive and creative approach (Noyes & Brush 2012). While effectuation is 

described to start with a given set of means that are utilised to reach a vision, the pre-

dictive logic starts with a given goal, followed by a plan how to achieve it (Sarasvathy 

2001). Their relevance in entrepreneurship literature has been confirmed (Sarasvathy 

2001; Noyes & Brush 2012), and recent attempts have been undertaken to bridge the 

concept to the context of corporate R&D projects (Brettel et al. 2012; Küpper 2010). 

Brettel et al. (2012) suggest the suitability of effectuation particularly in the fuzzy 

front-end of R&D projects. Although the existence of effectuation in R&D projects has 

been proven, the concept of effectuation has not been expanded towards corporate 

venturing. The way of working following a predictive approach is substantially differ-

ent to the concept of effectuation. As a support structure of corporate venturing aims 

to support the corporate entrepreneur, it is necessary to identify their way of working.

Corporate entrepreneurship research has focused mainly on later stages of corpo-

1.2 RESEARCH GAP, PROBLEM AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
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rate venturing, e.g. on the performance of the parent organisation (B. Antoncic & 

Hisrich 2001; Zahra 1991) and firm growth (J. A. Antoncic & B. Antoncic 2011). Another 

stream of research has focused on organisational antecedents as enablers for corporate 

venturing (e.g. Van Wyk & Adonisi 2012). Burgelman (1980) and other studies building 

on his research (2007) have focused on the complete process of corporate venturing, 

from the early stage towards implementation, taking the corporate entrepreneur, a 

support structure (called Corporate Development Group) and corporate management 

into account. As pointed out above, it seems to be crucial to understand the activities 

and process characteristics to be able to actively support the activities of corporate 

entrepreneurs. Such a study, gaining qualitative insights from the corporate entre-

preneur’s point of view and drawing implications from his/her activities and way of 

working for a support structure has not been conducted before. 

Activities performed by entrepreneurs in the start-up context have been subject to 

current research (e.g. Carter et al. 1996; Katz & Gartner 1988; Gelderen et al. 2006; 

Liao & Welsch 2008; Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Gordon 2012). However, the relevance 

of these activities in a corporate context has not been examined. Further, the con-

cept of effectuation has not been sufficiently researched in the early stage of internal 

corporate venturing as stated above. Hence, there is a knowledge gap of the early stage 

of internal corporate venturing in respect of the activities performed and elements of 

effectuation.

Market pressure and competition are forcing organisations to streamline their 

operations towards a focus on efficiency. This focus on efficiency compromises the 

ability to create radical innovations (Laaksonen 2007), if no structure to foster 

radical innovation is built. To engage in internal corporate venturing and build a 

support structure to foster entrepreneurial innovation is one strategy for corporations 

to foster radical innovation. However, the limited knowledge of how corporate entre-

preneurs work in respect of the process, activities and the underlying logic makes it 

challenging to build a working support structure. Further, corporate entrepreneurship 

research has been largely neglecting the activities and process, while entrepreneur-

ship literature has examined these topics in depth. 

To sum up, the state of knowledge on the early stage of corporate venturing is currently 

based on Burgelman’s (1980) findings. However, detailed insights into activities and 

process characteristics of the way corporate entrepreneurs work are currently lacking. 

Therefore, this study proposes to examine knowledge from the field of entrepreneur-
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ship towards its fit in a corporate entrepreneurship context.

In order to solve these problems and fill the research gap, the following research 

questions are proposed:

1. Are activities from entrepreneurship applicable in corporate entrepreneurship?

2. Can the Burgelman (1980) model be expanded towards elements of effectua- 

tion and/or a predictive logic?

3. Which managerial implications can be drawn from the insights into activities 

andprocess characteristics?

To answer these questions, an initial theoretical model is created through the 

literature review. This model has been the starting point for the research. All initial 

assumptions for the research are stated in the research methodology section.
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1.3.1 entrepreneurshIp

For this work, the definition of Sharma & Chrisman (1999, p.91)will be used: 

Entrepreneurship encompasses acts of organizational creation, renewal or innovation that 

occur within or outside an existing organization.

Entrepreneurs are individuals or groups of individuals acting independently or as part of a 

corporate system, who create new organizations, or instigate renewal or innovation within 

an existing organization.

Maidique (1980, p.60) states that “the significance of the role of the entrepreneur has 

been recognized for at least two centuries.” A large body of literature exists about 

entrepreneurship, resulting in a multitude of definitions available (Gartner 1990; 

Sharma & Chrisman 1999). For grasping the meaning of entrepreneurship, Sharma & 

Chrisman (1999) point towards a study of Gartner (1990), who identified two separate 

approaches for a definition: focusing on the characteristics of entrepreneurship or on 

the outcomes.

Schumpeter  (1934) defines an entrepreneur as a person who carries out new 

combinations. Subsequently, Entrepreneurship is the process of carrying out new 

combinations. Kuratko et al. (2011) identify that entrepreneurship involves a process 

– implying that it is manageable and can be applied in various contexts, as well as 

that it combines resources in a unique and novel way. Ireland et al. (2001, p.52) add 

the dimension of “identifying market opportunities”, which can be exploited through 

“creating a set of resources”. Sharma & Chrisman (1999, p.92) treat “innovation as an 

entrepreneurial act rather than as the only act that makes the occurrence of entrepre-

neurship possible”. On the contrary, Stopford & Baden-Fuller (1994, p.522) point out 

that “most authors accept that all types of entrepreneurship are based on innovations.”

Another dimension add Kuratko et al. (2011) stating that entrepreneurship can occur 

regardless of the location of the entrepreneur – in a new or existing company. 

The relation of corporate entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship will be further exam-

ined in Chapter 3.1.1.

1.3 DEFINITIONS 
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1.3.2 corporAte entrepreneurshIp

Combining the definitions of Sharma & Chrisman (1999) and McFadzean et al. (2005), 

corporate entrepreneurship is defined in this thesis as the following: 

Corporate Entrepreneurship is the process of opportunity recognition, assessment and 

exploitation by an individual or group of individuals, in association with an existing orga-

nization to instigate renewal or innovation within that organization. 

Several terms have been used in literature to describe the phenomena of corporate 

entrepreneurship (used by Kuratko et al. 2011; Guth & Ginsberg 1990; Van Wyk &  

Adonisi 2012; Ireland et al. 2009; McFadzean et al. 2005; Shaw et al. 2005 among 

others), such as intrapreneuring (Pinchot 1985), intrapreneurship (S. C. Parker 2011; 

Monnavarian & Ashena 2009; Duncan et al. 1988; Carrier 1994; B. Antoncic & Hisrich 

2001; B. Antoncic 2007; Merrifield 1993; Nielsen et al. 1985 among others) and internal 

corporate entrepreneurship (Jones & Butler 1992 among others).

Pinchot (1985 p.XII) created the term intrapreneur, a merger of two words: “intra-

corporate entrepreneur”. This combination reveals the essence: corporate entrepre-

neurship (which can be used interchangeably with intrapreneurship, McFadzean et 

al. 2005) describes entrepreneurship within existing organisations (B. Antoncic & 

Hisrich 2003). This paper follows the argumentation of Kuratko et al. (2011), who claim 

that the term intrapreneurship indicates to be a new phenomena, while corporate 

entrepreneurship indicates that only the context, not the fundamentals of entrepre-

neurship change. Therefore, the term corporate entrepreneurship will be used.

Ling et al. (2008) take into account Zahra’s (1996) attempt to synthesize the research 

in corporate entrepreneurship and define corporate entrepreneurship as the sum of 

a company’s innovation, renewal and venturing efforts. This definition, however, 

appears too broad. McFadzean et al. (2005, p.352) define corporate entrepreneurship 

as “the effort of promoting innovation from an internal organisational perspective, 

through the assessment of potential new opportunities, alignment of resources, 

exploitation and commercialisation of said opportunities”. 

A comprehensive definition is offered by Sharma and Chrisman (1999, p.92), who 

describe corporate entrepreneurship as “the process whereby an individual or a group 

of individuals, in association with an existing organization, create a new organization 

or instigate renewal or innovation within that organization”. This understanding, 

supported by B. Antoncic & Hisrich (2003) and J. A. Antoncic & B. Antoncic (2011),  
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includes the elements of entrepreneurial traits (personal characteristics of entrepre-

neurs), new venture creation, the renewal of organisations as well as a link towards 

innovation in products, services and processes within an organisation.  

Combined with the understanding of McFadzean et al. (2005), that corporate 

entrepreneurship involves opportunity identification and exploitation in novel ways, a 

coherent picture emerges. Therefore, following Sharma & Chrisman (1999) and McFadz-

ean et al. (2005), corporate entrepreneurship is defined in this thesis as the process 

of opportunity recognition, assessment and exploitation by an individual or group 

of individuals, in association with an existing organization to instigate renewal or 

innovation within that organization. 

1.3.3 the eArly stAge

This research focuses on the early stage of corporate entrepreneurship. The early stage 

of corporate entrepreneurship is defined for this research as comprising the conceptu-

alization sub-stage and pre-venture sub-stage of Burgelman’s (1980) model. Using the 

terminology of this thesis, internal corporate venturing comprises three stages: idea 

stage (equals the conceptualisation sub-stage), concept stage (equals the pre-venture 

sub-stage) and project stage (equals the development stage). Thus, the early stage 

comprises the idea and concept stage.

1.3.4 support structure

When talking about the support structure, this thesis refers to an organisational 

entity that is responsible for internal corporate venturing within the case company. In 

Burgelman’s (1980) research, this  was called “corporate development group”.
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2. Research Methodology
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Järvinen (2004) distinguishes between theory-creating and theory-testing. 

Theory-testing uses a theory, model, framework which is either selected from 

literature or developed for that study. Theory-creating approaches are aiming to create 

new theories. Järvinen (2004) counts case study to the theory-creating approaches, 

which is in line with Eisenhardt (1989).

By referring to Eierman et al. (1995), Dubi (1969), Kaplan (1964) and Weick (1984), 

Järvinen (2004) states that a theory should include 

1. A description of the boundary of the domain of interest; 

2.  Key constructs within that domain; 

3. The relationships among key constructs and the values those constructs can  

take on.

Weick (1995) emphasizes that the outcomes of the theorizing process seldom emerge as 

complete theories, but rather consist of approximations. Referring to Merton (1967), 

theory-creating studies are suitable for exploratory investigations (Järvinen 2004). 

This study will deploy a theory-creating research approach, using qualitative method-

ology. Although very suitable for theory-creating research, qualitative methodology 

faces criticism due to the ability to generalise findings and their validity in different 

contexts.

In order to mitigate these concerns, Hall & Rist (1999) suggested to use triangula-

tion. They use the metaphor of a stool: a one-legged stool is unable to stand by itself, 

however by adding more legs, the stool gets more stable and reliable – the same 

accounts for qualitative research. It’s strength lies in the concurrent use of multiple 

tools (Hall & Rist 1999). Jack & Raturi (2006) state that complementary methods are 

used in triangulation under the assumption that the weaknesses of one approach will 

be counterbalanced with the strengths in another. The interactive and simultaneous 

use of methods is unique to qualitative research (Hall & Rist 1999). For Hall & Rist 

(1999), the three fundamental methods required for triangulation are interviewing, 

observation and document analysis. However, for this research, other methods will be 

added, which will be described in Chapter 2.2. 

2.1 THEORY-BUILDING CASE STUDY
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Hall & Rist (1999) present Denzin’s (1978) four types of triangulation: data triangu-

lation, investigator triangulation, theory triangulation and methodological trian-

gulation. Data triangulation takes gathering data from different sources at different 

points in time into account. Investigator triangulation refers to multiple researchers, 

while theory triangulation states that the research subject should be approached from 

different theoretical points of origin. Methodological triangulation refers to the use of 

multiple methods to gain a comprehensive set of data describing the research subject 

(Hall & Rist 1999). Jack & Raturi (2006) identify three rationales for triangulation: 

The first rationale is completeness, which refers to the fact that any single research 

method chosen will have flaws and a combination of methods can mitigate the weak-

nesses of the single methods (Mcgrath 1982). 

The second rationale is contingency which is driven by the need for insights (Jack & 

Raturi 2006). The third rationale is confirmation which improves the ability of the 

researcher to draw conclusions from their studies. This makes the theory derived from 

the study robust and generalisable (Knafl and Breitmayer 1989 in Jack & Raturi 2006).

This study takes data triangulation into account, as data is collected from differ-

ent sources as well as at different points in time. However, as the research period is 

limited, the time aspect is not very strong. In addition, multiple methods are used 

to gather insights, therefore methodological triangulation is deployed. Moreover, 

one thoery from Corporate Entrepreneurship perspective (Burgelman 1980) and 

Entrepreneurship perspective (Sarasvathy 2001) will be taken into account, therefore 

theory triangulation is used.

The study will be conducted as a case study. Yin (1994, p.23) defines a case study as “an 

empirical inquiry that: 1) investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-

life context when 2) the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 

evident and in which 3) multiple sources of evidence are used”. Although Yin (1994) 

is good for case study design, this work agrees with Järvinen (2004) to follow Eisen-

hardt’s (1989) eight steps model how to build theories from case research.

1. Getting started: An initial definition of the research question has been created 

in Chapter 1.2, in order to focus the efforts during data collection to avoid being 

overwhelmed by the data (Eisenhardt 1989). 

2. Selecting cases: The case company as well as the sub-cases have been selected due 

to theoretical sampling. The choice of the cases is further elaborated in Chapter 4.1.
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3. Crafting instruments and protocols: A rich variety of data collection methods have 

been deployed: interviews, document analysis, co-creation and design probes. This 

is aligned to Eisenhardt’s (1989) observation that theory-building case research 

typically combines different data collection methods. Although the most common 

methods are interviews, observations and document analysis, the researcher is not 

limited to those (Eisenhardt 1989). Thus, triangulation has been deployed, leading 

towards stronger substantiation of constructs and hypotheses (Eisenhardt 1989).

4. Entering the field: During the data collection period, also data analysis has been 

conducted. A research diary and field notes will be kept. In the field notes, also impres-

sions of the researcher will be documented. Questions like “What am I learning?” has 

been asked constantly, and the path of the research has been influenced by the prelim-

inary analysis and impressions from the research conducted (Eisenhardt 1989). 

5. Analyzing the data: Analyzing the data is according to Eisenhardt (1989) the most 

difficult and least codified part of the process. As a large volume of data is collected, 

it is suggested to do detailed case-study write ups, first within the case. As a bias in 

analysis is likely to occur (Eisenhardt 1989), the data has been analysed in different 

ways, for example by listing similarities and differences between the sub-cases. First, 

in-depth findings and an initial analysis of the single sub-cases is conducted. Second, 

the findings of the cases are compared to each other. By doing both in-case and cross-

case analysis, the researcher tries to go beyond initial impressions for theory creating 

and thus create a theory with a close fit to the data (Eisenhardt 1989). 

6. Shaping hypotheses: From the initial analysis in step 5), tentative concepts emerge. 

In this step, the emergent theory is compared systematically to the data collected for 

each case, ensuring a close fit to the data (Eisenhardt 1989). Iteration between theory 

and data is necessary and will be conducted. The definition of the construct needs 

to be stated more precisely and evidence must be built to measure the construct. To 

collect evidence from multiple data sources and converge them on a single, well-de-

fined construct is the aim of this step (Eisenhardt 1989). In order to show the evidence 

and communicate it to the reader, many researchers rely on tables that summarize and 

tabulate the evidence underlying the construct (for examples see Eisenhardt 1989). 

7. Enfolding literature: The theoretical construct derived from the data needs to be 

examined with literature, both confirming the concept and challenging it. Challeng-

ing literature needs to be assessed to avoid that readers get the impression that the 

theory is incorrect or case specific. Confirming literature helps to strengthen confi-
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dence in the findings (Eisenhardt 1989).

8) Reaching closure: The amount of cases is limited in this research due to the specific 

setting at the case company as well as the resources and means for data collection 

available. Reaching closure in terms of stopping the iteration between theory and data 

is determined by theoretical saturation (Eisenhardt 1989). 

The research follows Eisenhardt’s 8-step model in general, but deviates in one import-

ant precondition. Eisenhardt suggests that theory-building research should be “begun 

as close as possible to the ideal of no theory under consideration and no hypothesis to 

test” (Eisenhardt 1989, p.536) in order to avoid biases which might limit the findings. 

However, this statement already indicates that reality deviates from this approach. 

This research goes one step further and deploys what Dubois & Gadde (2002) call 

systematic combining: an iterative process between theory and empiric data, with a 

preliminary construct as a starting point.

Systematic combining is grounded in an abductive logic. Deductive approaches are 

aiming at developing propositions from current theory and make them testable. Induc-

tive approaches are aiming at developing theory from data. Systematic combining is 

closer to an inductive than a deductive approach, but starts with a preliminary frame-

work and thus is more aiming at theory development than theory generation (Dubois 

& Gadde 2002). Systematic combining is described by Dubois & Gadde (2002, p.556) as 

“nonlinear, path-dependent process of combining efforts with the ultimate objective 

of matching theory and reality”.

As the case utilised by Dubois & Gadde (2002), this study is a single case with embed-

ded sub-cases and thus the sub-cases are situated in a shared context. The analy-

sis is aiming on the variation among the cases. There is the threat that if starting 

with a too tight theoretical construct, the research might be biased, while a too loose 

framework might lead to a staggering amount of data (Dubois & Gadde 2002). For 

systematic combining, Dubois & Gadde suggest a tight and evolving framework – the 

tightness indicates a certain set of preconceptions developed by the researcher, while 

evolving emphasizes the changing nature of the theoretical construct during the case 

study (Dubois & Gadde 2002). Thus, the eight steps of Eisenhardt’s (1989) model will be 

enriched with systematic combining (Dubois & Gadde 2002).
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2.2 DATA COLLECTION METHODS

2.2.1 IntervIews

Case researCh typiCally employs face-to-face interviews to collect qualitative 

data (Bhattacherjee 2012). In face-to-face interviews, the researcher works directly 

with the respondents. In this research, contextual interviews are conducted, inter-

viewing research subjects in their natural environment. Following Aaker et al. (1995) 

individual in-depth interviews are conducted, where the subject matter is explored 

in detail face-to-face. In addition, telephone interviews are conducted with subjects 

working off-site.

By conducting individual interviews, the potential problem of group conformity is 

avoided and special attention can be paid to body language, reactions and contextual 

factors (Hall & Rist 1999). 

The interviews have been conducted starting in an explorative way, asking the inter-

viewee to tell the story of his/her innovation, using the stages of idea, concept and 

project as a structure. After this exploratory part, the interviewees were asked to 

use the activities presented in 2.5.1.1 and place them within the three stages. The 

activities were either printed on cards (when the interview was conducted at the 

interviewee’s office) or available on a PowerPoint slide (when conducting the interview 

via telephone). In both cases, the interviewee indicated whether an activity has been 

used or is expected to be used within the three stages. Further, elements of effectua-

tion and prediction were asked, using a list of questions derived from several authors 

(Sarasvathy 2001; Noyes & Brush 2012; Dew et al. 2009). After this, success factors and 

obstacles were asked, and the expectations of the corporate entrepreneur towards a 

support structure for corporate venturing.

During the interviews, notes were taken. Out of these notes, a documentation for each 

interview was created, noting the time, circumstances, person, key insights, detailed 

notes and areas for further exploration.
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2.2.2 document AnAlysIs

Document analysis or archival research is one of the three data collection meth-

ods mentioned by Hall & Rist (1999). The research is conducted using data that was 

created without the influence of the researcher (McBurney & White 2007). The 

majority of archival data is collected for non-scientific research (McBurney & White 2007). 

Document analysis “aims to take information stored […] and abstract from it 

key themes, strategies, values, messages, and the like” (Hall & Rist 1999, p.302). 

The materials used in this study are contemporary records, like minutes of meetings, 

business papers, presentations and similar files (Hall & Rist 1999). Those are often 

written close to the actual happening of the event and written by participants to keep 

track of important issues (Hall & Rist 1999). As these documents are often distributed 

among participants and other stakeholders, the content is often reviewed for accuracy 

(Hall & Rist 1999).

2.2.3 desIgn probes

Tuuli Mattelmäki (2006, p.39) describes design probes as “an approach of human-cen-

tred design for understanding human phenomena and exploring design opportuni-

ties”. Three aspects are emphasized:

First, active participation of the user through recording the material and thus user 

participation through self-documentation (Mattelmäki 2006). Probes are a collection 

of small tasks and assignments through which users can express their thoughts and 

ideas and record their experiences (Mattelmäki 2006).

Second, probes are situated in the user’s context and takes his or her perceptions into 

account (Mattelmäki 2006). The user’s feelings, attitudes, cultural environment, and 

needs are recorded based on the assignments stated above (Mattelmäki 2006).

Third, probes have an exploratory character and explore new opportunities rather 

than to solve problems that are already known (Mattelmäki 2006).

By recording a certain amount of time of the research subject, design probes collect 

data from various situations, providing stronger evidence than single situation obser-

vations (DeLongis et al. 1992).

It also minimizes observer bias, although bias through the assignments is still pos-

sible. As the probes usually record situations when they occur, the bias of retrospec-
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tive is minimized (further reference in Mattelmäki 2006). The probes have been given 

to users in the form of probe kits, including tasks, and various physical objects to 

document the experiences, like single use cameras (Mattelmäki 2006). In this research, 

design probes have been used to explore the everyday life of a corporate entrepreneur. 

The probe book is intended to document one week in his/ her life and consists of four 

parts:

1. Idea Journey: the corporate entrepreneur is asked to draw the journey of his/

her idea towards an innovation, indicating success factors and obstacles by using 

colour-coded stickers.

2. The corporate entrepreneur’s week: the corporate entrepreneur is asked to indi-

cate, when he/she is working on his/her idea by gluing colour-coded stickers on 

a schedule.

3. Daily Sheets: The corporate entrepreneur is asked to name five remarkable 

things of every of the seven days probe period. Further, the corporate entrepre-

neur was asked to answer how his/her immediate environment both in profes-

sional and private life reacts to the innovative behaviour.

4. Open question: Space to openly address things that has not been covered by the 

questions.

The probe book can be found in the Appendix 1.

2.2.4 lego serIous plAy

LEGO Serious Play (LSP) is a method used for co-creative problem solving in complex 

environments. By the systematic use of LEGO bricks, tacit assumptions of workshop 

participants are revealed and novel insights generated.

The LEGO group offers LSP as an open source method. In their description of LSP, they 

present a four step process of learning with LSP (LEGO Group 2010):

1. The first step is to make participants familiar with the topic to explore and 

understand the context of the subject they are going to explore;

2. In the second step, participants create a product connected to the targets of 

the exploration, involving own knowledge and reflections and creative skills;

3. In the third step, participants reflect on the product created look deeper into 
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their own reflections in order to gain more insights;

4. The fourth step is to connect the newly gained knowledge to new explorations 

they would want to pursue (LEGO Group 2010).

LSP is best suited for team building, working out a solution for a shared problem, strat-

egy development, where all individuals get the chance to contribute their vision of the 

challenges and aims, creating a shared mindset about something, unleashing creative 

thinking and having effective and constructive discussions (LEGO Group 2010).

It is generally accepted that the impact of the neutral spoken word is less than the 

contextual and supporting factors (Kristiansen et al. 2009). LSP helps to tapping into 

unconscious knowledge and to communicate this knowledge in narratives (Kristian-

sen et al. 2009). In practice, LSP is a facilitated workshop where participants are asked 

questions that are answered by participants by building symbolical and metaphorical 

models of their insights using LEGO bricks and present these to each other (Kristian-

sen et al. 2009). The process has four central elements: to construct, give meaning, 

make the story and reflect (Kristiansen et al. 2009).

Participants are asked to build an individual model and give it a meaning it should 

symbolize. In the next step, a story grounded in the participant’s own experience is 

created. In the reflection phase, the story is shared with other participants. The work-

shop can gradually shift from individual exercises towards group exercises, resulting 

in a common shared model of the workshop. In the sharing phase, other participants 

ask details about the meaning the builder attached to it (Kristiansen et al. 2009).

There have been three co-creation workshops conducted using the LEGO Serious Play 

method. The workshops were similarly structured using the LEGO Serious Play princi-

ples (LEGO Group 2010) (see Appendix 2) but with varying participants. Before the first 

workshop was conducted, a pilot-workshop with students was held to test and iterate 

the tasks and improve the procedure.

The first workshop has been with innovation experts from the support structure. 

The second workshop comprised two corporate entrepreneurs and one member of the 

support structure. The third workshop consisted of four corporate entrepreneurs and 

the member of the support structure actively involved in case E. The workshop was 

designed to reveal the tacit understanding of the participants towards the process, 

core activities, success factors, obstacles and stakeholders in the innovation process 

as well as to find implications towards the support structure. All corporate entrepre-
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neurs contributing to this study were present (except one missing due to illness) as 

well as additional corporate entrepreneurs and members of the support structure. 

Vivid discussions and the design of the workshop lead to strong triangulation of the 

findings. The multitude of findings are reported in a condensed format, focusing on 

findings that were not revealed during the case analysis.

The workshop has been documented using a separate person besides the facilitator to 

take notes and photographs. After each workshop, a long and detailed debriefing ses-

sion was conducted to distil the key insights out of the multitude of findings.
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2.3 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

reliability oF the study addresses the degree to which the measure of a construct 

leads to consistent results (Bhattacherjee 2012). This has been taken into account 

in various parts of the study. The research subjects have been chosen based on their 

individual experience with corporate venturing inside the case company. The research-

er’s subjectivity has been limited through grounding the assumptions underlying 

the research in a thorough literature review, incorporating different angles of the 

phenomena. Triangulation has been used to verify the reliability of results. A multi-

tude of methods have been used to collect the data.

Validity “regards the extent to which an observation measures what it purports to 

measure” (Järvinen 2004, p.157). For this study, Järvinen’s (2004) categories ofvalid-

ity have been taken into account:

Internal validity has been ensured through an ongoing analysis during the data 

collection as suggested by Eisenhardt (1989). A research diary has been kept, and both 

an in-depth case-internal analysis as well as analysis comparing all cases have been 

taken into account. Therefore, a close fit to the data is given.

Content validity has been ensured through an extensive literature review, building 

on substantial theories in the respective field that have been discussed and tested in 

literature.

Construct validity has been ensured through deriving the construct from litera-

ture and qualitatively testing the construct using multiple data collection methods, 

theoretical sampling and triangulation.

External validity refers to the challenge of generalisability (Eisenhardt 1989) of a 

theory grounded in case research. Within the case company, the construct has been 

thoroughly examined. The use of theories that have been created in different contexts 

leads to the expectation, that the theoretical construct derived from these theories 

may also be applicable in different contexts. However, as this research focuses on 

theory-building research, it is suggested that the generalisability will be tested in 

different contexts in future research.
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2.4 LIMITATIONS

the researCh is subject to limitations concerning the scope and research meth-

odology. In terms of the scope on the early stage of corporate entrepreneurship, other 

important questions that warrant further research will not be considered. The success 

of a venture is frequently discussed. Elements that constitute the success of a venture 

are also part of the discussion – suggesting that a successful corporate venture may 

not necessarily be commercially viable, but created important capabilities for the par-

ent company (Keil et al. 2009; Guth & Ginsberg 1990). The integration of the venture 

into the operating system of the parent organisation (Birkinshaw & Hill 2005) and the 

relation between the venture and its parent organisation (Backholm 1999; Shulman et 

al. 2011; Sathe 2003) are important questions demanding for further research.

The personality of the (corporate) entrepreneur is frequently target of research and 

needs to be further examined (Davis 1999; Guth & Ginsberg 1990) as well as the chal-

lenge of finding the right people (Thornberry 2001). However, in this research, the 

emphasis will be on the activities corporate entrepreneurs undertake and character-

istics of the process.

The research methodology used for this study is subject to limitations. A qualitative, 

theory-creating approach of systematic combining (Dubois & Gadde 2002) is used. 

Although findings will be further explored and validated through triangulation (Jack 

& Raturi 2006; Hall & Rist 1999), the findings will not be tested quantitatively. The 

findings should be tested in subsequent studies, using a deductive approach.

The research is conducted as a case study. The generalisability of the findings towards 

another corporate context may be a limitation. The research builds on recognised 

theories from both entrepreneurship such as effectuation (Sarasvathy 2001) and the 

process and activities of corporate entrepreneurship (Burgelman 1980). As these the-

ories have been created in different contexts, generalisability of the findings may be 

expected. However, as suggested above, the findings should be verified in further 

research covering a wide industrial context.

As suggested by Eisenhardt (1989), the case and sub-cases were chosen for theoretical 

sampling to reach the aim of building a theory rather than representative sampling. 

Within the case company, sub-cases were chosen to address the research from the cor-
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porate entrepreneur’s perspective. Some sub cases require the corporate entrepreneur 

to recall the story of the innovation, and therefore a retrospective narrative will be 

used. However, this potentially biased approach will be mitigated through research 

subjects currently in the process and data collection methods aiming at capturing 

the process from their perspective and avoiding a recall-bias such as design probes 

(Mattelmäki 2006). Lastly, it would be beneficial to approach the research question 

in a longitudinal study, but due time limitations, this cannot be fulfilled. Instead, 

sub-cases were chosen of corporate entrepreneurs being in various stages of the pro-

cess in order to overcome this weakness.

The Burgelman (1980) model describes extensively the interaction of different actors 

within corporate venturing as well as the implications towards the strategic and 

structural context. This study concentrates on elements of Burgelman’s (1980) stage 

and process model, merging them into a model of the early stage of corporate ventur-

ing and enriching them with activities and process characteristics from the field of 

entrepreneurship.

As a research decision, the case company will remain confidential. Therefore, all data 

related to the content of the innovations as well as a specific description of the case 

company is not part of this research. However, as the focus is on activities of corporate 

entrepreneurs and process characteristics, the research decision does not negatively 

affect the depth of the insights drawn from this study.
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2.5 RESEARCH CONSTRUCT

2.5.1 towArds A model of the eArly stAge In Icv

in this subChapter, corporate entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship will be 

compared and hypotheses established, which set the ground for the empirical research. 

Stützer (2007, p.3) states “intrapreneurial efforts may be totally different from origi-

nal entrepreneurial efforts”. Other authors argue that corporate entrepreneurship is 

entrepreneurship in a different context (Kuratko et al. 2011), a definition which this 

study follows. Bouchikhi (1993) claims that neither the entrepreneur nor the envi-

ronment alone determine the outcome of the business start-up process, but a complex 

interaction between the entrepreneur and environment. Liao and Welsch expected in 

their study of tech-based entrepreneurial ventures and non-tech based entrepreneur-

ial ventures that the gestation process is different (Liao & Welsch 2008). However, their 

results showed that tech-based and non-tech-based entrepreneurial ventures have a 

common set of core activities, and even the sequencing pattern showed crucial sim-

ilarities (Liao & Welsch 2008). This suggests that there may be a set of core activities 

in business creation shared among different types of ventures and different environ-

ments (Liao & Welsch 2008). Based on this assumption, arguments concerning similar 

activities in corporate entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship will be discussed.

2.5.1.1 Activities in Corporate Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurship compared

The description of activities during the early stage of entrepreneurship (Chapter 3.2.1) 

will serve as a basis for the comparison of activities. 

One major difference between the studies in entrepreneurship literature and 

corporate entrepreneurship needs to be stated: most entrepreneurship literature 

talking about the venture gestation process and activities discussed above does not 

take business success as criterion for a positive or negative influence of a factor on the 

gestation process. 

Success in the gestation process means: the venture has been successfully started, 

which can be through establishing a legal entity or most often, first sales of products 

and services. 
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Table 1: Activities in Entrepreneurship and Corporate Entrepreneurship literature

KAtz&

gArtner 1988

cAtegory ActIvIty In

entrepreneurshIp

ActIvIty In corporAte

entereneurshIp

bAsIs for the reseArch

Resources Funding private funding/ 

bank funding/ 

government funding

company funding

invested own money investing own money

saved own money 

to invest

Bootlegging resources 

Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007

bootlegging resources

Intentionality Opportunity opportunity recognition Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007

opportunity recognition

Spent time thinking 

about business idea

Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007

thinking business idea

search where 

opportunities come from 

and why, when and how 

those can be exploited

search opportunities

think how to exploit 

opportunities

definition of the 

market opportunity

define opportunity

Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007

fit to fabric of corporation

Intentionality Planning business plan Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2207

write business plan

Boundary Legitimacy establishing legal entity establish legal entity

developing trust 

among stakeholders

Laaksonen 2007; 

Burgelman 1980

develop trust among 

stake holders

looked for / bought 

facilities & equipment

got facilities and 

equipment

Decision making 

Laaksonen 2007

decision making

Customer market 

bridging/ market 

development 

Laaksonen 2007

customer/ 

marketdevelopment

application for patent application patent
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Exchange/ 

Resources

Business 

Development

developing models 

& procedures

Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007 routines 

from corporation may 

inhibit innovation

developing procedures

organised startup team Burgelman 1980 organizing startup team

risk management risk management

sales & promotion Burgelman 1980 

market development

market development

devoted full time 

to business

full time work

developing prototype Burgelman 1980 

technical linking

developing prototype

technical & need linking

recombination 

of resources

recombination resources

assessment  difficulties assessment difficulties

acquiring know-

how expertise

acquiring know-how

product/ service 

development

product/ service 

development

sales sales

marketing marketing

promotion

customer discussions customer discussions

distribution

Advice/ CE 

activities

seeking advice from 

mentors & advisors

Burgelman 1980

Organisational 

championing

seeking advice

Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007

buffering

Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007

bridging

Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007

establishing networks

Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007

product champioing

KAtz&

gArtner 1988

cAtegory ActIvIty In

entrepreneurshIp

ActIvIty In corporAte

entereneurshIp

bAsIs for the reseArch
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On the contrary, corporate entrepreneurship literature describing the process 

(especially the studies of Burgelman (1980) and Laaksonen (2007) which formed the 

base for the discussion of activities and process in corporate entrepreneurship) are 

heavily based on the nature of the ICV (radical innovations) and their success, rather 

than the formation of a legal entity. 

Given this difference, the author found many corresponding activities in both entre-

preneurship and corporate entrepreneurship. Katz & Gartner’s (1988) categories of 

resources, intentionality, boundary and exchange have been found in both entrepre-

neurship contexts. However, the activities within these categories differ. The follow-

ing discussion follows the categories introduced in the discussion of entrepreneurship 

activities (Chapter 3.2.1).

Funding

Funding as category has been found important in both contexts, however, the nature 

of funding possibilities differs. While in entrepreneurship private/bank /govern-

ment funding and investment of own money has been found influential, bootleg-

ging resources was found important in the early stage of corporate entrepreneurship 

(Burgelman 1980; Laaksonen 2007). 

Opportunity

In the opportunity category, both opportunity recognition and spending time think-

ing about the business idea were activities conducted in corporate entrepreneurship 

and entrepreneurship (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Burgelman 

1980; Laaksonen 2007).

Planning

The controversial discussion of business planning in entrepreneurship literature can 

be also found in corporate entrepreneurship literature, as Laaksonen (2007, p.12) notes 

that it is “almost impossible to develop innovation by concentrating merely on defini-

tion or action” and that concepts communicated in plans or documents do not become 

“implemented reality unless they are brought into action” (Laaksonen 2007, p.12). 

This supports the findings of Carter et al. (1996) that planning as a “springboard for 

action” is a useful activity (opposed to planning as a form of procrastination). In addi-

tion, the structured context of ICV emphasizes the importance to communicate the 

business potential of the venture towards key stakeholders (Stützer 2007), a partic-
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ularly important step in ICV to move the venture in gestation towards venture status.

Legitimacy building

The literature review points out that legitimacy building was also a very important 

activity in ICV. However, the activities through which legitimacy is achieved differ. 

While establishing a legal entity and looking for / buying facilities and equipment 

were important in an entrepreneurship context, these activities were not mentioned 

in an ICV context. Nevertheless, both Burgelman (1980) and subsequently Laaksonen 

(2007) referred to activities aimed at legitimacy building. Developing trust among 

stakeholders was emphasized through product championing (Burgelman 1980; 

Laaksonen 2007) and organisational championing (Burgelman 1980). Legitimacy 

building can be also observed in decision making. Although decision making is not 

the most important activity for ICV development, reaching the venture status gives 

credibility (Laaksonen 2007). Developing an ICV takes a certain amount of time. By 

bridging towards customer markets, the ICV builds credibility (Laaksonen 2007). Market 

development and working with the customer are thus important arguments for 

the legitimacy of the ICV project and can provide major impetus to the ICV project 

(Laaksonen 2007).

Business Development

Entrepreneurship literature suggests that the lack of routines in an entrepreneur-

ial venture may be disadvantageous for the development (Aldrich & Ruef 2006), 

and it may be concluded that ICV might be more structured and therefore has an 

advantage. However, this issue is discussed controversially in corporate entrepreneur-

ship literature. Burgelman (1980) argues that the radical nature of ICV projects demands 

specific organisational structures for each ICV project. The question whether this has a 

positive or negative influence is not solved yet, as in opposition to Aldrich & Ruef 

(2006) Laaksonen argues, that copying the routines from corporations may be harmful 

for radical innovation in start-ups, and this might be also the case for ICV (Laaksonen 

2007).

Despite this issue, many of the business development activities found in entrepreneur-

ship literature are also mentioned in corporate entrepreneurship, such as organiz-

ing a start-up team (Burgelman 1980), sales and promotion (Burgelman 1980 market 

development) and developing a prototype (Burgelman 1980 technical development), 

whereas other activities such as risk management and devoting full time to business 
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can be assumed to be part of the activities during the venture gestation process of 

an ICV.

Advice

Seeking advice is an activity mentioned by Carter et al. (1996) in entrepreneurship 

and Burgelman (1980) in ICV. Other activities like buffering, bridging, establishing 

networks and product championing have been found relevant in ICV (Burgelman 1980).

Figure 1: Burgelman (1980) Model and Effectuation and/or a Predictive Approach

PROJECT

development of new

busIness

ActIvItIes Are 

undertAKen to 

develop An IdeA 

towArds project

IDEA CONCEPT

development proCess abstraCted From burgelman (1980) with prediCtive
and eFFeCtuative elements

conceptuAlIsAtIon

substAge

corporAte 

entrepreneurs worK 

mAInly effectuAtIve

Stage Model of Burgelman (1980)

Work within stages

pre-venture

substAge

IterAtIve

ongoIng product chAmpIonIng to develop An IdeA towArds An InnovAtIon

predIctIve elements due to the need for structure In corporAtIons
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2.5.1.2 Assumptions on the process from the Corporate Entrepreneur’s perspective 

The research is conducted from the perspective of the corporate entrepreneur. Insights 

gained into the activities conducted to develop an idea into an innovation are used 

to draw implications towards a support structure. Burgelman (1980) takes in his 

process model of corporate venturing the perspectives of the corporate entrepreneur, the 

support structure and the corporate management as well as core processes and 

overlaying processes into account. The core processes are related to developing the 

idea towards an innovation, while the overlaying processes are related to the strategic 

and structural context. For this research, Burgelman’s (1980) process model is simpli-

fied to the corporate entrepreneurs perspective on core processes and applied to the 

stage model. There are two main phases described by Burgelman (1980) within the 

core processes:

1. Definition Phase

2. Impetus Phase

These phases can be translated into the stage model as the definition and development 

stage. The definition stage includes the conceptualisation sub-stage (in this research 

called “Idea”) and the pre-venture sub-stage (in this research called “Concept”). The 

impetus phase relates to the development stage (in this research called “Project”) and 

is not subject of this research. The early stage of corporate venturing comprises the 

idea and concept stage.

Within the stages, it is expected that corporate entrepreneurs are conducting 

activities in an effectuative way (Sarasvathy 2001; Noyes & Brush 2012), developing 

the idea through own means and go through various iterative cycles. It is expected 

that the way of working resembles a complex, time-based pacing process (Lichtenstein 

et al. 2006; Liao et al. 2005). Nevertheless, elements of a predictive logic are expected 

to be imposed by the need of structure of a corporation.

Product championing is seen by Burgelman (1980) as link between the definition and 

development phase. Laaksonen (2007) and Carter et al. (1996) emphasize the central 

role of action. Thus, product championing is expected to be a central activity to trans-

form an idea into an innovation.

The support structure is expected to support the corporate entrepreneur (e.g. with 

networking and advice), but also is expected to guide the corporate entrepre-

neur towards a more structured approach for gaining broad acceptance within the 
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company. Thus, it is expected that the more the idea matures, the more structured it 

will become.

2.5.1.3 Questions related to Effectuation and /or a predictive approach

KAtz&

gArtner 1988

wAs your stArtIng poInt A vIsIon, whIch you wAnted to AchIeve through own sKIlls or A concerete goAl?

how dId you conduct ActIvItIes?

lIneAr or IterAtIve

bAsed on your own meAns?

through smAll eXperIments bAsed on AffordAble loss? (opposed to eXpected returns)

how dId you deAl wIth uneXpected sItuAtIons? dId you use uncertAInty As A source of 

opportunIty or dId you try to AvoId It And QuIcKly overcome the sItuAtIon?

dId you creAte A plAn? when? whAt wAs the reAson for It?

dId you AsK yourself whAt I cAn do? who do I Know, whIch resources I cAn get?

dId people enter the project self-selected?

dId the outcomes of the project reshApe?

dId you seeK pArtnershIps?

Table 2: Questions to reveal a predictive and/or effectuative approach

The questions are building on research from Sarasvathy (2001), Noyes & Brush (2012) 

and Dew et al. (2009) to research effectuation in the corporate context.
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3. Literature Review
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3.1.1 entrepreneurshIp versus corporAte entrepreneurshIp

entrepreneurship and Corporate entrepreneurship are related to each other. 

Pinchot’s (1985) definition of an entrepreneur as “someone who fills the role of an 

intrapreneur outside the organization” demonstrates this, supported by other authors 

such as Thornberry (2001) and Kuratko et al. (2011). Many scholars see corporate 

entrepreneurship as a research sub-field of entrepreneurship (B. Antoncic & Hisrich 

2003; Felício et al. 2012). Stopford & Baden-Fuller (1994) identified common charac-

teristics of all types of entrepreneurship: proactiveness, aspirations beyond current 

capability, team-orientation and the ability to resolve dilemmas.

Nevertheless, the challenges for entrepreneurs vary according to the context (Kuratko 

et al. 2011). A corporate entrepreneur has to operate in a different environment than 

independent entrepreneurs. Therefore, the need to differentiate among the settings 

in which entrepreneurship takes place is necessary (Sharma & Chrisman 1999). Differ-

ences are expected in terms of risk, reward, resource availability, and autonomy of the 

corporate entrepreneur (Hisrich 1990; Morris & Sexton 1996; Pinchot 1985; Moriano et 

al. 2011; Kuratko et al. 2011). 

Kuratko et al. (2011) specify the following differences:

Risk/Reward: Entrepreneurs have the prospect of unlimited reward, however also 

financial, professional and personal risk. Corporate entrepreneurs have mostly job- 

related risks, while other risks are assumed by the company (B. Antoncic & Hisrich 

2001; Luchsinger & Bagby 1987). Subsequently, the possibility of reward is limited. 

The corporate entrepreneur has “much more of a safety net should things go wrong.” 

(Kuratko et al. 2011, p.39)

Resource availability: Entrepreneurs are mostly working under severe resource 

constraints, which is an important source of innovation. The environment the 

corporate entrepreneur is situated in usually provides resources, although those are 

often not under control of the corporate entrepreneur. This provides the corporate 

entrepreneur with the ability to scale quickly.

3.1 THE CONCEPT OF CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Ownership/autonomy: Entrepreneurs own their ideas, concepts, products and services. 

They identify with them, and are proud of success. On the contrary, ideas and concepts 

the corporate entrepreneur developed belong to the organization. Kuratko et al. (2011, 

p.39) state that “there can still be a sense of pride, but the employee must be prepared 

for the ways in which the company will modify the concept, the extent to which it will 

support the concept, and the people who will take credit for the success of the con-

cept.” Besides legal ownership, psychological ownership is of importance.

Unique characteristics: Corporate entrepreneurs face unique challenges, such as the 

ability to win approval from various managers, deal with processes and bureaucracy as 

well as to be politically savvy to gain support from other departments as well as senior 

management. Furthermore, one difference Kuratko et al. (2011, p.41) highlight is to 

have “people to talk with”, an internal network of expertise helping in development.

The contextual differences of corporate entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs indicate 

that corporate entrepreneurs are strongly driven by intrinsic motivation to create 

something successful rather than monetary rewards. The job-related risk corporate 

entrepreneurs face can be less obvious: “Few companies fire people because they try 

something entrepreneurial and fail. It is far more likely that they try something entre-

preneurial, get frustrated because of the resistance and obstacles within the company, 

and leave on their own.” (Kuratko et al. 2011, p.43). In the light of this, one may ask, 

why are entrepreneurs operating in a corporate environment?

Kuratko et al. (2011, p.44) name three main reasons: 

“The resource base that I can tap into; the potential to operate on a fairly significant 

scope and scale fairly quickly; the security I enjoy when operating in an existing com-

pany.”

3.1.2 reAsons for corporAte entrepreneurshIp

The main reasons for corporate entrepreneurship can be categorised as market 

environment, innovation, revitalization of corporations, business growth & corporate 

performance, achieving or sustaining a competitive advantage, organizational learn-

ing and other reasons. Schindehutte et al. (2000) present an extensive list of 40 

triggering events, distinguishing internal / external source, opportunity- or threat-

driven, technology push or market pull, top-down or bottom up, systematic or deliber-

ate search, chance or opportunism.
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Market environment

The market environment is changing. Several authors emphasize that the global, 

fast changing competitive environment demands novel answers from corporations to 

survive (see for example Moriano et al. 2011; Kuratko et al. 2011; Morris et al. 2008; 

Ireland et al. 2009). Kuratko et al. (2011) argue that changes in external environment 

determine internal changes. Morris et al. (2008 p.iii) state that “dramatic and ongoing 

change forces executives to regularly re-examine the basic purpose of their organiza-

tions, and to become much more flexible”. This flexibility and organisational renewal 

can be achieved through corporate entrepreneurship (Covin & Slevin 1991; Lumpkin & 

Dess 1996; Morris et al. 2008; McGrath & MacMillan 2000).

Innovation

Corporate Entrepreneurship as facilitator for innovation received much attention. 

Pinchot (1985 p.xii) states that “large firms must innovate or die”. He further claims 

that corporate entrepreneurs “are the integrators who combine the talents of both 

the technologists and the marketers by establishing new products, processes and 

services”. Guth & Ginsberg (1990) argue that technological innovation opportunities 

and corporate entrepreneurship are linked. 

Therefore, corporate entrepreneurship helps to exploit opportunities others have 

not identified as well as satisfy unrecognized and unmet public and personal needs 

by novel ways to combine the firm’s resources and moving into new markets (Sathe 

2003; Ireland et al. 2001). Burgelman (1985) mentions that some authors (Arrow 1982; 

Mintzberg 1979) have doubts about the innovative capabilities of large, diversified 

firms. While this view can be seen critical, the importance of innovation for corpora-

tions remains undoubted (see among others Hornsby et al. 2002; Hornsby et al. 1993; 

Ireland et al. 2001; Kuratko et al. 1993; Zahra 1995; McFadzean et al. 2005; Laaksonen 

2007; Ranta 2005). 

Following the definition of corporate entrepreneurship established in Chapter 1.3.2, 

innovation is a major component of the corporate entrepreneurship concept, and 

corporate entrepreneurship can be seen as a powerful antidote to large company 

staleness, lack of innovation, and inertia (Thornberry 2001). Big companies are 

interested in the concept to achieve innovativeness (Thornberry 2001). The impor-

tance of the contribution of corporate entrepreneurship towards innovativeness is 

emphasized by several authors (Maidique 1980; Van Wyk & Adonisi 2012; Moriano et 
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al. 2011; B. Antoncic 2007; Ernst & Young 2010).

One important aspect of innovativeness in corporations is bureaucracy. Corporate 

entrepreneurship seeks to overcome the inertia caused by bureaucracy within cor-

porations and establish a “start-up kind of mentality” to get the “spark, innovation, 

speed and risk taking they once had” (Thornberry 2001, p.526).

Revitalization of corporations, business growth & corporate performance

Revitalization of corporations aims towards improving the innovativeness of the cor-

poration as well as the ability of the corporation to predict market changes. According 

to Guth & Ginsberg (1990), entrepreneurial activities should be emphasized in order to 

achieve corporate revitalization. Revitalization of corporations has been identified as 

one of the core outcomes of corporate entrepreneurship (Guth & Ginsberg 1990) among 

others (Burgelman 1983a; Pinchot 1985; Rule & Irwin 1988). Zahra (1991) emphasizes a 

positive effect of corporate entrepreneurship on revitalization and firm performance.

Antoncic & Antoncic (2011) found a positive relationship of corporate entrepreneurship 

and firm growth, while other authors such as Keil et al. (2009, p.601) talk of a “much 

less clear picture” as their “ability to deliver significant new growth is typically quite 

low” (Campbell & Park 2004; Stevens & Burley 1997; in Keil et al. 2009). Felício et al. 

(2012) aim on clarifying this picture by the quantitative analysis of 217 medium-sized 

companies in the Portuguese context. A key finding of this study was that corporate 

entrepreneurship influences performance. Moreover, performance is strongly related 

to growth and improvement in terms of market share, sales and firm size. However, the 

authors claim that only some of the performance measures are influenced by corporate 

entrepreneurship. Antoncic’s findings (2007) are in line with these results, as corpora-

tions that have an entrepreneurial orientations have higher growth rates compared to 

those which do not have, however with unclear results in terms of profitability.

Sustaining competitive advantage

Gaining a competitive edge over the competition is one of the key aspects organisations 

focus on. Kuratko et al. (2011) argue that such sustainable competitive advantage is 

connected to five key capabilities: adaptability, flexibility, speed, aggressiveness and 

innovativeness – characteristics of entrepreneurship in their point of view.

Moriano et al. (2011) as well as Rauch et al. (2009) argue that companies embracing 

corporate entrepreneurship are more competitive than those which do not. For Felício 

et al. (2012) the search for competitive advantage has been the initiating point for 
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their study on corporate entrepreneurship and performance. 

Organisational learning

Keil et al. (2009, p.601) found that “ventures are temporary conduits for capability 

development and play a primary role in launching the founding stage of new capability 

life cycles. The venture’s main contribution was often to transfer valuable capabilities 

to other ventures or the firm’s existing business units. The benefit from investing in 

ventures was therefore largely independent from their commercial success.” Molina 

& Callahan (2009) draw a connection between individual learning, organisational 

learning, corporate entrepreneurship and their collective impact on an organisation’s 

performance. These authors and others (Dougherty 1995; Ireland et al. 2009; Zahra 

et al. 1999) draw mainly on the individual characteristics of corporate entrepreneurs 

which foster individual and organisational learning and ultimately influence the 

organisation’s performance and innovativeness.

Other reasons

Another reason for corporate entrepreneurship is to attract and keep top talents inside 

the organisation who are committed to make decisions and take actions to increase 

the company’s performance (Shulman et al. 2011; Ireland et al. 2001). Steve Felice from 

Dell states in an interview, that one characteristic of entrepreneurship is to stay close 

to customers, iterate the offering and innovate based on market insights (in Ernst & 

Young 2010). This market orientation builds together with corporate entrepreneurship 

the fundament for a sustainable competitive advantage (Barrett & Weinstein 1998).

3.1.3 guth & gInsberg’s model of corporAte entrepreneurshIp

There have been various models of corporate entrepreneurship such as the concept 

of entrepreneurial vision from Ireland et al. (2009) that impacts on different actors 

and the structure of corporate entrepreneurship. Another model from Kuratko et 

al. (2011) describes the steps towards an entrepreneurial organisation. Antoncic & 

Hisrich (2001) developed a model of the corporate entrepreneurship concept and its 

direct effects. Kuratko et al. (2004) built a model emphasizing the perceived outcomes 

of corporate entrepreneurship from the corporate entrepreneur’s point of view and the 

organisation’s point of view. Guth & Ginsberg’s (1990) model of corporate entrepre-

neurship is one of the first frameworks describing the concept of corporate entrepre-

neurship on a meta-level. The majority of definitions for corporate entrepreneurship 
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are built on this model (for example Sharma & Chrisman 1999; Felício et al. 2012).

It identifies possible influencial factors and effects of corporate entrepreneurship. 

Corporate entrepreneurship encompasses two types of phenomena: innovation / ven-

turing within established corporations and strategic renewal of established corpora-

tions (Guth & Ginsberg 1990). 

Entrepreneurial behaviour is described as “decisions are made and actions are taken 

that result in new combinations of resources being carried out (Ellsworth 1985). This 

carrying out of new combinations translates into changes in strategy that alter the 

Figure 2: Guth & Ginsberg’s model of Corporate Entrepreneurship (Guth & Ginsberg 1990, p.7)

INNOVATION/ 
VENTURING

STRATEGIC
RENEWAL

guth & ginsberg’s (1990) model oF Corporate entreprenurship
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pattern of resource deployment in an existing firm versus changes in strategy that 

modify the magnitude of resource deployment (Ginsberg 1988)” (Guth & Ginsberg 

1990, p.6). This follows the Schumpeterian definition established in Chapter 1.3.2. 

New combinations of resources transform the corporation into something new, reflect-

ing entrepreneurial behaviour (Guth & Ginsberg 1990).

The four elements influencing corporate entrepreneurship are environment, strategic 

leaders, organization conduct / form and organization performance. The environ-

mental impact on corporate entrepreneurship has been discussed in Chapter 3.1.2. It 

includes the tendency that the more the environment changes, the more firms will be 

entrepreneurial (D. Miller 1983).

Strategic leaders, such as top management, also influence corporate entrepreneurship 

(Guth & Ginsberg 1990). Further, the middle managers role needs to be taken into 

account (Guth & Ginsberg 1990), as those fill the framework given by top management 

with their own decisions.

Moreover, the organization conduct and form influences corporate entrepreneurship, 

such as bureaucratic structures and strategy (Guth & Ginsberg 1990). 

Lastly, organization performance influences venture performance and vice versa. 

Ireland et al. (2009) criticize that the model is very general and does not distinguish 

between causes and effects of the two entrepreneurial phenomena. Furthermore, they 

criticize that corporate entrepreneurship is portrayed as a “set of phenomena that 

exist separate from strategy” (Ireland et al. 2009, p.23). However, Guth & Ginsberg 

(1990) draw a link towards strategic management by arguing that their categories 

influencing corporate entrepreneurship are highly related to strategic management, 

as well as including strategy in their organization conduct/form category.

3.1.4 the forms of corporAte entrepreneurshIp

There have been different forms of corporate entrepreneurship identified in literature. 

The forms express how entrepreneurship is manifested in organisations (Kuratko et 

al. 2011). 

Guth & Ginsberg (1990) identified two main forms: innovation/venturing within estab-

lished corporations as well as strategic renewal of established corporations. Kuratko 

et al. (2011) follow this argumentation, but widen the domain of strategic renewal into 
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strategic entrepreneurship. 

Another attempt to classify corporate entrepreneurship states that it takes place 

both at the organisational level in the form of entrepreneurial orientation with the 

dimensions risk taking, innovation and proactiveness (Covin & Slevin 1991) and 

individual level related to proactive initiatives from individual employees, network-

ing behaviour, out of the box thinking, responsibility taking, idea championing and 

risk taking (Moriano et al. 2011). 

Stopford & Baden-Fuller (1994) classify literature streams into three distinct forms of 

corporate entrepreneurship: the creation of new business within an existing organi-

sation (corporate venturing), transformation or renewal of existing organisations and 

changing the rules of the competition. In a similar way, Antoncic & Hisrich (2003) 

identify three main foci of corporate entrepreneurship in literature: the individual 

entrepreneur, corporate venturing and the entrepreneurial organisation. Stopford & 

Baden-Fuller’s classification mainly targets on the entrepreneurial organisation (B. 

Antoncic & Hisrich 2003). 

Wolcott & Lippitz (2010) present a framework of the entrepreneurial orientation of a 

corporation dependent on the resource authority (ad hoc versus dedicated to corporate 

entrepreneurship) and organisational ownership (diffused versus focused). Within 

this framework, four distinct types of firms can be identified: enabler (company 

provides funding and management attention to prospective projects), opportunist 

(there is no deliberate approach to corporate entrepreneurship, funds are raised in 

an ad hoc manner from different budgets), advocate (company focuses on corporate 

entrepreneurship, but business units provide funding) and producer (company estab-

lishes and supports a separate entity with a mandate for corporate entrepreneurship) 

(Wolcott & Lippitz 2010). The producer and enabler type can be most closely linked 

to corporate venturing, while opportunist is focusing on individual entrepreneurial 

behaviour and advocate on entrepreneurial orientation of the firm.

Another attempt to define different forms of corporate entrepreneurship is made by 

Shulman et al. (2011) with the forms of intrapreneurship, defined as attempting to 

grow a new business within the big firm, different forms of corporate venturing (which 

will be explained in the corporate venturing section) and a strategic entrepreneurial 

unit. Shulman et al. (2011) thus focus solely on corporate venturing.

To sum up, most authors agree to distinguish between corporate venturing and a cor-
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poration-wide approach towards entrepreneurship. Therefore, this thesis follows the 

definition of Kuratko et al. (2011) who extend Guth & Ginsberg’s (Guth & Ginsberg 

1990) model of corporate entrepreneurship.

Kuratko et al. define corporate venturing as the addition of new businesses to the 

corporation as well as strategic entrepreneurship as “large scale or otherwise highly 

consequential innovations that are adopted in the firm’s pursuit of competitive advan-

tage” (Kuratko et al. 2011, p.85). Stopford & Baden-Fuller (1994, p.521) state an import-

ant point: “We found that different types of entrepreneurship can exist in the same 

firm, that many attributes of entrepreneurship are common to all types, and that these 

attributes change their role and relative importance over time.”

3.1.4.1 Strategic Entrepreneurship

The term strategic entrepreneurship used by Kuratko et al. (2011) indicates a wider 

range of entrepreneurial activities than adding new businesses. Covin and Miles (1999) 

identified four main categories of strategic entrepreneurship: sustained regeneration, 

organisational rejuvenation, strategic renewal and domain redefinition.

Sustained regeneration indicates that firms regularly and continuously enter new 

markets and introduce new products and services. Firms are taping on underexploited 

market opportunities by utilising their innovative potential. Those firms tend to have 

cultures, structures, strategies and capabilities with a focus on innovation (Covin & 

Miles 1999), although the innovations might be most of the times incremental and only 

sometimes lead to new business creation (Kuratko et al. 2011, p.100).

When talking of organisational rejuvenation, the organisation is aiming towards a 

competitive advantage through changes in internal processes, structures and capa-

bilities. In this case, “the focus and target of innovation is the organization per se”  

(Covin & Miles 1999, p.52). The objective of these efforts are to improve the organisa-

tion in respect of its capability to implement the strategy (Kuratko et al. 2011).

Strategic renewal is the term coined by Guth & Ginsberg (1990). Although using the 

same term, Covin & Miles (1999) indicate a difference of meaning. The term is used in 

their classification with a focus on the firm’s interaction with the environment and 

therefore describes the change in an organisation’s relationship with its markets and 

competitors by changing the way of competition (Covin & Miles 1999). The focus of the 

entrepreneurial initiative is the firm’s strategy (Kuratko et al. 2011,). Guth & Ginsberg 
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(1990, p.5) describe strategic renewal as “the transformation of organizations through 

renewal of the key ideas on which they are built”. This, however, points more towards 

the concept of entrepreneurial orientation.

The last category is domain redefinition, where a corporation “proactively creates 

a new product-market arena that others have not recognized or actively sought to 

exploit” (Covin & Miles 1999, p.54). This phenomenon is described by Kim & Mauborgne 

(2005) as blue oceans of uncontested market space. The entrepreneurial activity takes 

place in unoccupied competitive space, and therefore the organisation seeks to exploit 

a first-mover advantage over competitors who might follow later (Kuratko et al. 2011). 

This necessarily results in new business creation (Kuratko et al. 2011).

Kuratko et al. (2011) introduce a fifth category: business model reconstruction, 

where entrepreneurial thinking is applied towards strategic choices of value creation, 

resource combination, differentiation and growth strategies (Kuratko et al. 2011).

All approaches towards strategic entrepreneurship outlined above (Guth & Ginsberg 

1990; Kuratko et al. 2011; Covin & Miles 1999) have one thing in common: through 

the use of entrepreneurial principles, innovations are created which change the firm’s 

past strategies towards something new, either relative to itself or relative to indus-

try conventions (Kuratko et al. 2011). These entrepreneurial principles can be called 

Entrepreneurial Orientation.

Miller (1983) identified three entrepreneurial principles: innovativeness, risk- 

taking and proactiveness. Lumpkin & Dess (1996) added two additional dimensions: 

autonomy and competitive aggressiveness. Dess & Lumpkin (2005, p.147) argue that 

“Firms that want to engage in successful corporate entrepreneurship need to have 

an entrepreneurial orientation”. The entrepreneurial orientation describes how 

strategy-making is addressed (Lumpkin & Dess 1996). Lumpkin & Dess hereby focus on 

strategies towards corporate venturing (Lumpkin & Dess 1996; Dess & Lumpkin 2005), 

although strategic change of the whole corporation (as proposed by Guth & Ginsberg 

1990) based on entrepreneurial principles can be seen as an outcome of entrepreneurial 

orientation. Wiklund & Shepherd (2005, p.72) conclude that “EO involves a willingness 

to innovate to rejuvenate market offerings, take risks to try out new and uncertain 

products, services and markets”.

Strategic Entrepreneurship can thus be seen as the deployment of the principles of 

entrepreneurial orientation on firm’s strategic decisions. To engage in corporate ven-
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turing can be seen as one strategic decision towards gaining a competitive advantage.

3.1.4.2 Corporate Venturing

Kuratko et al. (2011) define corporate venturing as various methods for adding, 

creating or investing in new businesses. “A firm’s total venturing activity is equal 

to the sum of the ventures exacted through internal, cooperative and external 

modes” (Kuratko et al. 2011, p.86). According to Ansoff (1957), four categories for 

corporate growth can be pursued: market penetration (company seeks to better exploit 

current markets with current products), market development (establish new markets for 

current products), product development (new products for current markets) and 

diversification that aims on a “simultaneous departure from the present product line 

and the present market structure” (Ansoff 1957, p.114). When applying a strict defini-

tion of new business, only the diversification strategy meets this criterion (Kuratko et 

al. 2011). 

Day (1994, p.149) argues that companies engage in (internal) corporate venturing 

to seek innovativeness, while she defines innovativeness as “the degree to which 

the venture is the first to create a new market, relative to other firms, through the 

commercialization of a product based on new technology”. While this is focused on 

a new market relative to other firms and products, Kuratko et al. (2011) recognises 

that a market can be new to the firm, the industry or to the world and extend Ansoff’s 

model outlined above by intermediate steps. Following Day (1994), Ansoff (1957) and 

Kuratko et al. (2011), new business contains innovativeness in the product or service, 

or in the market dimension, relative to other firms or to itself.

Kuratko et al. differ between internal, cooperative and external corporate ventur-

ing (Kuratko et al. 2011). Internal corporate venturing refers to the case when new 

businesses are created and owned by the corporation. The business usually resides 

within firms, either as a new organisational structure or within pre-existing entities. 

Cooperative corporate venturing refers to corporate venturing with one or more 

outside partners and is usually located outside the firm’s boundaries. External 

corporate venturing refers to acquisition and investment in external ventures (Kuratko 

et al. 2011). In practice, a combination of those venturing modes can be observed 

(Kuratko et al. 2011).
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Miles & Covin (2002) use a refined classification of corporate venturing, which 

addresses four possibilities: direct-internal venturing, direct-external venturing, 

indirect-internal venturing, indirect-external venturing. Direct and indirect refer to 

the presence of investment intermediation, internal or external the corporation (Miles 

& Covin 2002).

Direct internal venturing describes when employees with a business idea are encour-

aged to pursue and develop it within the corporate structure. Miles & Covin argue that 

this implies that “the idea was generated within the corporation and funded, devel-

oped, and commercialized utilizing internal resources” (Miles & Covin 2002, p.26). 

A company engages in direct external venturing when it invests into companies directly 

without setting up a venture capital fund in order to acquire technology, resources and 

capabilities (Miles & Covin 2002).

In the case of indirect internal venturing, the corporation establishes a new venture 

fund, used to fund entrepreneurial ventures within the corporation. The difference 

Table 3: Summary of the Definitions of the Four Forms of Corporate Venturing

(Miles & Covin 2002, p.25)

form of venturIng defInIng chArActerIstIcs

Direct-Internal New ventures are funded without financial 

intermediation (directly through the operating or 

stategic budgets) and developed within the domain 

of the corporation by corporation employees.

Direct-External The corporation, without using a dedicated new

venture fund, acquires or takes an equity 

position in an external venture.

Indirect-Internal The corporation invests in a venture capital fund 

designed to encourage corporate employees to 

develop internal ventures. The venture capital fund 

typically originates and operates within the corporation 

and is managed by coroporate employees.

Indirect-External The corporation invests in a venture capital fund 

that targets external ventures in specific industries 

or technology sectors. The venture capital fund may 

originate outside the corporation and be managed 

by persons who are not corporate employees, 

or the fund may orginate within the corporation 

and be managed by corporate employees.
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of this compared to direct internal venturing is the source of resources. While in the 

case of direct internal venturing, the funds are allocated from operating or strategic 

budgets, in the case of indirect internal venturing an investment intermediary is 

established, which is typically managed by corporate employees. The venture capital 

fund usually operates inside the corporate structure (Miles & Covin 2002).

Indirect external venturing refers to the case when a corporation invests into a 

venture capital fund, which may be outside the organisation (with management which 

is not connected to the organisation) or inside the organisation, managed by corporate 

employees. The target of this is the investment in external firms (Miles & Covin 2002).

Shulman et al. (2011) differentiate between five forms of entrepreneurship within the 

firm:

1. Corporate intrapreneurship – to grow a new business within the organisational 

boundaries;

2. Corporate spinouts – a way for the parent company to harvest new ventures 

without strategic value to the parent company;

3. Corporate venturing – to create a separate business unit with a high risk, high 

return perspective;

4. Corporate venturing with a venture capitalist – similar to corporate venturing, 

but including an external venture capitalist adding funds as well as outsider’s 

perspective to the venture;

5. Strategic entrepreneurial unit (SEU) – a combination of other models, including 

an equity reward and operation control over the venture, while simultaneously 

utilizing the parent company’s intellectual property and financing possibilities.

While corporate intrapreneurship can be compared to the direct-internal perspective 

of Miles & Covin (2002), corporate spinouts can be regarded as a managerial decision 

towards the initial investment. However, the corporate spinout category implies, that 

the venture has been in some form part of the organisation. The corporate venturing 

perspective can be applied to all the categories of Covin & Miles (2002), without the 

corporate venturing with venture capitalist appears to be a mixed form of direct and 

indirect venturing.

The strategic entrepreneurial unit requires aims to integrate the best parts of other 

forms. The SEU is set up as a separate business unit acting as an incubator for new 
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growth businesses. Shulman et al. (2011, p.35) describe that it  “essentially attempts 

to replicate the situation of an entrepreneur leaving an organization, with the twist 

that the parent firm remains involved.” 

The parent company’s strategic orientation, resources and access to capital are 

utilised in the SEU, but combined with an outside perspective by bringing in experi-

enced facilitators to manage the deal selection, negotiations and financing relation-

ships. However, unlike in the venture capital model, the facilitator can not influence 

the timing and type of the harvest. Entrepreneurs have an equity stake, and also need 

to bear entrepreneurial risk, although lower than in an entrepreneurial setting with-

out involvement of a corporation (Shulman et al. 2011).

Therefore, the SEU model attempts to combine the advantages of “startup” entrepre-

neurship and corporate entrepreneurship.

3.1.4.3 Selection of the form of Corporate Venturing

The form of corporate venturing the organisation is engaged in is a strategic choice. 

Burgelman (1984b) offers an approach to assess internal entrepreneurial approaches 

by their degree of strategic importance for corporate development and their related-

ness to the core capabilities of the corporation. 

Assessment of strategic importance is described as a top-management task, however 

with the limitation that top management might not have the deep knowledge in new 

technologies and markets. Operational relatedness refers to the degree to which the 

entrepreneurial proposal requires capabilities new to the corporation (Burgelman 

1984b).

Based on the assessment of these two dimensions, a design for corporate entrepreneur-

ship needs to be chosen, which structures the relationship between the new business 

and the corporation (Burgelman 1984b). Burgelman focuses in his study on corporate 

ventures (Burgelman 1984b).

The assessment of the strategic importance of the new venture is connected to the 

degree of control corporate management would like to have, which is connected to 

the administrational linkages of the venture towards the organisation. With a high 

strategic importance, a close integration into the organisation is favoured with direct 

reporting relationships, a strategy tied to the organisation’s strategy and reward sys-
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tems in favour of this strategy. On the flipside, corporate management should relax the 

structural context and give room for the venture to develop (Burgelman 1984b). With 

respect to the entrepreneurial orientation concept mentioned above, a way should be 

found to protect the autonomy of the newly created venture also in the case of high 

strategic importance. The “strategic entrepreneurial unit” approach introduced above 

aims to establish such a balance.

When looking at the degree of operational relatedness, implications for the efficiency 

for both the new venture as well as the organisation can be found. This results in a 

variation of operational linkages between the venture and the organisation. If the 

relatedness is high, it is desirable that both the venture and the organisation collab-

orate tightly. Open communication, free flow of information and know-how should be 

fostered. Burgelman (1984b) argues that in unclear situations in respect of operational 

relatedness, loose coupling might be the best organisational design. This implies, that 

workflows should be separate, and steering committees should have the task to adjust 

processes mutually instead of operational level managers. Information flow should 

remain uninhibited (Burgelman 1984b). 

When implementing design alternatives, Burgelman (1984b) stresses the importance 

Figure 3: Organization Designs for Corporate Entrepreneurship (Burgelman 1984b, p.161)
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of three steps: first, corporate management and the entrepreneur should use the dis-

cussion about the form of the venture as clarification tool about understandings of 

the venture. Second, measurement and reward systems must be tailored to the chosen 

design. Third, the choice of the design might need to be adjusted as the development 

of the venture is a dynamic process, which might have implications on the strategic 

importance and operational relatedness.

Another framework for the choice of the form for corporate ventures is introduced by 

Miles and Covin (2002). This framework brings together the corporate management’s 

needs & biases with objectives for corporate venturing.

The corporate management’s needs are identified as need for control of the venture, 

ability and willingness to commit resources to venturing and entrepreneurial risk 

accepting propensity. The objectives are organisational development and cultural 

change towards an entrepreneurial culture, strategic benefits and creation of real 

options as well as quick financial returns (Miles & Covin 2002).

Table 4:  Forms of Corporate Entrepreneurship in relationship to organisational objectives

(Miles & Covin 2002, p.34)

corporAte mAnAgement’s 

needs & bIAses

orgAnIsAtIonAl 

development & culturAl

chAnge

strAtegIc benefIts/ reAl 

optIon development

QuIcK fInAncIAl returns

Need for Control of Venture

High D-I D-I, D-E D-E

Low I-I I-I, I-E I-E

Ability & Willingness 

to Commit Resources 

to Venturing

High D-I, I-I D-I, D-E, I-I, I-E D-E, I-E

Low I-I I-I, I-E I-E

Entrepeneurial Risk 

Accepting Propensity

High D-I, I-I D-I, D-E, I-I, I-E D-E, I-E

Low None I-I, I-E I-E

D-I: Direct-Internal Venturing | D-E: Direct-External Venturing | I-I: Indirect-Internal Venturing

I-E: Indirect-External Venturing
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Corporations which engage in venturing for the reason to build an innovative or 

entrepreneurial capability in order to achieve a sustainable competitive advan-

tage use corporate venturing as mechanism by which corporations hope to become 

more change accepting and change competent. These organisations are classified as 

having the organisational development & cultural change objective. Internal ventur-

ing, both direct and indirect are suitable options to reach this objective, as acquisition 

of external sources does not lead to the formation of an entrepreneurial culture and 

capabilities (Miles & Covin 2002).

The desire to exploit current organisational competencies or to strategically 

reinvent or stretch the corporation is labelled as strategic benefits / real option 

development. Ventures are used as means to explore business opportunities in which the 

corporation would like to be involved and better understand new contexts. Both 

internal and external focus are suitable for pursuing this objective, while a mixture of 

both forms is likely to be the most beneficial (Miles & Covin 2002).

3.1.5 IntegrAtIng corporAte venturIng Into the corporAte entrepreneurshIp 

concept

This sub-chapter aims to position internal corporate venturing in the corporate 

entrepreneurship concept.

Towards an integrated model situating the research of this study in a wider entre-

preneurial context, the author follows Guth & Ginsberg (1990) with their categories 

Innovation / Venturing within established corporations and strategic renewal of 

established corporations. However, both categories are closely intertwined.

Strategic leaders, the corporation’s culture and the entrepreneurial orientation 

within the corporation (Dess & Lumpkin 2005; Backholm 1999; wider Van de Ven 1993) 

influence the individual’s decision to engage in entrepreneurial activities. Entrepre-

neurial orientation encompasses entrepreneurial principles: innovativeness, risk- 

taking and proactiveness (D. Miller 1983) and autonomy and competitive aggressive-

ness (Lumpkin & Dess 1996).

This framework shapes the individual’s perception of the appropriateness of 

entrepreneurial behaviour. The entrepreneurial behaviour of individuals is triggered 

by an event, either internal within the corporation (Stopford & Baden Fuller 1994; 

Sathe 2003) or external (Kuratko et al. 2004; Ireland et al. 2009; Sathe 2003; Stopford 
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& Baden Fuller 1994; Schindehutte et al. 2000). A detailed model of the triggering 

process can be found in Schindehutte et al. (2000). The individual either recognises 

an opportunity due to the triggering event or decides to engage in the search for an 

opportunity (Bhave 1994) due to the possibility to become a corporate entrepreneur. 

By carrying out several activities that are the subject of this research, the individual 

develops an idea further towards internal corporate venturing. 

Internal corporate venturing itself is a mean for strategic renewal (Guth & Ginsberg 

1990) and a method to foster entrepreneurship in large corporations (Backholm 1999; 

Kanter et al. 1990). The outcomes of internal corporate venturing on the parent organi-

sation are capability development (Block & MacMillan 1993; Keil et al. 2009; Backholm 

1999; Dierickx & Cool 1989), radical innovation (Laaksonen 2007; Backholm 1999), the 

promotion of entrepreneurial behaviour (Backholm 1999), impact on the firm

Figure 4: Corporate Venturing in the Corporate Entrepreneurship Concept
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performance (Zahra 1991; Felício et al. 2012), growth and profitability (while the latter 

was in Antoncic’s comparative study of US and Slowenian corporations only proven to 

have an impact in Slovenia; B. Antoncic 2007) and employee satisfaction as a relevant 

factor for firm growth (J. A. Antoncic & B. Antoncic 2011).

These impacts on the parent organisation are likely to influence the entrepreneur-

ial orientation within the firm as well as the attitude of strategic leaders and the 

culture inside the corporation (Dess & Lumpkin 2005), and therefore influence the 

individual’s choice to engage in entrepreneurial behaviour. Thus, successful engage-

ment in internal corporate venturing is likely to have an impact on the strategic 

renewal of the corporation, as more and more individuals are encouraged to engage in 

entrepreneurial behaviour.
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the subJeCt oF this thesis is the early stage of corporate venturing. When look-

ing at the models of corporate entrepreneurship presented above, Guth & Ginsberg 

(1990), Ireland et al. (2009), Antoncic & Hisrich (2001), Kuratko et al. (2011) focus on 

corporate entrepreneurship and the organisation, while Kuratko et al. (2004) present 

a model of the corporate entrepreneurial individual.

However, as useful those models are to form a holistic picture about corporate entre-

preneurship, their contribution towards an understanding of the early stage of 

corporate venturing is limited. When reviewing the literature, Burgelman’s contribu-

tion towards a process understanding of corporate venturing is valuable (1983a; 1980). 

Nevertheless, since these studies have been conducted, the field of process research 

has been neglected. Therefore, an update is perceived to be necessary.

In order to understand the early stage, both Burgelman’s approach (1980; 1983a) as 

well as contemporary entrepreneurship literature is taken into account. The emphasis 

is on discovering activities in the early stage, as well as conceptions of the process 

from entrepreneurship and corporate entrepreneurship literature.

3.2.1 ActIvItIes durIng the eArly stAge of entrepreneurshIp

As literature on corporate entrepreneurship, especially corporate venturing in gesta-

tion is sparse, activities during the early stage of entrepreneurship will be discussed 

as basis for the empirical research.

In their study about emerging organizations, Katz & Gartner (1988) identified four 

properties of a firm in gestation: intentionality, resources, boundary and exchange. 

The nascent entrepreneur’s information search is directed towards the creation of a 

new venture (intentionality). The resource category refers to what the authors call 

physical components: human and financial capital, property and credit. Boundary 

refers to activities directed to establish a new organisation, for example to establish 

a legal entity. Exchange refers to activities of the firm in gestation with its environ-

ment, such as sales (see Katz & Gartner 1988). 

3.2 THE EARLY STAGE OF CORPORATE VENTURING
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The activities in the gestation phase mentioned in literature can be roughly divided 

into funding, opportunity, planning, legitimacy-building, business development and 

advice. Most of the activities identified have been repeatedly mentioned in literature 

and are based on a list originally developed by Carter et al. (1996), which has been used 

and further developed by Alsos & Kolvereid (1998) and Rotefoss & Kolvereid (2005).

Table 5: Activities in Entrepreneurship literature

KAtz&

gArtner 1988

cAtegory ActIvIty posItIve Influence negAtIve Influence

Resources Funding private funding/ 

bank funding/ 

government funding

Carter et al. 1996; Alsos 

& Kolvereid 1998

Gelderen et al. 2006

invested own money Liao et al. 2005; Carter 

et al. 1996; Alsos & 

Kolvereid 1998

saved own money 

to invest

Carter et al. 1996

Intentionality Opportunity opportunity recognition Baron 2006; Liao 

et al. 2005

spent time thinking 

about business idea

Liao et al. 2005

Intentionality Planning business plan Delmar & Shane 2003; 

Shane & Delmar 2004; 

Gelderen et al. 2006; 

Kuratko & Hodgetts 

2001; Carter et al. 1996

Newbert 2005; Parker & 

Belghitar 2006; Honig & 

Karlsson 2001; Gelderen 

et al. 2006; Liao et al. 

2005; Carter et al. 1996

Boundary Legitimacy establishing legal entity Carter et al. 1996

developing trust 

among stakeholders

Aldrich & Fiol 1994

looked for/bought 

facilities & equipment

Carter et al. 1996

Exchange/ 

Resources

Business 

Development

developing models 

& procedures

Liao et al. 2005

organised startup team Carter et al. 1996; Alsos 

& Kolvereid 1998
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Funding

Funding, referring to Katz & Gartner’s (1988) resources category, includes all actions 

to obtain financial resources for the organisation from various sources, such as gov-

ernment funding (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005), private funding 

(Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Liao & Welsch 2008), bank funding (Alsos & Kolvereid 

1998; Liao & Welsch 2008), own money (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 

2005; Liao & Welsch 2008; Carter et al. 1996; Gordon 2012) as well as credit with a sup-

plier (Liao & Welsch 2008; Gordon 2012).

Within this category, positive and negative effects on the success of creating a ven-

ture (in distinction to the success of the venture itself) have been identified. Carter et 

al. (1996) found that people who succeeded to create a business undertook activities 

to make the business tangible to others, and this included that they applied for and 

received financial support (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998). Investing own money into the 

business was found to have a distinct positive effect on starting business operations 

(Liao et al. 2005; Carter et al. 1996; Alsos & Kolvereid 1998).

risk management Gelderen et al. 2006

sales & promotion Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; 

Liao et al. 2005

devoted full time 

to business

Carter et al. 1996; 

Gelderen et al. 2006; 

Kessler & Frank 2009

developing prototype Carter et al. 1996

Advice seeking advice from 

mentors & advisors

Kuratko & Hodgetts 2001  

Exchange & 

Boundary

Startup 

indicators

sales Carter et al. 1996  

Others high intensity Carter et al. 1996; 

Gordon 2012

Alsos & Kolvereid 2008

pacing Liao et al. 2005

market risk Gelderen et al. 2006

KAtz&

gArtner 1988

cAtegory ActIvIty posItIve Influence negAtIve Influence
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However, different types of start-ups have different resource requirements. Liao & 

Welsch (2008) argue in their study of start-up activities of technological and non-tech-

nological start-ups, that technological start-ups may need in general more resources 

(Liao & Welsch 2008) due to the activities they have to engage in, such as setting up 

production. Gelderen et al. (2006) argue that a large amount of intended start-up cap-

ital is a disadvantage. If less capital is required, it is easier to get started due to the 

notion that smaller capital may be obtained with a less formal procedure (Gelderen et 

al. 2006). Carter et al. (1996) argue that entrepreneurs who are still in the gestation 

process have a passive approach. One of the indicators is that these entrepreneurs 

focused during the first 6 months on saving money to invest in the business (Carter et 

al. 1996).

Opportunity

Opportunity refers to the identification and recognition of market opportunities – 

arguably one of the most important steps when it comes to business success (Baron 

2006). Within Katz & Gartner’s (1988) framework, opportunity recognition can be 

most associated with intentionality. Activities related to opportunity recognition 

have been identification and recognition of market opportunities (Liao & Welsch 

2008; Baron 2006; Gordon 2012), information search (Shane & Venkataraman 2000), 

and where opportunities come from and why, when and how those can be exploited 

(Floyd & Woolridge 1999). Furthermore, spending time thinking about the business 

idea (Liao & Welsch 2008; Gordon 2012) and definition of the market opportunity 

(Liao & Welsch 2008) can be mentioned. These activities are argued to have a positive 

influence on venture creation (Baron 2006; Liao et al. 2005).

Planning

Like opportunity, also planning refers to Katz & Gartner’s (1988) intentionality. Within 

planning, creating a business plan (Stützer 2007; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Alsos 

& Kolvereid 1998; Liao & Welsch 2008; Carter et al. 1996; Gordon 2012), developing 

projected financial statements (Liao & Welsch 2008; Gordon 2012) and conducting 

market research (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Gartner 1985; 

Carter et al. 1996) have been mentioned.

When discussing positive and negative effects on business creation, there is a dis-

pute about the activity of business planning in literature. Some authors argue, that 

business planning activities increase the probability for starting-up a venture (Shane 
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& Delmar 2004). A reason could be, that business planning forces the nascent entre-

preneurs to think about different aspects of their business idea and to structure 

the venture creation process, reflecting all stages and necessary activities (Stützer 

2007; Gelderen et al. 2006). Gelderen et al. (2006) found that early business planning 

supports nascent entrepreneurs with limited ambitions, while writing a business 

plan later is also beneficial for nascent entrepreneurs with high ambitions. Shane & 

Delmar (2004) argue, that creating a business plan is particularly useful in the early 

beginnings of the start-up phase to obtain legitimacy. The business plan may be useful 

in dealing with external stakeholders like banks and investors (Stützer 2007). 

Liao et al. (2005) emphasize that writing a business plan is a good tool in training 

about the importance of systematic planning, but a linear progression of events and 

tasks cannot be determined in reality. As mentioned before, the entrepreneurs who 

have been still trying in the study of Carter et al. (1996) had a more passive approach. 

These nascent entrepreneurs also focused during the first 6 months on preparing 

a business plan. Carter et al. (1996) found that both successful and not successful 

nascent entrepreneurs use business planning but suggest they use it in different ways: 

successful nascent entrepreneurs may use planning as a “springboard for action”, 

compared to planning as a form of procrastination.

Legitimacy

Legitimacy building comprises a set of activities to overcome the liability of newness 

and liability of smallness of the venture in gestation (Liao & Welsch 2008). In Katz & 

Gartner’s (1988) framework, this refers to boundary definition. 

Literature refers to activities such as establishing a legal entity, enrolment in official 

registers, business registration and listing in Dun & Bradstreet (business & credit 

information register) (Carter et al. 1996; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Liao & Welsch 

2008; Gordon 2012). Moreover, opening a bank account exclusively for this business 

(Liao & Welsch 2008; Gordon 2012), listing the new business in the phone book (Liao 

& Welsch 2008), install a separate phone line (Liao & Welsch 2008), create a business 

website (Gordon 2012), make the business contactable (Gordon 2012) and register a 

business name (Gordon 2012) are activities mentioned. 

Furthermore, application for license and patents is frequently mentioned (Alsos & 

Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Liao & Welsch 2008; Carter et al. 1996; 

Gordon 2012). Looking for facilities and equipment and acquiring/renting /leasing 
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those is mentioned as well as purchasing of inventory and deciding the location for the 

business (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Carter et al. 1996; Gordon 

2012; Liao & Welsch 2008). Generally, these activities are positively related to creat-

ing a business, especially creating a legal entity and looking for / buying facilities 

& equipment (Carter et al. 1996) as well as purchasing raw materials, inventory and 

supplies (Liao et al. 2005). Following Aldrich & Fiol (1994),entrepreneurs seek to gain 

legitimacy by developing trust among the stakeholders of the start-up. 

Legitimacy building encompasses activities intended to make the business tangible 

to others – and these activities increase the likelihood of success in starting the new 

venture (Carter et al. 1996). 

Business Development

Business development refers most towards Katz & Gartner’s (1988) exchange category, 

but also the resource category (especially human resources). It includes the recom-

bination of resources (Liao & Welsch 2008), risk management  (Gelderen et al. 2006), 

assessment of environmental difficulties such as capital requirements (Kessler & Frank 

2009), acquiring know-how / expertise (Carter et al. 1996) and developing models and 

procedures, such as production routines (Liao & Welsch 2008; Stützer 2007). Product / 

service development (Stützer 2007; Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; 

Gordon 2012), and developing prototypes (Gartner 1985; Liao & Welsch 2008; Carter et 

al. 1996) are other important activities. 

Sales, marketing, promotion, customer discussions and distribution are frequently 

mentioned (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Liao & Welsch 2008; 

Gordon 2012; Carter et al. 1996). Organizing a startup team (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; 

Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Liao & Welsch 2008; Carter et al. 1996) and devoting full-

time to the business (Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Carter et al. 

1996), which  Liao & Welsch (Liao & Welsch 2008) defined as more than 35 hours per 

week, are other aspects of business development. Developing models was found to 

have a positive impact on business creation (Liao et al. 2005). Research on prototypes 

had an interesting aspect: people who gave up, compared to those still trying, were 

more likely to develop a prototype. One explanation may be that nascent entrepre-

neurs who gave up tested their ideas and found they would not work (Carter et al. 

1996). Prototypes have been also built in service development (almost seven out of 14 

samples of the study of Carter et al. 1996).
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Sales & promotion activities are found to be positively related to business creation 

(Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Liao et al. 2005). To devote full-time for the business was 

also a crucial step towards success (Carter et al. 1996; Kessler & Frank 2009) in order 

to make the business tangible to others (Carter et al. 1996). Pursuing the business 

part-time might be a disadvantage because of parallel activities carried out which are 

unrelated to the business (Gelderen et al. 2006). Kessler (2009) argues that full-time 

start-ups are prepared more professionally because of the need to provide financial 

security to the founder. Subsequently, they are planned and realized with more deter-

mination and inherit a higher degree of legitimacy (Gelderen et al. 2006). Moreover, 

Gelderen et al. (2006) argue that risk management is important, as the amount of 

market risk has an impact on the success of creating the venture, regardless whether 

the risk is real or perceived. The effective use of risk management will lead to lower 

perceived risk (Gelderen et al. 2006). 

Another factor for venture creation success was to organize a team. Those entrepre-

neurs who were successful in organizing a team were more successful in starting a new 

venture (Carter et al. 1996; Alsos & Kolvereid 1998), while those who were still trying to 

establish a new venture were not (yet) successful in organizing a start-up team.

Advice

The advice category is not directly reflected in Katz & Gartner’s (1988) framework. It 

includes seeking advice from mentors & advisors (Carter et al. 1996) as well as taking 

classes on starting a business (Liao & Welsch 2008). Kuratko et al. (2011) argue that 

professional advice increases the probability to start-up.

3.2.2 the process from An entrepreneurshIp perspectIve

It is often claimed that entrepreneurship is a process (Stützer 2007). Inside the pro-

cess, a set of activities is carried out as identified before. Stützer (2007) raises the 

issue that the nature of the process might be a key to success: is it a linear process or a 

complex system? In the forthcoming paragraphs, both approaches will be introduced.

3.2.2.1 Linear Process

According to Liao et al. (2005), a linear model consists of an addition of activities or 

events which will lead to the start-up of a new firm.
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One example is the model Delmar & Shane (Delmar & Shane 2003), who claim that there 

is an ideal sequence of start-up activities that increases the probability to start-up. 

Their findings imply that the success rate in the venture creation process (likelihood 

of achieving first sale) as well as later venture success (level of new venture sales) 

increases when following the proposed sequence (Delmar & Shane 2003). However, 

these findings are in contrast to Carter et al. (1996) and Gelderen et al. (2006) who 

discover the importance of certain activities, however not an ideal sequence. Fur-

thermore, Delmar & Shane (2003) argue to start the gestation process by planning – 

an approach which is disputed, as shown in the discussion of the activities above. 

As result of their study, Liao et al. (2005) found that the gestation process may be a 

complex process.

Even the venture creation process is often described as linear, anecdotal reports from 

entrepreneurs are casting doubts (Liao et al. 2005). Liao et al. (2005) describe a linear 

process as beginning with opportunity recognition and ending with first sales and 

hires. In between, sequential steps are taken. However, besides the mentioned anec-

dotal reports, also the lack of a clear picture resulting from empirical studies (Liao et 

al. 2005) inspired researchers to take other perspectives into account. In the following 

chapter, a complex approach of the venture creation process will be discussed. 

3.2.2.2 Complex Process

Scholars have argued that the reality of venture gestation is non-linear (for example 

Liao et al. 2005; Lichtenstein et al. 2007; Bhave 1994; Stützer 2007). Liao et al. (2005) 

state that the gestation process is a complex, nonlinear process which makes it diffi-

cult to identify any development stages. On the other hand, there are stage models that 

contain certain milestones or stages, but allow a non-linear process based on feedback 

such as Bhave (1994) who created a stage model which allows for iterative feedback.

This model characterises the process as non-linear, iterative and feedback-driven. 

Stützer (2007) gives an example: if a potential customer rejects the product, the prod-

uct or whole business concept might have to be changed. In the same vain, Aldrich & 

Martinez (2001) note that improvisation is a key skill of nascent entrepreneurs in the 

gestation phase and trial and error a major characteristic of the process, which means 

to use feedback to improve the business concept.

Liao et al. (2005) point out that there is no distinct sequence towards the formation 
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of a new venture, but a number of possibilities consisting of various activities and 

sequences of activities. Those are driven by a choice (intention) to start a business 

and search opportunities to exploit until uncertainty is resolved (Liao et al. 2005). 

In existing organisations, Liao et al. (2005) refer to Browning et al. (1995) who state 

that uncertainty is resolved when a new business model, process or way to proceed is 

identified. For firms in gestation, the uncertainty is resolved when the first sales occur 

/ the venture is created (Liao et al. 2005). The process involves a “high degree of grop-

ing in the dark” (Liao et al. 2005, p.17), following leads, testing hypotheses and trial 

and error (Liao et al. 2005). The findings from Reynolds & Miller (1992) indicate that 

the sequence of activities varies, as well as the number of activities carried out and the 

time between the events varies. 

However, with an increase in the amount of activities, the probability to fail decreases 

(see also Lichtenstein et al. 2006). This is consistent with the findings of Carter et 

al. (1996), who found that more active nascent entrepreneurs are more successful in 

venture creation, while passive nascent entrepreneurs may not devote enough effort 

and are still trying for a long time (Carter et al. 1996). Carter et al. (1996) conclude that 

action rather than planning, and doing rather than thinking seems to distinguish the 

successful and failed entrepreneurs from the still trying. 

Liao et al. (2005) commented on Reynolds & Miller’s (1992) findings that in the found-

ing process all combinations of sequences and events are occurring. In their own 

research, Liao et al. (2005) obtain similar results: there is a lack of sets with multiple 

activities and therefore only little support for a stage-based theory. They also found 

that the process was a time-based pacing process (Liao et al. 2005). Pace is a concen-

tration measure, indicating that most activities are performed in a certain period 

(Stützer 2007). 

Lichtenstein et al. (2006) perceive venture creation as a complex system and are par-

ticularly interested in the pace or concentration of activities and when in the process 

the concentration occurs. Lichtenstein et al. (2006) point out, that the probability of 

starting-up increases with a higher concentration of activities as well as if the activ-

ities take place late in the gestation process. This approach of a concentrated process 

is somewhat contradictive to a linear process (Stützer 2007), but does not exclude an 

iterative stage-based model.

Ronstadt (1988) refers to a corridor principle: starting a venture enables entrepre-
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neurs to see opportunities they could not foresee. During the venture creation process, 

windows of opportunities open as well as options emerge. McGrath et al. (1996) offer 

an options approach: by postpone investments until key uncertainties are solved, 

nascent entrepreneurs can improve the returns of their efforts. 

Viewing venture gestation as a complex system implies a nonlinear, pacing-based trial 

& error process with an explorative nature (Liao et al. 2005). 

However, contradictive to these results is a study of Liao & Welsch (2008) concerning 

gestation activities of technology and non-technology ventures, indicating that the 

two types of ventures share a common set of core activities and are similar in their 

sequencing patterns. These findings point towards the existence of a certain sequence. 

Delmar & Shane (2002) argue that the sequence cannot be similar for all entrepreneurs, 

as not all start-up activities are required for all entrepreneurs (for example the require-

ment of funding differs according to the nature of the venture, technology-based 

ventures typically involve higher funding (Liao & Welsch 2008)). 

Furthermore, entrepreneurs have only limited cognitive capabilities, and therefore 

they cannot engage in all activities simultaneously (Delmar & Shane 2002). There must 

be a choice of sequence, although there might be no common pattern, how this choice 

is made. However, some activities require the prior completion of other activities. 

This approach of seeing venture gestation as a complex process puts an emphasis 

on action and iterative market experimentation (Noyes & Brush 2012) rather than 

planning (Noyes & Brush 2012; Carter et al. 1996). Effectuation (Sarasvathy 2001) and 

bricolage (see for a literature review Corbett & Katz 2012) focus on the potential of an 

action- rather than planning-oriented approach. 

3.2.3 predIctIve ApproAch vs. effectuAtIon

This chapter deals with what Sarasvathy (2001) calls causation and effectuation. 

Causation is linked to a logic of prediction, while effectuation focuses on resources 

that are under the control of the entrepreneur. Noyes & Brush (2012) extend Saras-

vathy’s (2001) causation and effectuation theory towards the predictive approach, 

including elements of causation, and creative approach, including elements of effec-

tuation. In this thesis, the two concepts will be addressed as predictive approach and 

effectuation, including the extension of the concept from Noyes & Brush (2012).
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The predictive approach starts with a given goal and the entrepreneur chooses dif-

ferent means to achieve this goal. Effectuation, on the other hand, starts with the 

available resources and options the entrepreneurs has and the possibilities arising 

from these. Sarasvathy (2001) illustrates both approaches with an example of cooking 

a meal. The predictive approach starts with the selection of the meal to cook, and from 

Figure 5: Predictive and Creative Approach (Noyes & Brush 2012, p.258)
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this starting point the chef chooses the ingredients, buys them and creates the meal. 

Effectuation focuses on available means: which ingredients are available currently, 

and what could be made out of them? The general goal “to create a meal” stays the 

same, although the result will differ. It is a choice between means to create a partic-

ular effect or many possible effects using one set of means (Sarasvathy 2001). Sar-

asvathy further points out, that the predictive approach is a many-to-one approach, 

while effectuation encompasses a one-to-many approach (Sarasvathy 2001). While the 

predictive approach is effect dependent, effectuation is dependent on the actor 

(Sarasvathy 2001).

In the same vain, it is argued that effectuation is especially suitable in situa-

tions with high ambiguity, as small experiments and iterative learning techniques 

help to reduce ambiguity (Sarasvathy 2001). The predictive approach is more suit-

able for a relatively predictable future, where systematic information gathering 

and information analysis is required (Sarasvathy 2001). Therefore, effectuation is 

suggested as an alternative or addition to the predictive approach, rather than 

superior approach (Sarasvathy 2001). Although Sarasvathy (2001) argues that firm 

gestation is a process with high ambiguity and uncertainty (and effectuation is espe-

cially suitable for this situation), Noyes & Brush (2012) note that probably a combi-

nation of both the predictive approach and effectuation is appropriate. They further 

point out that certain parts of the venture creation process, especially funding and 

contracting with customers and suppliers, require a predictive approach, regardless of 

the contexts (Honig 2004; Noyes & Brush 2012).

3.2.3.1 Predictive Approach

As indicated before, the predictive approach focuses more on planning: it involves 

opportunity identification and evaluation, assessing the resource requirements to 

pursue the opportunity and actions to exploit the opportunity (Neck & Greene 2011). 

Tested steps are taken towards the formation of the new venture (Noyes & Brush 2012). 

Entrepreneurs are working “backwards” (Noyes & Brush 2012) in the predictive logic, 

starting from fixed assumptions about the potential of the opportunity and action 

used to specify, execute and track the plan (Chandler et al. 2011). Noyes & Brush (2012) 

present a typical stepped approach for the predictive logic:

1. Objective characteristics of the opportunity, opportunity recognition
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2. Needed resources are sought 

3. Writing business plan, including steps to launch the business, resource 

requirements, execution plans

4. Assembly of an entrepreneurial team, venture stakeholders and execution of 

the plan.

The aim of this approach is to “specify the expected financial return for efforts and 

capital invested in a venture” (Noyes & Brush 2012, p.259). This takes a considerable 

amount of time and analytical effort and involves moving to specifics from a larger 

market (Sarasvathy 2001). A particular effect is taken as given from an existing set of 

means, and by planning, the desired state can be determined and reached.

3.2.3.2 Effectuation

Effectuation is means-driven instead of ends-driven (Noyes & Brush 2012). Entrepre-

neurs have three types of means: who they are, what they know, and whom they know 

(Sarasvathy 2001). In their literature review, Noyes & Brush (2012) draw parallels to 

bricolage, improvisation and design thinking. In their point of view, entrepreneurial 

actions are characterised by serendipity, trial and error and other creative approaches 

(Noyes & Brush 2012). Effectuation focuses on resources within reach as well as 

utilizing social connections and opportunities arising from these connections. 

Decision makers can use effectuation to diversify the firm in gestation as well as to 

change goals and make use of contingencies as they arise over time (Sarasvathy 2001). 

Sarasvathy (2001, p.247) describes the gestation process as a “wide variety of seren-

dipitous events”. 

Entrepreneurs experiment to clarify opportunities and discover new stakeholders 

(Burt 1992; Granovetter 1985; Jack& Anderson 2002 in Noyes & Brush 2012). Through 

these experiments, risk is managed and new options are created (Noyes & Brush 2012). 

Sarasvathy (2001) states there are four main characteristics of effectuation:

1. Affordable loss: small experiments on the base of how much loss is affordable, 

focus on experimenting with as many strategies as possible.

2. Strategic alliances: strategic alliances help the entrepreneur to reduce risks. 

3. Exploitation of contingencies.
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4. Controlling an unpredictable future rather than predicting an uncertain one. 

To the extent the future is controllable, it does not need to be predicted.

An important aspect of effectuation is that venture gestation is embedded into a social 

structure, which can create opportunities or provide access to opportunities inacces-

sible to others (Noyes & Brush 2012). The business is not started in a vacuum, but 

embedded into a social structure (Noyes & Brush 2012). According to Noyes & Brush 

(2012) literature review , the process is shaped as follows:

1.  Start: who are the entrepreneurs, what do they know?

2. Embeddedness: what can they do today, next week, next month with the 

resources at hand or within reach? Who do I know, and what possibilities arise 

from there?

3. Bringing in new stakeholders reshapes the opportunity and perceptions of the 

environment. Often self-selected, based on passion, persons choose to contrib-

ute.

4. The outcomes are often unknowable beforehand, as they shape through 

interaction of stakeholders and experiments with available means.

5. Affordable loss (see above) leads to a diverse set of experiments. What actions 

can we afford to undertake, and what do we expect to gain? Small experiments 

make large bets unnecessary.

Noyes & Brush (2012) acknowledge, that success is most likely a combination of  predic-

tive approaches and effectuation. However, in the gestation process, under resource 

constraints and when creating innovative business models, they argue that effectua-

tion is more suitable.

As discussed before when examining linear and complex processes, the gestation 

process is characterised by a large amount of ambiguity. The ventures in nascence 

lack systems of exchange, boundaries, and policies (Katz & Gartner 1988). More-

over organisations in gestation lack history and legitimacy (Gartner & Brush 2006). 

Without structure, a predictive approach might be hard to conduct, therefore small 

market experiments can be a suitable way to develop the venture (Noyes & Brush 2012). 

Still, the resource constraints also can unleash creative market experiments and foster 

contacts to stakeholders (as the entrepreneur is forced to collaborate) (Brown 2009).
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3.2.4 the process from the corporAte entrepreneurshIp perspectIve

In this sub-chapter, the process will be presented from the perspective of corporate 

entrepreneurship. First, a general overview of process research and characteristics 

of the internal corporate venturing process will be presented with regard to the early 

stage. Second, a process and stage model of Burgelman (1980) will be introduced.

3.2.4.1 General characteristics and overview

When talking about the process from the corporate perspective, it is import-

ant to dist inguish bet ween the responsibil it y of senior and venture 

management (Burgelman 1984a), because organizing the system in which the venture 

is established is different to managing the venture itself.

Block & MacMillan offer a process model of the venturing process, including six stages 

(Block & MacMillan 1993). They distinguish in their process model between the differ-

ent roles of senior management and venture management. 

1. Setting the stage: decision to engage in corporate venturing by senior 

management, create conditions for the flow of venture ideas and frame for man-

aging venturing activity.

2. Choosing ventures: venture champions (how Block & MacMillan (1993) call 

venture management in this stage to emphasize the role of championing) identify, 

evaluate and select opportunities and build a venture proposal for presentation to 

senior management; senior management selects the venture; compensation basis 

may be established.

3. Planning, organizing and starting the venture: venture management completes 

development of a business plan for approval of senior management, and after 

approval organizes and launches the venture. Senior management determines 

where each venture should be located within the organization and how it should 

interface with other units. 

4. Monitoring and Controlling the venture

5. Championing the venture: as new entity is expanded, the venture needs to be 

integrated into the parent organisation. Venture managers need to champion the 

venture to manage the challenges of corporate politics.
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6. Learning from experience: Collection of information on the venturing expe-

rience helps both venture management to learn how to manage ventures more 

effectively and senior management how to manage internal corporate venturing 

process more effectively (Block & MacMillan 1993).

The first three stages comprise the early stage of internal corporate venturing. Within 

stage three, the venture proceeds from early stage towards the project phase.

Van de Ven (1986) emphasizes that an invention or creative idea does not become an 

innovation until it is implemented. Laaksonen (2007) points out that further studies 

of the early stage of ICV are required and contributes to the field by researching radical 

innovation development through ICV in a major Finnish telecommunications company. 

Oden (1997) offers a managerial perspective on the process. However, the early stage 

of ICV consists in his approach only of the activity of product development. Despite the 

importance of product development for ICV, it may not be the sole activity performed 

during the early stage, as the process model of Block & MacMillan (1993) suggests. 

Moreover, product development as such might be very different in an entrepreneurial 

context than in the corporate context (for a detailed analysis see Pavia 1991). 

Keil et al. (2009) describe in their study of capability creation and transformation 

in ICV the milestones of their case company with V0: recognised business idea, V1: 

pilot stage, V2: market/business commitment and V3: fully blown business. These 

 milestones are connected to the resource allocation of the parent company towards 

the new venture.

Among the most important work regarding the process of ICV is the dissertation of Rob-

ert Burgelman (1980) with subsequent publications building on the research (Burgel-

man 1983a; Burgelman 1983b; Burgelman 1984b; Burgelman 1984a; Burgelman 1985). 

It has been chosen as basis for recent studies on internal corporate venturing (e.g. 

Ranta 2005; Laaksonen 2007). Laaksonen confirms the usefulness of Burgelman’s 

process model (Laaksonen 2007) which became the core of internal corporate ventur-

ing research (Burgelman 1983a; Laaksonen 2007). He points out, that the Burgelman 

model is unique as it combines the behaviour of organisational actors at different 

managerial levels with organisational resources during different stages of the radical 

innovation process (Laaksonen 2007). 

The process perspective not only explains, but explicates the process of internal 

corporate venturing and innovation, taking situations and choices into account 
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(Laaksonen 2007). Burgelman’s study of ICV focused on managers’ activities at 

different levels (venture management, mid-level management and senior manage-

ment) in an established company (Burgelman 1980).

Characteristical for the process of managing the venture is its combination of an 

iterative trial- and error nature with action persistence. Action persistence refers 

to entrepreneurs who continue on a certain course of action despite experiencing 

negative outcomes (Ranta 2005). A number of studies have been conducted related 

to the relationship of ventures and their parent companies, such as Sorrentino and 

Williams (1995) who found out that the venture is likely to benefit from the know-

how and resources of the parent company, such as sharing personnel, equipment and 

customers. Resource availability and collaboration are likely to affect the early stage 

of corporate venturing. 

Burgelman (1980) emphasizes that development of radical innovation occurs in a 

bottom-up, autonomous strategic process in which middle managers have a central 

role in the pursuit of innovations, while incremental innovations follow traditional 

top-down planning. The non-linear, iterative, cyclical development of ICV has been 

emphasized by several authors (Laaksonen 2007; Ranta 2005; Chesbrough 2000). The 

development process is neither a natural selection nor an entirely rational selection 

(Laaksonen 2007), therefore both planning as well as actions are required.

Burgelman’s model was criticised to be too linear (Van de Ven 1986) and overemphasiz-

ing autonomous activities (Lovas & Ghoshal 2000). Despite the criticism, Laaksonen 

(2007) notes that most of the authors agree that actors, time, attention and action 

are at interplay between strategy and structure. Further, it should be noted that the 

situation in which innovations are exploited highly influences the process (Laaksonen 

2007). 

In the next Chapter, Burgelman’s process and stage model of ICV will be discussed.
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3.2.4.2 Burgelman’s Process & Stage model

Burgelman developed two models related to internal corporate venturing: a stage 

model and a process model (Burgelman 1980). Laaksonen (2007) builds on Burgelman’s 

conceptions. Therefore, in this paragraph both models will be presented, combined 

with Laaksonen’s findings.

The Stage Model of Burgelman

The stage model captures the chronological development of ICV projects and offers a 

description and analysis of development problems in each substage. These problems 

are connected to the behaviour of key participants in each substage. Therefore, the 

stage model reflects a sequential development in time (Burgelman 1980). However, ICV 

projects, as shown above, involve complex iterative processes, which can occur simul-

taneously and sequentially. The stage model is helpful for the description and analysis 

of ICV development, but due to the non-linear nature of the activities and the organi-

sational dimension of strategy-making, a process model is required (Burgelman 1980). 

The process model translates the concrete story of the stage model into a theoretical 

framework which includes concepts which are more distant from the direct experience 

(Burgelman 1980). Such a model allows the description and analysis of sequential as 

well as simultaneous activities, performed by different actors in the system who influ-

ence the development of an ICV project.

The stage model of ICV includes exploratory research as source for potential ICV proj-

ects prior to the stages, followed by Stage I: Definition of a new business opportu-

nity with the sub-stages conceptualization and pre-venture. Stage II comprises the 

Figure 6: Burgelman’s stage model of internal corporate venturing (Burgelman 1980, p.103)
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development of a new business with the entrepreneurial and organizational substage. 

The stage model ends with the integration of the venture into the corporate context 

(Burgelman 1980). As this thesis is primarily concerned with the early stage of inter-

nal corporate venturing, only Stage I will be discussed.

The conceptualization substage comprises activities leading towards the first 

identification of a new business opportunity and initial technical and market 

development (Burgelman 1980). The definition of concrete projects involves the 

transformation of an invention into an innovation. In the conceptualisation substage, 

the fist steps are made: a double-linking up process and to fit the new opportunity 

into the fabric of the organisation (Burgelman 1980). With “fabric of the corporation”, 

Burgelman means the fit of an opportunity to a company – which projects would work 

in the company and which not. Therefore, the fabric of the corporation is primarily 

a cognitive framework that guides people in their efforts towards ICV (Burgelman 

1980). Burgelman’s cases all were rooted in the parent company’s domain of knowledge 

(Burgelman 1980). The double linking up process deals with linking technological 

knowledge with market needs and will be further explained when pointing out spe-

cific activities.

The pre-venture substage includes team formation, combination of R&D and busi-

ness people around preliminary business plans and objectives and leads to first com-

mercialisation efforts with a new product, service, process or system (Burgelman 

1980), ending with getting the “venture” status. In this stage, the project is not yet 

a venture with an own organisation and resources and fully articulated business 

plans, but is also no longer an exploratory project with technical and business people 

discussing many possible objectives. This stage focuses on forceful and focused devel-

opment efforts (Burgelman 1980). 

Burgelman argues that due to a high technology intensiveness of ICV projects, the 

sequence of the development process starts with technology development and proto-

typing with a tentative need analysis. With intensifying the need analysis (and there-

fore the business potential) and the demonstrated technical feasibility, a pre-venture 

team is established (Burgelman 1980). The team is responsible for market development 

and technical development guided by market development. With the success of both 

development activities, concrete business plans are created as well as preparations are 

made for technical scale-up. The administrative structure develops as new technical 

and business resources are added. The pre-venture substage ends with the transition 
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to the new venture status and full commercialisation (Burgelman 1980). 

The key activities are in this sub-stage product championing leading to the creation 

of a vehicle (product, service, process, system) that an ICV project requires to demon-

strate its feasibility (Burgelman 1980). For this activity, “bootlegging” resources is 

required. Championing, bootlegging, technology and market development are import-

ant activities discussed later in detail.

The Process Model of Burgelman

The process model of Burgelman (1980) consists of core processes and overlaying 

processes. The core processes are concerned with the definition of a radical innovation 

and the momentum of development (impetus) in the corporation (Burgelman 1983a). 

Although partly overlapping and not entirely sequential, the stages identified in the 

stage model can be integrated into the process model to gain a better understanding 

of their organisational implications (Burgelman 1980).

The Connection of the Stage- and Process-Model

The definition process therefore includes the first major stage in ICV development – 

the conceptualisation substage and pre-venture substage with setting up a team, 

development of technology and market into a new product, process, system or service 

Figure 7: Burgelman’s process model of internal corporate venturing (Burgelman 1980, p.342)
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(Burgelman 1980). This core process ends, complementary to the stage model, with 

reaching the “venture” status (Burgelman 1980). The main activities are carried out 

in the group leader level in corporate R&D, conducting the double-linking up process, 

evaluating the fit into the “fabric” of the corporation, which reflects the vague percep-

tion of the strategic context formulated in the overlaying process as well as bootleg 

projects if problems of credibility or fit towards the fabric occur (Burgelman 1980). 

Corporate management activity in the definition process remains rather unimportant 

(monitoring). The Corporate Development Group (CDG) management engages in coach-

ing activities to facilitate the start of new projects and the emergence of champion-

ing activities and towards the collaboration of R&D and business people (Burgelman 

1980).

The impetus process is more concerned with the second stage, the development of 

a new business and will therefore be only briefly explained (Burgelman 1980). The 

link between the definition and impetus process is established through championing 

activities of persons usually at group leader level. With reaching venturing status, the 

venture gains momentum towards scaling up – turning an embryonic business into a 

one product business. 

The corporate management authorizes the transfer of the venture in gestation towards 

venture status. The CDG management’s task is to engage in strategic building, artic-

ulating a master strategy for the new business field in which the venture is acting 

and the identification of additional arenas which the venture can develop into. This 

is crucial to allow the CDG manager to engage in organisational championing, link-

ing the ICV project towards the overlaying process of strategic context determination 

(Burgelman 1980).

The interactions in the process model indicate that ICV is a bottom-up process with 

lower level participants engaging in strategic behaviour by defining opportunities 

as well as starting new projects to develop these opportunities into an ICV. Corporate 

and CDG management has only little influence, and often allow group leaders to carry 

out their “non-programmed” bootleg projects (Burgelman 1980, p.343). Besides the 

group leader, a major actor in the impetus process is the manager the venture manager 

reports to (at the CDG level) who engages in organisational championing to support fur-

ther development of the venture and supports the transfer from pre-venture to venture 

status. As certain behaviours have survived the internal selection mechanism (and 

therefore have been selected by the structural context), they can be articulated into 
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an “envelope concept” (a frame for further research initiatives, a strategic direction) 

which through interaction with the corporate management can lead towards recon-

ceptualisation of the corporate strategy and can promote the further development of 

the venture fitting its new fields. It provides furthermore signals of encouragement for 

further strategic behaviour from lower levels (Burgelman 1980). The corporate man-

agement learns from the authorizations they have made about the selective effect of 

the structural context and therefore may lead to change it (Burgelman 1980).

The overlaying processes encompass activities through which the current corporate 

strategy is extended by the ICV in terms of the business field (strategic context deter-

mination) and the activities involved in establishing administrative procedures that 

encourage to act strategically (structural context determination) (Laaksonen 2007). 

The determination of the structural context precedes the determination of strate-

gic content (Burgelman 1980). Structuring therefore is the “creation of a selective 

internal environment in which strategic behaviour […] at lower levels are encouraged 

and run their course” (Burgelman 1980, p.331). Strategizing is the “retro-active ratio-

nalization of the surviving strategic behaviour into a coherent corporate strategic 

design that explains these behaviours and provides guidance for further development 

in selected arenas and fields” (Burgelman 1980, p.331). The iterative process of struc-

turing and strategizing determines the corporate context in which the core processes 

take place (Burgelman 1980).

3.2.5 ActIvItIes In corporAte entrepreneurshIp

In this chapter, important activities identified in the corporate venturing process will 

be discussed.

3.2.5.1 Bootlegging

“Bootlegged” or “non-programmed” research refers to projects which are carried out 

without formal authorisation (Burgelman 1980). Burgelman (1980) offers several 

explanations for this form of projects: ideas come up between budgetary cycles and to 

avoid losing them, they are funded informally. Moreover, an invention might be abun-

dant and unpredictable, and researches “need an outlet for their creative energies” 

(Burgelman 1980, p.112). Furthermore, bootleg projects may be even encouraged by 

R&D management to a certain extent because they can serve as demonstration objects: 
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to show initial results indicating the feasibility of a solution (Burgelman 1980). This is 

coherent with the notion that it is hard to decide for R&D management which projects 

will be meaningful, especially in exploratory research.

Laaksonen (2007) extends the bootlegging activity towards collaboration with inter-

nal or external third parties in the domains of market, technological and administra-

tive knowledge. The activity of cross-functionalizing which will be discussed below 

is closely related to this collaborative approach. This approach, to involve internal or 

external third parties is called as bridging and will be discussed further. However, 

bridging in the bootlegging state did not materialize before the definition process 

(Laaksonen 2007). One characteristic of bootlegging activities found by Laaksonen 

(2007) was that these activities could not be clearly related to one radical innovation 

in the future. Nevertheless, they have been necessary steps towards these innova-

tions. Bootlegging activities furthermore belong to the periphery of the corporation, 

when viewed from the existing strategic context (Laaksonen 2007).

To manage exploratory research towards the definition of new business opportunities, 

Burgelman (1980) introduces the concept of envelopes. There, the envelope is defined, 

but not what specifically goes into them. The envelope is elastic at the beginning and 

then narrowed down. The exploratory research starts with the definition of envelopes 

by the R&D manager. These envelopes set boundaries and parameters, within these the 

group leader level defines specific objectives and programs (Burgelman 1980). Parallel 

to these formal efforts, bootleg research projects are initiated by individuals and con-

doned by R&D managers. If these projects were successful, a redefinition of the enve-

lopes would take place to add specific and formalised objectives (Burgelman 1980).

Bootlegging allows and even encourages lower level employees to engage in strategic 

initiatives and allows R&D managers to formally fund only reasonably safe projects 

while simultaneously preserve their future capability to sponsor risky projects in a 

more informed way, after these have a demonstrated success record (Burgelman 1980).
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3.2.5.2 Double-Linking up process

Burgelman (1980) indicates two crucial dimensions in creating an opportunity: need 

linking and technical linking. The special role of outside users is highlighted for 

radical innovations (for example see  Hippel 2005). However, contributions from 

outside users are only one input into these processes (Burgelman 1980; Laaksonen 

2007). Different sources for opportunities are existing customer needs, combination 

of planning and market evaluations and even perceptions of corporate management 

(Laaksonen 2007).

Technical linking up involves combinations of a technical problem occurring inside 

the organisation with linking it to external technical and scientific knowledge. Need 

linking up is the combination of a perceived market need with technical knowledge 

inside the corporation (Burgelman 1980). Burgelman (1980) points out that ideally 

both processes should be conducted with the same intensity, but his data suggests 

that there is a stronger emphasis either on technical or need linking. 

In both Burgelman’s (1980) and Laaksonen’s (2007) case, ICV projects started most 

often with a technology push approach. Laaksonen (2007) indicates that even his 

case company’s culture favoured a technological emphasis, the new technologies have 

been only seldom commercially successful. In technology push, the conceptualisa-

tion starts with the technical problem and linking up process. Later, it will be linked 

to a market need (Burgelman 1980). In need pull, the conceptualisation starts with 

the awareness of a new market need, followed by a search for technological solutions 

inside and outside the corporate domain (Burgelman 1980). 

Figure 8: Double linking up process (Burgelman 1980, p.132)
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An opportunity became only realistic and tangible inside the organisation through 

estimating how realistic the opportunity could be in terms of technical feasibility, i.e. 

concerning the organisation’s competences and whether external competences could 

be accessed to make a technical solution feasible (Laaksonen 2007). This is in line with 

Burgelman’s (1980) findings that an opportunity becomes feasible for an organisation 

via the technical solution. This has been done in the cases observed by Laaksonen 

(2007) by a single person championing the project or a team led by a middle manager. 

In Laaksonen’s words: “Thus, in the first sub-stage of the definition process, need 

perception activities involved the matching of a new or recognized, but poorly 

served, market need to the market success of technological knowledge, a service, or a 

system. After this, technical linking activities led to the discovery or collection of 

external and/or internal pieces of technological knowledge to define solutions for 

new, or known but unsolved, technical knowledge.” (Definition applied from Burgel-

man 1983  in Laaksonen 2007, p.189).

Technology and market development are two essential activities in the early stage 

of ICV, as the technology is often not yet available, which makes the development 

challenging. Market development may be as challenging, as the market need is often 

not clearly defined and prospective users are not able to articulate their needs due to 

the radical nature of the innovation as well as the lack of information about technical 

possibilities (Burgelman 1980).

3.2.5.3 Decision making

Laaksonen’s (2007) findings about decision making seem to be very relevant, as deci-

sion making is the step towards allocation of resources for pursuing an internal corpo-

rate venture. He found out, that decision making is a relevant and necessary stage for 

the development of radical innovations, but mostly because of development reasons: 

the project manager is forced to tell a convincing story to the corporate management 

and go through the internal selection and evaluation system in order to pass this stage 

(Laaksonen 2007). There is an information asymmetry between the project manager 

who is deeply involved in the project and corporate management. Thus, if the story 

is persuasive and consistent, the management may lack the capacity to evaluate the 

story (Laaksonen 2007). This is in line with Bower (1970) who found that all projects 

that reached corporate decision making passed it and were funded, which was also 
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observed in Laaksonen’s (2007) cases. This indicates that the opinion of the project 

manager may be more significant than the opinion of business management unit or 

corporate management concerning the decision whether an opportunity will be pur-

sued (Laaksonen 2007). The story is therefore crucial and must be easy to communi-

cate, both inside and outside the organisation. The story should be centred around one 

main theme, which was the factor that differentiated the ICV project from competitors 

and own operations (Laaksonen 2007). The factor that is emphasized is highly context 

dependent (Laaksonen 2007). During the definition process, entrepreneurial activi-

ties are evaluated mostly based on quality and the clearness of intentions (Laaksonen 

2007; Burgelman 1980).

There is a shift in the decision-making process. In the early stage, project management 

can choose more freely, as the amount of resources involved is low and circumstances 

for the choice are simpler than in later stages. Later, when more resources are involved 

and the ICV project gets more anchored in the organisation, the circumstances for 

choice become more complex. At this point, the corporate management may be able 

to have a clearer picture about the venture and can choose more informed than at the 

earlier stage (Laaksonen 2007).

Thus, a realistic estimation of an opportunity and estimation in the early stage of 

ICV takes place at the operational level. Official decision making is due to the lack 

of the capability to make an informed choice by corporate management in the early 

stage not regarded as the most critical process for the development of a radical 

innovation (Laaksonen 2007). However, the criteria attached to the decision- 

making activity help the venture manager to structure the activities necessary 

towards building an ICV.

3.2.5.4 Buffering & bridging

Buffering and bridging are two activities introduced to internal corporate 

venturing by Burgelman (1980): buffering is to shield the venture in gestation from too 

much pressure from other parts of the organisation while bridging refers to building 

connections with people inside and outside the corporation to proceed with the tech-

nical- and need-linking process. Laaksonen (2007) built on Burgelman’s conception 

and researched buffering and bridging in depth. He labels buffering a core mana-

gerial activity in the definition process, because it gives the persons involved in the 
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venture in gestation the ability and peace to work, to identify important third parties 

necessary for collaboration and seek for people outside the R&D function to include 

(Laaksonen 2007).

Bridging, he claims, is more important in the bootlegging process and buffering in the 

definition process. Both of these are critical in the impetus process. Through buffer-

ing, a technical core is created and managerial activities necessary to proceed with 

the radical innovation are defined. In this core, initial connections are formed to 

build a group of interested persons with similar or congruent sources of motivation, 

experience or intentions who can assist each other in market and technical devel-

opment (Laaksonen 2007). At the beginning, bridging is focused on bringing new 

knowledge towards the organisation (Laaksonen 2007). Buffering & bridging reduce 

the need for information processing or increasing the organisation’s capacity to 

process it (Galbraith 1973).

Cross-functionalizing is one form of bridging, usually performed by the project 

champion. This term refers to joining functional specialists and cross-functional 

generalists in the project. In multidisciplinary teams, need and technical linking 

activities are performed (Laaksonen 2007). Further, cross-functionalizing occurs in 

the definition process and is either carried out by the project champion or project 

team led by a middle manager (Laaksonen 2007). It takes usually place at the ser-

vice unit level and is directed towards activities to commercialise an invention and 

to connect to the customer market with the concept defined by the project champion 

(Laaksonen 2007).

 

3.2.5.5 Championing

Championing is an important activity for ICV development. It refers to a person (the 

champion), who develops a sense of ownership for a project and is persistent in driving 

the project further and navigating it through obstacles in its development. Laaksonen 

(2007) points out that project champions are crucial for the emergence and develop-

ment of radical innovations. The project (or product/service champion, as most ICV 

start with one particular product / service idea) champion is usually at the group leader 

level in R&D situated (Burgelman 1980). For group leaders, managing an ICV would be a 

substantial career step and furthermore, they are still deeply involved in the technical 

development (Burgelman 1980). Group leaders unite a sufficient substantive input in 
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exploratory research as well as knowledge of the “fabric” of the corporation to perform 

both linking up processes leading towards the conceptualisation of a new business 

opportunity (Burgelman 1980). Furthermore, it is more likely that an individual rather 

than a group takes the role of the champion (Burgelman 1980). Especially in the early 

stage, product championing is a major driver developing momentum for the venture 

in gestation to move towards receiving the venture status (Burgelman 1980). One 

manager in Burgelman’s case study pointed out that “Nothing will succeed without a 

champion. Without a champion, things turn into oblivion” (Burgelman 1980, p.221). 

The champion has the ability to see technical implications of an idea, evaluate its fit 

towards the organisation and has the capacity and motivation to commit him/herself 

towards the idea to create a vehicle (product, process, service, system) for developing 

a new venture (Burgelman 1980). The product / project champion is usually very opti-

mistic about the radical innovation project (Burgelman 1980). 

Burgelman (1980) introduces the organisational champion, typically the direct super-

visor of the project champion, who develops links between the venture in gestation 

and the organisation and shows the strategic fit of the ICV into the corporate strategic 

context by articulating a broader strategy for the new business field and pointing out 

the fit of the particular ICV into this strategy (Burgelman 1980). By doing this, the 

organisational championing puts his/her reputation on the line, and therefore the 

ICV will be seriously screened by him/her. The organisational champion should ideally 

not come from an R&D context, although a thorough understanding of the technical 

implications is required (Burgelman 1980). 
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4. Case Study
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The case company

the empiriCal researCh for this thesis took place within the support structure 

for corporate venturing of a major European engineering company, one of the world’s 

largest and most successful companies of its kind. It employs currently over 50.000 

employees worldwide. The industry has long innovation cycles. The corporation offers 

high-tech investment goods and focuses on the business-to-business market. The 

industry the company is situated in, is despite a prolonging growth about to overcome 

major changes implied by resource scarcity. 

The support structure within the case company

The support structure is a department concerned to foster disruptive innovation 

within the company. It was founded after an internal executive strategy workshop in 

2008, as a response for the growing need for disruptive long-term innovation for prod-

ucts, services and new business models. In addition, the support structure should be 

independent from current development pressures. A task force was built to develop the 

core concept of the support structure, leading to the launch of the department in 2010 

(Internal Document, 2010; Internal Discussions).

Innovation is one of the core concerns and activities within the case company, as 

its internal goals are to significantly increase the operations performance. However, 

as efficiency in operations is required, there needs to be a special emphasis on cre-

ating an innovation culture. Efficiency suffocates the intrinsic ability to innovate. 

With streamlining all operations, the niches to innovate and experiment are reduced. 

Thus, the challenge of the case company is the transition from occasional innova-

tion towards a recognised dedicated structure to foster innovation to stay ahead of 

the competition. A different approach for managing the innovative system versus the 

operating system is perceived to be required, leading towards the support structure as 

“a dedicated nest for innovation with no other priorities and an innovation-inspiring 

management approach” (Internal Document, 2010).

The mission of the support structure is “to originate and establish the realisation of 

game-changing innovations beyond current products and services for the benefit of 

4.1 CASE STUDY INTRODUCTION
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[the case company]” (Internal Document, 2010). Therefore, it should combine creative 

ideas into innovative concepts, explore and exploit them in a timely manner with 

partners and other stakeholders and to mature innovative concepts up to demonstra-

tion for handover to the business units of the corporation (Internal Document, 2010; 

Internal Discussions).

In order to select projects for action within the support structure, the following char-

acteristics were defined: The project should be disruptive (and thus have difficulties in 

prioritisation in other departments of the case company), bridge insights from unusual 

origins (transverse or from another industrial domain), topics with no “natural home” 

in the current set-up and avoid duplication of existing activities (Internal Document, 

2010) Therefore, the support structure’s task is “clearly [to foster] the disruptive and 

long-term things that wouldn’t happen without the special attention from our side” 

(Internal Document, 2010).

The work of the support structure in brief

In practice, a bottom-up ideation approach is taken into account with a virtual com-

munity, where all ideas are entered and subsequently discussed and enriched by the 

community itself. The virtual community involves a community gate, letting ideas 

progress through a combination of comments, “likes” and views. After this initial 

gate, the idea owner is contacted by the support structure and a first business model 

is drafted. 

From here, the process continues through direct interaction. The next phase of the 

process is prototyping, generating a tangible outcome used to pitch the idea. Thus, 

the support structure concentrates on the viability and feasibility of an idea (Internal 

Discussion). In terms of the form of corporate venturing, the support structure fol-

lows the direct-internal approach from Miles and Covin (2002) or direct integration by 

Burgelman (1984b).
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Following eisenhardt (1989), the cases were chosen for theoretical sampling. 

When researching corporate venturing, scholars suggest a longitudinal approach such 

as conducted by Laaksonen (2007) and Burgelman (1980). However, due to time con-

straints of this research, the sub-cases have been chosen due to the stage they are 

currently in: 

Case A is at the beginning of the process, having an idea and taking initial steps for 

pushing it towards an innovation. 

Case B is currently in the concept phase. 

Case C is an effort, which was developed until the prototype stage, but then did not 

find a sponsor (and is thus retrospective). 

Case D is currently entering the development phase.  

Case E is a successfully commercialised product of the company. While in Case A to D 

the idea owner is also the implementing person, Case E differs. Three persons were 

involved: the person who initially had the idea, the business owner and a team member 

of the support structure. The team member of the support structure has been inter-

viewed for this study. The complete team participated in the co-creation workshop.

Therefore, the Case A at the front-end of the process is complemented by Case B work-

ing currently on the concept, Case C did not proceed further than the prototyping 

stage, while Case D successfully passed the front-end of the corporate venturing pro-

cess. Case E encompasses the complete process from idea towards implementation. All 

cases are focused on product innovations.

4.2.1 cAse A

Case A is situated at the beginning of the process from an idea towards innovation. The 

corporate entrepreneur works in an engineering function and undertook initial steps 

for driving the idea towards an innovation and therefore the idea is in between the 

idea and concept phase.

4.2 THE SUB-CASES
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It has been chosen for reasons of theoretical sampling, covering the front-end of the 

early stage. The research has been focused on the questions: how did the corporate 

entrepreneur get the idea and what were initial activities carried out? How does the 

corporate entrepreneur expect the process to continue?

To answer these questions, an individual in-depth interview via telephone has been 

conducted as described in the research methodology chapter. Furthermore, a design 

probe has been given to the corporate entrepreneur in order to capture the daily life 

and circumstances when working on the idea as well as success factors and obstacles 

and an emotional component. In addition, the corporate entrepreneur participated 

in an in-depth co-creation workshop with other corporate entrepreneurs using Lego 

Serious Play.

4.2.1.1 Findings

The corporate entrepreneur in Case A had two ideas: one related to a problem encoun-

tered during projects, which had its focus outside the corporate entrepreneur’s 

expertise. Thus, the corporate entrepreneur did not possess the means to pursue the 

innovation and selected a passive role, submitting the idea but not desiring to drive 

it further. The second idea (which will be the base for the case) was related to the 

corporate entrepreneur’s own educational background, and therefore the corporate 

entrepreneur perceived to have the means for driving the idea further and selected a 

more active role. The virtual support structure intended to gather and discuss ideas 

was only used for the first idea that was outside the corporate entrepreneur’s domain 

of expertise.

The second idea had a relation to the corporate entrepreneur’s daily work, but was 

not in the own functional area. However, the effects of an underlying problem led to 

problems in the corporate entrepreneur’s own functional area, and from this the idea 

was developed.

The idea, first roughly prototyped was then concretised through various activities 

related to acquire know-how (such as learning to do 3D modelling) and information 

search. The main aim of the corporate entrepreneur was to apply for a patent, and 

for this aim all activities were conducted. The activities encompassed networking to 

detail the concept and get backup from experts for the idea. 

However, the corporate entrepreneur’s network was limited to his/her own function. 
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The corporate entrepreneur actively champions the product, but expects that the 

active role ends after doing a second, refined prototype showing the functionality. 

Somebody else would develop the idea towards implementation. The business case was 

perceived interesting for the corporate entrepreneur, but was finally not done due to 

the engineering background of the corporate entrepreneur. However, there would be 

an interest to follow the whole process as an observer.

It was not considered relevant to include customers early in the process. All activi-

ties related to the innovation were conducted outside the working hours. The cor-

porate entrepreneur perceives a lack of clarification whether it is allowed to engage 

in innovative activities during working time. The activities in the idea phase were 

mostly related to recognising and defining the opportunity, while the opportunity 

was detailed during the phase from idea to concept. Bootlegging was done between 

idea and concept to further engage in prototyping. Technical activities have been 

conducted early, while business-related activities are expected to be done after the 

patent application has been filed. 

Besides these, the activities described by Burgelman (1980) were conducted in a 

similar  way as described in his study: buffering took place at the beginning of the 

process, as well as bridging is expected in the concept phase. The fit to the fabric of 

the corporation is between idea and concept. Technical and need linking is expected 

in the concept phase, reflecting the technical emphasis of the corporate entrepreneur 

as well as the idea.

4.2.1.2 Analysis

It was observed that the process has been subject to resources such as own time and 

the mode of dealing with difficulties a time-based pacing process (Liao et al. 2005). 

The corporate entrepreneur acquired new skills during the development of the 

idea, referring to capability building (Keil et al. 2009). Prototyping has been found 

important both in the early stage as working prototype (also in Brown 2009; Brown 

2008) as well as later to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept and thus to give 

credibility (also in Carter et al. 1996). Opportunity recognition was based on a techni-

cal problem, followed by a technical detailing process with initial thoughts about the 

business model as also observed by Burgelman (1980).

Related to Research Question 2, the early stage of corporate venturing was found to 
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be valid. As expected by Noyes & Brush (2012), the case reveals elements of a pre-

dictive and effectuative logic. The goal has been set and therefore points towards a 

predictive logic, as well as the outcomes did not reshape in major aspects. There were no 

self-selected stakeholders engaged in the process. However, small experiments were 

conducted and the project depended heavily on the means of the corporate 

entrepreneur.

The means of the corporate entrepreneur revealed a crucial detail: the type of the 

idea – whether it can be approached through the means of the corporate entrepreneur 

or not – determines the activity in developing the idea towards an innovation. If the 

idea is not accessible by the knowledge of the corporate entrepreneur, the only means 

available may be to hand it over to somebody more knowledgeable (in this case to bring 

it into the virtual support structure). Thus, the idea will not be actively championed. 

However, if the same person has an idea possible for him/her to pursue and realise, 

he/she engaged in championing. Regarding the activities, an important detail is that 

the business case is conducted late, which can be explained by the engineering back-

ground of the corporate entrepreneur. Further questioning revealed that creating a 

business model is not in the corporate entrepreneur’s skillset, but there would be an 

interest to accompany the whole process as an observer.

With respect to Research Question 3, several implications can be drawn for a support 

structure: the virtual platform is favouring ideas that are accessible to a wide audi-

ence with various backgrounds (crowd). However, the crowd cannot give qualified 

feedback and thus cannot promote a very specific idea through the “community gate”. 

Therefore, an expert commission should evaluate specialised ideas and seek contact. 

Furthermore, a support structure should give networking support, as the own network 

of the corporate entrepreneur is limited to his/her own function. The network is used 

to drive the idea further and get input from sources more knowledgeable than the 

corporate entrepreneur him-/herself. The final implication towards the support struc-

ture is related to the frame within the company: the corporate entrepreneur is acting 

in a grey area when using company resources to develop the idea as the desired amount 

of innovativeness within the company is not communicated. Thus, the frame should be 

clarified, for example by allowing employees to dedicate a certain amount of time for 

innovative activities.
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4.2.2 cAse b

Case B is currently in the late concept phase, working towards being regarded as a proj-

ect. The corporate entrepreneur has an engineering background and is on a specialist 

level. The issue which this study aims to research is how the corporate entrepreneur 

got the idea, which activities were conducted, and which activities are expected to 

follow. Therefore, an interview, design probes and a Lego Serious Play workshop were 

conducted.

4.2.2.1 Findings

The corporate entrepreneur struggled with the consequences of a problem reaching 

into the own function. The problem was situated in the core competency of the cor-

porate entrepreneur, but outside of the responsibility of the workplace. However, the 

problem was impacting on the work and therefore, information was gathered by the 

corporate entrepreneur about the problem, leading towards the idea. 

While detailing the idea, the corporate entrepreneur seeked contact with the system 

owner of the part where the problem was situated, but got frustrated because the novel 

solution was rejected. The idea of the corporate entrepreneur had an impact on a part 

of the system that emerged over years in the domain of the system owner. Through this 

long development cycle, a sense of ownership (here referred to as “tradition”) emerged. 

This was an obstacle for the objective evaluation of the corporate entrepreneur’s idea.

Further, the corporate entrepreneur tried to find a channel for the solution, but 

his/her manager did not know what to do with the idea. 

While detailing the core idea, the corporate entrepreneur realised that he/she was 

focusing on the effects rather than the cause, and therefore redirected his/her efforts 

towards the cause rather than to deal with the effects. Hence, a more radical second 

idea began to take shape. However, the corporate entrepreneur was facing various 

challenges: due to a lack of seniority in the company, networking was a challenge and 

the credibility of the corporate entrepreneur was questioned. Only with applying for a 

patent, the credibility increased. Furthermore, the innovative behaviour outside the 

core functional field was not accepted by peers, provoking critical behaviour regarding 

the time spent with the support structure to develop the idea further.

Reading about a customer asking the same question pointing towards the cause for the 
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problem encouraged the corporate entrepreneur to go on with the research. However, 

there was a strong “not-invented here” behaviour by the system owner and the per-

sonal network of the corporate entrepreneur was too limited to overcome the obstacle. 

The support structure was partly helpful to develop the idea further, but the virtual 

platform was questioned as well as the approach of using the crowd for pre-screening 

ideas. Furthermore, there were misunderstandings regarding the role of the corporate 

entrepreneur and communication from the support structure towards corporate entre-

preneurs. The lack of clarity regarding the acceptance of innovative behaviour can be 

best expressed with a quote: “An employee of the company regards him-/herself in the 

first place as employee of the company” rather than an entrepreneur. 

Further, the risk aversion of engineers was emphasized as well as the hostile environ-

ment at the company regarding innovations. Due to the hostile environment, the idea 

was developed slowly into an innovation, lasting several years. The “suggestion box” 

of the company was described as very slow process that does not lead towards imple-

mentation and lacks credibility as well as knowledge. Further, the financial reward 

offered by ideas submitted through the suggestion box was referred to as ridiculous 

and labelled as “hush-money”. Short-term financial rewards were seen problematic 

as incentives to innovate since those seem to trigger the submission of lower quality 

ideas. 

4.2.2.2 Analysis

Case B was going through a complex, time-based pacing process. The lack of a channel 

for ideas impacting on another than the core function as well as a manager hostile to 

innovations, the “not invented here” attitude and traditional thinking of the system 

owner slowed down the project substantially. However, the corporate entrepreneur 

periodically tried again to place the idea, despite the hostile environment for innova-

tions. Customer feedback, even received indirectly through a journal, motivated the 

corporate entrepreneur to be on the right track. For the credibility within the com-

pany, getting a patent was crucial. The missing reputation within the company as well 

as a limited personal network were further obstacles. 

Concerning Research Question 2, Burgelman’s (1980) model can be confirmed also in 

Case B. While the stage process is implied by the support structure, the core processes 

such as technical and need linking (here in the first phase), fit to the fabric of the 
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corporation (in concept phase) and product championing have been conducted. The 

latter has been perceived by the corporate entrepreneur to happen in the final phase, 

although in the opinion of the author, product championing has been conducted peri-

odically from the beginning. Bootlegging of resources was not required. Buffering 

and bridging has been also found relevant. While the corporate entrepreneur tried to 

bridge and experienced bad reactions, it was necessary to buffer the innovative activ-

ity until credibility could be established through the patent.

The corporate entrepreneur has a strong effectuative approach. Predictive elements 

were imposed through the support structure in order to fit the innovation to the com-

pany and obtain the resources to implement it. However, the corporate entrepreneur 

was disappointed while seeking partnerships, and due to the hostile environment for 

innovations, there were no self-selected stakeholders.

Concerning Research Question 3, the corporate entrepreneur had a strong negative 

opinion on the innovative environment in the company. The support structure is seen 

as a “channel for ideas without a natural sponsor” and an alternative path towards a 

mature system. 

The existence of the support structure is in the words of the corporate entrepreneur 

the “sole reason why this idea goes forward”. Despite this positive attitude, the virtual 

community was seen critically concerning the confidentiality of interactions (such as 

voting for an idea) and the reliance on the crowd, which should be combined with an 

expert review once a year. Also it was emphasized that the crowd lacks the knowledge 

to evaluate specific ideas. 

The corporate entrepreneur sees the role of the support structure as a “service pro-

vider” that develops ideas further which do not fit into the own environment and thus 

the active part in the path from idea towards the project is seen on the support struc-

ture’s side. Furthermore, it was emphasized that every idea should get a profound 

feedback. 

The main function of the support structure was seen as establishing networks (partly 

happening today in the opinion of the corporate entrepreneur, but not to the experts 

regarding the idea) and methodical support. Also a high threshold concerning the 

participation in the virtual community was mentioned due to the official character of 

the community. 

The bad experiences with the suggestion box of the company show that the corporate 
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entrepreneur tried to place his/her idea already somewhere else before turning to the 

support structure, indicating that multiple channels are used to drive an idea further. 

The comments about a monetary return are very insightful: money as a reward is not 

appealing if the idea does not get implemented (“hush-money”) and the amount of 

reward offends the corporate entrepreneur rather than motivate him/her. Also short-

term monetary rewards in the case of patents seem to be the wrong stimulus. Thus, it 

is recommended to offer longer-term financial prospects (e.g. an equity stake) or, more 

important, a channel to establish the innovation in the company.

4.2.3 cAse c

Case C is already a substantial amount of time in the prototyping stage but does not 

find a sponsor to continue. The corporate entrepreneur is on a group-leader level in 

engineering. To find out about the idea and how it was developed, two interviews were 

conducted and the corporate entrepreneur took part in a Lego Serious Play workshop.

4.2.3.1 Findings

The idea of the corporate entrepreneur got triggered through a campaign organised 

by the support structure. Campaigns are calls for ideas, supported by a high-level 

sponsor and ideally backed with financial support for the winners of the competition. 

While non-triggered ideas generally face problems in acquiring necessary resources for 

development, campaigns do have resources available to implement ideas.

The call for ideas made the corporate entrepreneur think about different ideas, and 

gave the idea to combine two well-known known physics principles towards a product. 

First, this was applied to another problem, but then iterated towards the final idea. 

A very rough draft was created and submitted (“it was a bit even like a joke”). The 

draft got accepted, and the corporate entrepreneur started to develop the idea 

further. A colleague who participated in the same campaign but was not selected 

joined forces with the corporate entrepreneur. The driving force remained the corpo-

rate entrepreneur him-/herself.  The corporate entrepreneur built a low-tech prototype 

to clarify the principle, acquired know-how when detailing (mainly through inter-

net search) and detailed the technology side of the concept. However, the business 

case was neglected (“This was my biggest regret”), pointing towards the means of the 

corporate entrepreneur due to his/her engineering background. 
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The network of the corporate entrepreneur is broad, however only in the engineering 

side. The corporate entrepreneur decided against a patent as it would impose restric-

tions on sharing the idea, and getting feedback seemed crucial for the corporate 

entrepreneur. The campaign setting imposed a time pressure to the project that was 

seen beneficial. The work of the support structure was seen sceptical, as the corporate 

entrepreneur was not familiar with social networks and expected a more active sup-

port from the support structure, especially in direction of networking in order to talk 

to more knowledgeable people. Especially after passing the selection process, active 

expert feedback, network help and information would have been expected. To team 

up with an interdisciplinary team would have been beneficial in the opinion of the 

corporate entrepreneur, however, due to the lack of personal contacts further 

team-building did not take place after the colleague joined forces with the corporate 

entrepreneur. 

Only some activities proposed by Burgelman (1980) were conducted. Technical and 

need linking took place later in the process, fit to the fabric of the corporation in the 

concept phase, bootlegging was not conducted as no resources were necessary and 

product championing did not take place (even the corporate entrepreneur would have 

liked to, but had doubts on having the necessary skills as well as time pressure through 

the day job).

As the campaign was triggered by what Burgelman describes as structural and strate-

gic context, bottom-up strategic behaviour could not be observed. Due to the official 

nature of the project, buffering was not required.

4.2.3.2 Analysis

The corporate entrepreneur was aware of his/her lack of knowledge regarding the 

business side as well as specific engineering knowledge and thus a multidisciplinary 

team would have been helpful in his/her opinion. 

The time pressure was seen beneficial to avoid a long and lonely detailing process typ-

ical for innovations in the case company. Thus, the way of working indicates a complex 

process.

The triggered campaign impacts on Research Question 2: core activities of Burgelman’s 

(1980) model have not been conducted. Especially the lack of product championing, 

which was replaced by occasional “teasing” whenever the corporate entreprenueur 
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sees an opportunity to do it is expected to have an impact on the idle phase of the 

innovation currently. In the other cases discussed, active championing was a core 

activity for an innovation to proceed. However, strong elements of effectuation can 

be observed, as the corporate entrepreneur did the project by his/her own means and 

acquired knowledge on the way. Worth mentioning is the view on patents: while in 

other cases acquiring a patent was perceived crucial to gain credibility (see also Alsos 

& Kolvereid 1998; Rotefoss & Kolvereid 2005; Liao & Welsch 2008; Gordon 2012), credi-

bility did not seem to be an issue in this case which may be connected to the high-level 

support of the campaign as well as the credibility by being selected (Laaksonen 2007).

Concerning Research Question 3, the implications on the support structure are that 

a high-level support is beneficial for the credibility of corporate entrepreneurs, moti-

vates through recognition of the corporate entrepreneur by executives and therefore 

offers a visible achievement. Time pressure was perceived beneficial for the devel-

opment of the idea and should therefore be considered to be implemented into the 

support structure on a permanent basis. The skill set of the corporate entrepreneur 

as well as the network point towards that the corporate entrepreneur did not have the 

means to conduct a business analysis, even he/she saw the importance (“It’s my big-

gest regret that I did not do the business case.”). Therefore, there is an opportunity to 

complement skills, either by fostering the formation of multidisciplinary teams or by 

offering methodical support in the activity. 

The overall performance of the support structure was regarded sceptically, and the 

arrangement of the campaign was not credited towards the support structure (it was 

perceived to be organised by the organisational entity where the high-level executive 

was situated). Prototyping was perceived to be a key activity, both in the early stage 

as working prototype as well as demonstrating the concept later in the process. Thus, 

activities to make the business tangible to others seem to be helpful (see also Carter 

et al. 1996). The virtual community was regarded critically because it did not help the 

corporate entrepreneur as well as there was a lack of knowledge regarding the func-

tionality of social networks. 

Due to the self-understanding of the support structure to support corporate entrepre-

neurs in their work, but not to champion the ideas by themselves, the lack of product 

championing seems to be the crucial reason for the idea not to proceed – either towards 

implementation or decision that it will not be pursued. The corporate entrepreneur was 

proud of the recognition by being selected and having the chance to present the idea 
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to the selection committee. Therefore, the relevance of events supported by high-level 

executives should be noted.

4.2.4 cAse d

Case D found a sponsor and currently is entering the project phase. The corpo-

rate entrepreneur has a business background and is on the group leader level in the 

company. In order to conduct the research, a four hours lasting in-depth interview was 

conducted, design probes given and the corporate entrepreneur participated in Lego 

Serious Play workshop.

4.2.4.1 Findings

The corporate entrepreneur conducted a triggered search for ideas because he/she has 

the vision to improve the user experience of the product. In addition, thoughts about 

implementation accompanied the ideation phase. As a frequent user of the product, 

the corporate entrepreneur thinks of him-/herself in the role of the user and iterates 

frequently during the development of the idea, constantly improving the concept. 

Keeping the core principle, the idea is refined during each iteration. The regular job of 

the corporate entrepreneur is completely different, although situated in the business 

side. The focus is strongly on desirability. However, other employees are wary and the 

corporate entrepreneur faces strong opposition which even endanger his/her regular 

workplace. From engineering side, obstacles are imposed through arguments against 

the concept that are not assessable by a business person (such as safety issues). The 

patent was mentioned as an element to gain legitimacy. 

The idea was submitted to a campaign, but not triggered by it. It won the second place 

in the competition and earned a price, consisting of a small personal gift and devel-

opment money, but no time allocation for the development of the innovation. Yet, 

winning the competition was a strong motivator and its interesting for the corporate 

entrepreneur to “push it through till it’s in the final product”. The corporate entrepre-

neur does not ask for permission. The corporate entrepreneur develops many ideas, 

but has generally problems to implement them and uses multiple channels to imple-

ment the ideas.Generally speaking, the corporate entrepreneur would agree also if 

somebody else would implement the ideas, if recognition is ensured. Concerning the 

successful idea, the corporate entrepreneur mentioned “it was only luck” that it got 
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into implementation. 

The corporate entrepreneur lacks a personal network outside of his/her own function 

and therefore does not have access to technical knowledge. The support structure 

was criticised due to the lack of a permanent link to the innovation process as well as 

the lack of decision power since a decision should be binding towards the acquisition 

of resources and freedom to implement an idea. There was good feedback about the 

attitude of members of the support structure as the feeling is perceived to be welcome. 

There is a lack of knowledge about the innovation system at the company. 

The virtual community was perceived as “no value added”, and the corporate entrepre-

neur would like to talk straight to experts (also in an event through an elevator pitch) 

to get hard feedback. The crowd is perceived as the wrong audience. There is potential 

for frustration as no rapid feedback is given for ideas in the support structure and the 

process may take long time.

The corporate entrepreneur would like to get in touch with customers in order to 

validate the idea, but has no means as getting directly in touch would endanger the 

workplace of the corporate entrepreneur. To succeed, corporate entrepreneurs would 

need protection as operations of the company are forming a hostile environment. 

Further, the day job and routine are perceived as harmful for innovation, as there is 

no room for creative impulses and no time to follow ideas. Another obstacle is that 

there is no access to decision makers and no channel for ideas that are impacting 

different functional areas than the own workplace. There were bad experiences with the 

suggestion box in terms of idea ownership. When having an idea, the corporate entre-

preneur develops it further until a point where it cannot proceed at the time and keeps 

it in mind, together with requirements that would be needed to implement it. Once the 

requirements are met, the idea is continued to be developed. Following an idea is a 

continuous learning process for the corporate entrepreneur. 

The corporate entrepreneur followed Burgelman’s (1980) model. Technical & need 

linking is conducted in the idea phase, as well as fitting the idea to the fabric of the 

corporation. Bootlegging has not been done, as no resources were required. Champi-

oning has been placed in the project phase, although in the author’s view champion-

ing took place along the whole process. Even stronger are the core processes: by being 

innovative, the corporate entrepreneur challenges the structural context through 

questioning and engages in strategic behaviour. Buffering and bridging is conducted 

in the front phase.
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4.2.4.2 Analysis

The ecosystem for innovation at the company has to be regarded as critical, as there 

is little acceptance of co-workers for innovative behaviour. Non-engineers wanting to 

innovate need to be prepared to deal with resistance from engineering side. One strat-

egy mentioned to deal with this is to ask for details when being criticised. 

The highly iterative way of working indicates a complex process taking place. It further 

contains elements of design thinking (Brown 2009; Brown 2008), although focusing 

mainly on desirability and viability, but not feasibility. Obtaining a patent can be seen 

as critical to obtain legitimacy towards others and claim ownership of the concept. 

The suggestion box has been described as not suitable to claim ownership of an idea. 

This leads together with the impressions of the other cases towards a multifaceted 

negative image of the suggestion-box-system at the case company. There is a need to 

validate assumptions with customers and users. The case emphasizes the importance 

of customer and user thinking. 

The lack of channels for ideas outside the own function is emphasized in this case, as 

well as the use of different channels rather than one to push ideas towards implemen-

tation – the corporate entrepreneur uses all means to undertake this activity. “Not 

invented here” was also found in this case.

One important notion towards recognition of the corporate entrepreneur is the aim 

to improve the social position in the company and show co-workers, that innovative 

activities are meaningful. Further, monetary rewards are not seen crucial as motivator 

– while there was a product worth below 1.000 € given as a personal reward for winning 

the campaign (“nice”), a substantial amount of money for developing the idea was 

given and thus the idea can be driven towards implementation. A multidisciplinary 

team would have solved the problems encountered by talking with engineers.

Related Research Question 2, it can be stated that the case follows the model derived 

from Burgelman (1980) while having strong elements of effectuation and creative 

approach – all elements mentioned by Noyes & Brush (2012) are fulfilled. The strong 

championing of corporate entrepreneur may be the differentiating factor between a 

successful and unsuccessful innovation.

Concerning Research Question 3, it can be stated that the personal attitude of the 
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members of the support structure is crucial in order to motivate the corporate entre-

preneur (which is currently fulfilled). However, there is a lack of knowledge concerning 

the innovation system and different channels in the company that could be improved. 

Further, the support structure is seen as passive (“too busy with itself”). To establish 

a way to engage in communication with customers and users would help thecorpo-

rate entrepreneur to ground the assumptions concerning desirability and viability 

in reality. The virtual platform is seen critically, as it does not bring any value to the 

corporate entrepreneur – the expectation is to get expert feedback and a honest and 

binding go / no-go decision, coupled with development money and a frame to pursue 

the innovation. It is needed to establish a link to the normal innovation process. 

Moreover, networking towards the “right” people with expert knowledge and decision 

power should be improved as well as networking with other functions. As there are 

different types of corporate entrepreneurs and their activity depends on the means 

available, the support structure should ask whether an corporate entrepreneur wants 

to implement the idea by him-/herself or expects somebody else to implement this idea 

to avoid frustration. Pitching the idea in a physical event as well as a certain time set 

for each phase of the process would be perceived valuable.

4.2.5 cAse e

Case E is successfully implemented and will be discussed from the perspective of the 

support structure’s team member. An interview with the support team member as well 

as a Lego Serious Play with the idea owner, support team member and business owner 

were conducted.

4.2.5.1 Findings

A front-line employee who worked for the company wanted a product on a new device 

for the daily work and discovered that this would be also a business for the company. 

The employee did an early prototype, developed the functionality and tested the 

device with colleagues. Six months later, a demonstrator was ready, developed by the 

front-line employee him-/herself.

The support structure arranged the possibility to pitch the idea to the top manage-

ment, but it did not get accepted. The momentum was not there. But then, one month 
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later, a competitor entered the market with a similar product, and then the interest 

within the company was raised. The member of the support structure took over and 

began to champion the idea, but re-packaged it: from a product innovation towards a 

process innovation (to be able to develop the product in the same time as the competi-

tor did). A similar product was available in the company on another platform, therefore 

a sales channel already existed. However, doubts from marketing whether the team 

can develop the product within the short period of time made it impossible to utilize 

the channel. 

Re-packaging of the idea was a crucial activity to gain a sponsor: the sponsor was more 

interested whether the company can make it to develop the product within the short 

time rather than the result. Customers asked for the product, however sales did not 

collaborate with the team until the feasibility of the innovation was proven.

The support structure member stayed with the innovation, even another person (from 

the sponsor’s department) got to be the business owner. The business side was not very 

emphasized and included only expected costs and returns. The main selling argument 

was emotional: to be able to work as fast as the competitor.

Burgelman’s (1980) process and activities can be also found in this project. The activ-

ities of technical and need linking have been conducted (although late in the process) 

and product championing played a strong role. Important to note is that a fit to the 

fabric of the corporation was deliberately neglected, questioning the structural con-

text and engaging in strategic behaviour. Bridging has been conducted to talk to as 

many people as possible to find a sponsor. Buffering has been conducted in the late 

stage of the concept, as with increasing popularity of the product other organisation 

members wanted to include other functions.

4.2.5.2 Analysis

Due to the lack of momentum, and the stop after the initial development as well as a 

longer championing phase, the process can be characterised as time-based pacing pro-

cess (Liao et al. 2005). Emotions were important as the packaging of the idea decided 

over its success: by referring to the competitor, a feeling of competition was estab-

lished. 

There were three milestones: the first idea and prototype, to make the business tan-

gible for others (Carter et al. 1996), the re-packaging of the idea to add an emotional 
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component and sell it to the right people through the network. 

Due to the involvement of the support structure, the team was extremely well net-

worked and was able to include the top management as well as marketing and sales. 

But even with such a good network, and customers asking for the product, it was hard 

to convince the sales department to work together. The team consisted of business 

people and a user (the initial idea owner) and was confident to be able to succeed, 

and the sponsor focused on capability building (Keil et al. 2009) rather than the final 

product. Activities related to business development were conducted towards the 

project phase in order to implement the idea, while opportunity recognition and 

definition were conducted from the idea towards the concept.

Concerning Research Question 2, the case followed Burgelman (1980). From all 

the cases, it was the most predictive: the goal was defined, and activities were 

undertaken to reach the goal. However, the starting points were the means of the 

front-line employee and the team engaged in a very creative way of working, using 

design thinking (Brown 2008), and emphasized speed in the implementation phase.

Concerning Research Question 3, the support structure was actively involved in the 

innovation. Due to the active role of the support structure, networking, organising the 

stage for decision-making (such as the top management presentation) and methods, 

information and contacts were available. The idea was successfully implemented.
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besides the Cases, ten interviews have been conducted, both formal and informal 

with persons involved in the innovation process. The interviews covered the innova-

tive environment of the corporation, the role of the support structure, activities and 

the process of internal corporate venturing.

Valuable information was given by members of the support structure. An executive 

expert experienced in innovating within the corporate environment was interviewed 

multiple times. Further, other corporate entrepreneurs were interviewed. Findings 

from the case studies were included in the interviews and triangulated by these means. 

Moreover, three co-creation Lego Serious Play workshops were conducted with 

members of the support structure (expert workshop with five participants) and two 

workshops with one member of the support structure and corporate entrepreneurs 

from the case studies. Further, the executive expert mentioned above participated. 

The first workshop with corporate entrepreneurs had three participants. The second 

workshop had six participants.

Before the final workshop concept was decided, a pilot workshop with students was 

conducted. In the workshops, the overall innovation process in the case company, 

obstacles, success factors and stakeholders as well as characteristics of the innovation 

process were included. The groups mapped the innovation process from their perspec-

tive, engaging in discussions and building a shared understanding of the process. 

Further, scenarios based on the research findings were elaborated during the work-

shops and thus the findings were triangulated.

The findings can be categorised in general findings, activities, support structure and 

channels for innovation, idea sources and the role of the corporate entrepreneur and 

process characteristics. All findings presented below have been triangulated and 

reflect the opinion of at least two persons involved in the process, collected through 

various means.

Although the categories are related to the research questions, they are not limited to 

them in order to be able to present crucial insights that will be applied to the research 

questions in Chapter 5.

4.3 FINDINGS OVERALL
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4.3.1 generAl fIndIngs

The general findings are findings worth mentioning which did not fit to any other cat-

egory. One finding is the lack of emotions in the company: both in terms of products 

as well as the way of working, emotions are neglected and facts preferred. This is well 

reflected in the quote presented before: “An employee of the company regards himself 

in the first place as employee of the company” (Case B). Therefore, efforts related to 

championing of the idea may lead towards alienation of co-workers.

Innovation culture

The culture inside the organisation does not foster innovation – there are many obsta-

cles for corporate entrepreneurs on their way from an idea towards an innovation, pic-

tured in all co-creation workshops. Rules and regulations are used against creativity.

The negative view on innovation is demotivating, and as decision makers tend to avoid 

risks, it is easier to say no than yes and demand to have all facts before making a deci-

sion. This leads towards a long detailing process to strengthen an idea and the need to 

discover alternative paths to implement the innovation. Labelled as “shadow” of the 

company, processes such as procuring (the challenge to get material needed to inno-

vate) as well as reporting and everyday tasks related to administrative functions that 

demand much time were mentioned.

Active corporate entrepreneurs tend to work on their ideas mostly during mornings 

and evenings in their free time, discussing their ideas mainly in the private life, as 

within their daily work, the acceptance of the innovative activity is low and is seen as 

a “private hobby”.

A strong argument for pursuing an idea towards innovation is when a competitor works 

on the issue at hand – this leads to market pressure on the case company. 

Success factors

Although not integral part of this research, a few personal characteristics regarding 

the corporate entrepreneur were mentioned. Besides the network, the hierarchical 

position within the company is a key for success as well as reputation. Technical under-

standing is desirable to be able to defend the project and champion it. Empathy to 

communicate to different stakeholders is important as well as confidence in the idea. 

Radical projects may need a “guardian angel” with a solid position in the company to 

be successful. Two characteristics are observed: successful corporate entrepreneurs 
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have a proactive attitude,  do not ask for permission and can bear negative feedback. 

Obstacles

Tradition is “acting without thinking” (one corporate entrepreneur) and an obstacle 

within the company. In the co-creation workshops it was connected to arrogance and 

the “not-invented-here” syndrome. Not-invented-here was a common obstacle towards 

finding a sponsor: as the system owner wants to avoid to admit that another solution 

is better than the current or future solution developed by the own department, ideas 

are blocked. 

The allocation of resources is seen as top-down with little influence from bottom-up. 

Management is lacking insights into the ideas and activities of corporate entrepre-

neurs, therefore there is no innovation-pull by the management happening, but always 

innovation-push by the corporate entrepreneurs, leading to frustration.

There is a lack of people who can make an idea real, closely related to the role of the 

corporate entrepreneur. Another obstacle is that successful products of the company 

were protected from innovation to avoid endangering revenue streams. There is also 

a tendency towards risk aversion. The daily work leaves no time for being innovative 

and does not offer any stimuli for innovations. Corporate entrepreneurs are seen as 

endangering the system and are not supported by operations of the company. Pro-

cesses (such as inflexible procurement) harm the innovativeness further. Other func-

tions are reluctant to collaborate with corporate entrepreneurs due to risk aversion.

For the motivation of the corporate entrepreneur it was found to be crucial to receive 

active support from the support structure, find a team and work together as well as 

recognition of the corporate entrepreneur. In the last co-creation workshop, however, 

it was argued that recognition may not be the personal reason to engage in innovative 

behaviour, as the joy of doing something meaningful that goes beyond the boundaries 

of the regular job description is seen crucial. In the overall picture emerging from the 

combination of interviews, probes and co-creation workshops, it can be stated that it 

is both: recognition is important for the motivation of the corporate entrepreneur as 

well as confirms the legitimacy of the innovative behaviour and one reason to engage 

in such behaviour is the joy of doing something meaningful.
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4.3.2 ActIvItIes

The findings concerning activities are related to Research Question 1. The initial con-

struct derived from the literature review has been applied to the cases as part of the 

interview procedure described in the methodology of this research.

The occurence of the activities pointed out in the research construct has been mapped 

according to the stages of idea, concept and project.

Table 6: Activities in the Cases compared

KAtz&

gArtner 

1988

cAtegory ActIvIty cAse A cAse b cAse c cAse d cAse e

Resources Funding company funding not used not used not used not used project 

(strong),

concept 

(not so

strong)

investing own money not used complete 

process 

(time)

project 

(time)

idea (time 

& books 

etc.)

idea (time)

bootlegging 

resources

idea to 

concept

not used not used not used not used

Intention-

ality

Opportun-

ity

opportunity 

recognition

idea idea not used not used idea

thinking 

business idea

not used concept concept idea idea

information search idea to 

concept

idea concept 

to project

idea to 

concept

idea to 

concept

search opportunities not used not used idea idea concept

think how to exploit 

opportunities

idea not used idea idea idea to 

concept

define opportunity idea not used idea idea not used

fit to fabric of 

corporation

idea to 

concept

concept concept idea deliberately 

misfit!

Intention-

ality

Planning write business plan not used project not used idea concept to 

project

Boundary Legitimacy establish legal entity not used not used not used not used not used
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develop trust among 

stakeholders

not used not used project iproject concept to 

project

got facilities & 

equipment

not used not used not used not used project

decision making not used not used concept concept 

to project

concept to 

project

customer/ market 

development

project concept not used idea idea to 

concept

application patent concept 

to project

concept concept 

(not done)

idea to 

concept

not used

Exchange/

Resources

Business 

Develop-

ment

developing 

procedures

concept 

to project

not used not used not used project

organising 

startup team

concept not used project project project

risk management not used not used not used concept project

market development project not used concept project concept to 

project

full time work not used not used not used not used idea & 

project

developing prototype concept not used concept 

& project

project 

(& later)

idea (low-

tech) & 

project

(demonstr-

ator)

technical & 

need linking

concept idea concept 

to project

idea concept to 

project

recombination 

resources

not used idea not used project 

(& later)

not used

assessment 

difficulties

idea to 

concept

concept concept idea concept to 

project

acquiring know-how idea to 

concept

not used concept 

to project

not used idea to 

concept

product/ service 

development

concept 

to project

concept not used project 

(& later)

concept to 

project

sales, marketing not used not used not used project 

(& later)

project

KAtz&

gArtner 

1988

cAtegory ActIvIty cAse A cAse b cAse c cAse d cAse e
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Funding & Opportunity

Funding was perceived to be necessary and crucial. However, in the early stage of 

corporate venturing, corporate entrepreneurs did not perceive the need to acquire 

considerable funds. This may be due to the fact that all corporate entrepreneurs were 

employees of the corporation and thus the salary aspect is not crucial in the early stage 

of corporate venturing.

Corporate entrepreneurs conducted activities related to the opportunity mostly in the 

early stage (idea and concept). The fit to the fabric of the corporation, however, was 

conducted relatively late (compared to the other activities in this category), indicat-

ing that the support structure may have imposed this activity.

Planning

Planning was perceived useful if used to coordinate the actions. However, the majority 

of corporate entrepreneurs either neglected planning or did it in a later stage. Only 

Case D engaged in early stage planning (in the idea stage).

Legitimacy

Applying for patent was mentioned frequently due to credibility reasons as well as to 

claim idea ownership. Legitimacy can be obtained through various means: through the 

sponsor, customer’s voice and patent. Through this legitimacy, the corporate entrepre-

customer discussions project not used not used project 

(& later)

concept to 

project

Advice/ CE 

Activities

seeking advice idea to 

concept

idea concept 

to project

concept concept

buffering idea to 

concept

idea not used idea project

bridging concept not used concept 

to project

idea concept

establishing networks concept project project concept 

to project

concept

product championing idea to 

concept

project not used concept 

to project

concept to 

project

KAtz&

gArtner 

1988

cAtegory ActIvIty cAse A cAse b cAse c cAse d cAse e
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neur receives protection in an environment characterised by the need for efficiency.

Decision and selection was mentioned as success factor, as it gives motivation to 

continue as well as credibility within the organisation. The recognition by execu-

tives motivates the corporate entrepreneur. Decision-making serves two functions: 

to give credibility (high-level support is demonstrated) and to evaluate competently 

the value of the innovation. In the last co-creation workshop, this was subject to dis-

cussion as decision-makers do not necessarily have the capability to evaluate ideas 

properly, and therefore difficulties in implementation may be one consequence. 

Another consequence may be a delay in the decision-making process, as it is forwarded 

to more competent persons. This process delays the innovation, which impacts nega-

tively on the time-to-market. Furthermore, a mindset of risk-aversion leads to a ten-

dency to decide negatively the easier and safer choice for the decision-maker.

Business development

Activities mentioned as success factors were the self-marketing of the idea owner, 

demonstrated by the successful sponsor acquisition after re-packaging the idea in 

Case E. In the co-creation workshops, marketing was highlighted, as it is crucial for 

convincing stakeholders. It was also mentioned that instead of offering different 

channels for more specific ideas (see implications support structure), there should be 

an emphasis on training how to communicate ideas understandably.

Furthermore, a convincing business case was mentioned, although other corporate 

entrepreneurs were successful with a basic business case that was perceived by the 

team member “weak” (Case E). 

Prototyping was perceived helpful both in the early stage to further develop the 

concept (Case C, E), as well as later to demonstrate the functionality (the same cases). 

A member of the support structure emphasized the role of a demonstrator to find a 

sponsor. The costs of the prototype were not perceived as crucial. Prototyping was also 

frequently mentioned in all co-creation workshops. In the last workshop, the group 

identified as one of the core activities to do iterative prototyping – feedback cycles to 

develop the product further. Both early prototyping and building a demonstrator were 

seen as crucial activities. 

The importance of two activities of the business development category has not been 

foreseen: interdisciplinary team-building and customer- and user-involvement. Due 

to their importance, these activities will be discussed separately.
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Interdisciplinary team-building

Concerning team building, corporate entrepreneurs worked mostly alone in the first 

phase, triggered by bad experiences due to the hostile environment in the company. 

However, one corporate entrepreneur (Case D) attempted to include the expert in the 

field of his/her innovation in order to increase the chances of realisation.

In general, an interdisciplinary team would have been perceived beneficial for the 

development of the idea, but mostly in a later stage (not on a “crude idea”. Self-selected 

stakeholders entered the project in two cases: Case C and E. Case D would have liked 

people to join, but referred to this that people are too busy to join an entrepreneur-

ial team. This may be also connected to the lack of emotions pointed out in the gen-

eral findings. In the co-creation workshops it became apparent that interdisciplinary 

teams would be beneficial, although one group limited it to distinct phases of the 

process, whereas parts of the implementation should be done within the disciplines. 

The other group of corporate entrepreneurs highlighted the importance of interdisci-

plinary teams throughout the process. To have experienced and knowledgeable team 

members with a profound technical knowledge has been emphasized. It was further 

highlighted that finding team members is a crucial but difficult activity.

Customer- and User-involvement

Regarding customer- and user involvement, several insights were found during the 

research. To know that the solution was desirable for the customer served as motivator, 

no matter if this knowledge was passed indirectly (Case B) or directly (Case E). 

All interviewees, both in the cases and additional interviewees agreed to the impor-

tance of satisfying customer needs. However, the way of customer involvement was 

discussed vividly. While one corporate entrepreneur with an engineering background 

stated “If I would have listened to the customer, I wouldn’t have done anything”, 

pointing towards Henry Ford’s famous quote “If I had asked people what they wanted, 

they would have said faster horses.”. Other corporate entrepreneurs would have liked 

to get directly in touch with customers, which is currently only possible through mar-

keting, when the product is in an almost mature stage and ready for selling. 

The importance of creating a market pull approach through networking with custom-

ers was expressed. This market pressure, as discussed in the general findings, worked 

as a strong argument for developing the idea towards innovation, both for the team 

and the sponsor. Further, during the co-creation workshops it became apparent that 
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different groups had different views on customer involvement: while experts empha-

sized to get in touch with customers early, one group was focusing on including users 

into the process while neglecting customers until the end of the workshop. 

Another group discussed customer- and user-involvement controversially, with 

opinions from “it’s not important at all” to “crucial to involve”. Moreover, the emo-

tional component of customer- and user-involvement was emphasized: whether they 

do like a solution or not is seen as based on emotional, irrational reasons. To create 

desirable innovations, it was argued that deep contextual knowledge is required to 

innovate – in Case E, the original corporate entrepreneur was a user by him-/herself. 

However, it was agreed by both corporate entrepreneur groups that a channel towards 

customer- and user-involvement is currently lacking, despite the importance of con-

textual knowledge for innovations.

Advice / CE activities

In respect of networking, it was crucial that all corporate entrepreneurs except Case E 

(who worked in the support structure) had only a limited network in their own func-

tion and hoped to reach another audience through engaging in the virtual commu-

nity of the support structure. One corporate entrepreneur marked networks as “being 

inbreeded”, showing dramatically that the networks of corporate entrepreneurs are 

limited to their own function. The campaign Case C engaged in was perceived helpful 

to find like-minded people. This was one of the core benefits for the corporate entre-

preneur: “that is why the campaign was interesting”. Networking was seen as key ele-

ment in all co-creation workshops, with emphasis on personal connections. Often it 

was referred to serendipity in respect of finding the right contacts and like-minded 

people to develop the idea further. To involve experts into the development of the idea, 

it was recommended to address either the competency of the expert as crucial to get 

his/her commitment, or to mention other competent people (in order to address the 

expert’s honour to prove that he/she is the best in the respective field).

Product championing was intensely conducted by successful corporate entrepreneurs 

and distinguished the successful from failed corporate entrepreneurs.
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4.3.3 support structure And chAnnels for InnovAtIon

Virtual Community

The first part of the findings concerning the support structure is related to the vir-

tual community. The virtual community builds the first stage of the process towards 

an innovation if the channel is chosen to use the support structure. In the virtual 

community, a combination of votes, comments and views decides which idea proceeds 

into the next stage.

However, there was multiple criticism towards the approach using a virtual commu-

nity as gate. One criticism was that there is a bias towards the nature of the idea: 

very specific ideas may not be able to gather enough supporters to proceed as the 

crowd lacks knowledge to evaluate the idea. Several corporate entrepreneurs empha-

sized that there should be a periodical expert review to screen the ideas. The second 

function the community aims to provide is a network among corporate entrepreneurs. 

However, it was criticised that it is difficult to find and reach the right experts and 

that those are mostly not participating in the virtual community. While one corporate 

entrepreneur criticised the emotional component of voting (and suggested to develop 

an artificial intelligence system to avoid emotional evaluation), other corporate 

entrepreneurs claim that there is currently too less emotional involvement of corpo-

rate entrepreneurs within the community. 

The feedback of the crowd is seen critical as it is perceived to have no decision power 

to proceed towards implementation (although it forms the first gate of the support 

structure). Decision-making by executives and the connected legitimising effect is 

disabled through the community approach. Further, besides the crowd evaluation 

and networking challenges, corporate entrepreneurs may lack experience with the 

functionality of social networks. To be dependent on other people to proceed leads 

towards a passive behaviour of the corporate entrepreneur.

Expectations towards the support structure

Corporate entrepreneurs expect from the support structure three core activities:sup-

port for networking, information and expert feedback. Currently, this is only partly the 

case: expert feedback is not offered to all ideas submitted in the virtual community. 

Similarly, support for networking is perceived only partly to be available, especially 

when trying to reach the experts on a specific topic. Furthermore, decision power 
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is expected, which is tightly coupled with credibility: when a decision is made, the 

resources should be available to implement the idea. 

Therefore, the support structure needs to be coupled to the regular innovation pro-

cess. However, this is currently not established on a regular basis. The main motivator 

for corporate entrepreneurs is to be able to pursue the idea, as the reward in Case D 

shows: there was only a little personal gift, but a substantial amount of money (and 

link to the innovation process) offered as reward, and it was together with recognition 

perceived as highly motivating. 

Thus, in the case of campaigns, the link towards the regular innovation process is 

established. For other ideas, however, this link is missing.

Methodical support is expected by corporate entrepreneurs and given by the support 

structure. There is a dissonance concerning the role of the support structure and 

corporate entrepreneur: while the support structure expects the corporate entre-

preneur to be active, the corporate entrepreneur expects the support structure to be 

in an active role after submitting an idea. Corporate entrepreneurs invest their own 

time and simultaneously experience uncertainty concerning the acceptance of their 

innovative behaviour. Clarifying the frame would help corporate entrepreneurs to 

justify their activities in their work environment.

There is frustration about the support structure because it is perceived as “service 

provider that advances ideas without a natural sponsor” – a role the support struc-

ture only partly fulfils due to the missing link towards the regular innovation process. 

Further, there are too few people available who are able to evaluate an idea profoundly. 

Immediate monetary return is regarded as the wrong stimulus for innovation, as it 

attracts ideas focused on the short term only.

Regarding the channels for innovation, corporate entrepreneurs do not 

have an overview of the different possibilities within the company and thus 

discover more possibilities to advance their idea by serendipity or networking.

Corporate entrepreneurs use multiple channels within the company, which are 

gradually discovered, depending on his/her experience within the company. The 

suggestion box was also used by the corporate entrepreneurs, however with bad 

experiences. There is no channel for big ideas affecting multiple functions and 

managers are unable to cope with such radical ideas. Thus, many ideas are hard to get 

into realisation.
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Currently, there is only limited management-pull for ideas (through campaigns) as well 

as corporate entrepreneurs are lacking the personal contact to decision makers. The 

following matrix was established during one co-creation workshop, indicating the 

different needs of different people:

The active inventor needs help to develop the idea, while the active corporate entrepre-

neur was described as “nothing is needed”. The passive inventor needs to be addressed 

by management-pull through the support structure, while a passive corporate entre-

preneur does not exist as he/she will fail during the process. While important to show 

the need for actively addressing different types of people, it needs to be acknowledged 

that corporate entrepreneurs also need support in terms of network, information and 

expert feedback as indicated above. 

Inspiration from outside and creative environment

An interesting aspect of the co-creation workshops that has not been addressed 

through the other data collection methods was the view towards outside: the corpo-

rate entrepreneurs collectively emphasized that an outside view is crucial as source for 

inspiration. 

However, there were different opinions how to get this outside view. While some 

corporate entrepreneurs preferred a trend scout that should be connected to the 

internal environment, other corporate entrepreneurs (with a higher position within the 

company) argued that everybody should collect the outside view, indicating that 

people with different means regarding the network and position in the company have 

a different view on the subject. However, all agreed that no consultants should be 

engaged for this but partners with a clear task and own interest, such as a joint ven-

ture or being on the payroll of the case company. The core task of the company was 

described to integrate better things from outside into its core business rather than to 

invent everything by itself.

Further, the physical environment was emphasized in all co-creation workshops, 

Table 7: Needs of active and passive inventors and corporate entrepreneurs

Inventor corporAte entrepreneur

active needs help needs nothing

passive needs to be addressed does not exist (fails)
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giving corporate entrepreneurs a space to work on their innovations in a different 

environment than their day job, offering means to prototype, peer- and methodical 

support. In the same vain, freedom was emphasized during the workshops: without 

freedom, creativity is limited. Freedom requires trust, less control (less tight report-

ing for example) and flexible ways of working (result-oriented way of working rather 

than to control the way how corporate entrepreneurs work).

4.3.4 IdeA sources & role of the corporAte entrepreneur

There are three main sources of ideas: 

The first source of ideas are peripheral innovations concerning the workplace of the 

corporate entrepreneur (concrete problems which need to be solved in order to fulfil 

the main task). These innovations do not trigger a sense of ownership within the cor-

porate entrepreneur: he/she would like to have those challenges solved, but not neces-

sarily by him-/herself. Often, these innovations are outside the core competence of the 

corporate entrepreneur and thus the means are lacking to realise this innovation, 

leading towards a passive behaviour of the corporate entrepreneur – he/she expects 

that the idea once submitted in the virtual community is taken by the respective 

departments and implemented.

The second source of ideas is something impacting the main job of the corporate entre-

preneur directly. The corporate entrepreneur is “suffering under the conditions of the 

problem”, and therefore seeks a solution even the problem is not in the core functional 

area. The corporate entrepreneur typically has the skills to solve the problem. While 

working on the problem, the underlying cause may be discovered, leading towards a 

more radical innovation. These ideas typically evoke a sense of ownership and thus the 

corporate entrepreneur engages in product championing. 

The third source of ideas is the triggered search for opportunities by the desire to 

improve the end product of the corporation. Two corporate entrepreneurs in this study 

used the third source of innovation: Case C combined technical principles, while Case D 

researched the user experience of the product. One difference may be the motivation: 

while Case C was triggered by a campaign (and no product championing took place), 

Case D was triggered out of intrinsic motivation, leading towards a strong desire to 

implement the idea into the final product.

An interesting detail revealed during the research is that one corporate entrepreneur 
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may be in more than one of the categories – depending on the means of the corporate 

entrepreneur, a more active or passive role is determined. As the support structure 

demands the corporate entrepreneur to be active, it is suggested to ask the corporate 

entrepreneur whether he/she sees a more active or more passive role. All corporate 

entrepreneurs were interested in the whole process from idea towards innovation, but 

depending on the source of the innovation and the means in a more passive, observing 

or active, championing way. In the passive situation, the corporate entrepreneurs may 

offer a “user perspective” to the problem at hand.

4.3.5 effectuAtIon And/or predIctIve ApproAch

Research Question 2 asks whether Effectuation and/or elements of a predictive 

approach can be combined with Burgelman’s (1980) research findings on the process 

and activities of corporate entrepreneurship. Therefore, all cases were researched in 

this respect. 

Case A shows elements of a predictive approach (concrete goal, try to avoid 

uncertainty, no partnerships) with an effectuative approach (iterative way of working 

with own means, engaging in experiments). 

Case B was following the effectuative approach, although no one entered the project 

self-selected. The support structure imposed predictive elements (creating a plan). 

Case C combines a predictive element (linear development) with elements of the 

effectuative approach (iteration, based on own means, self-selected stakeholders and 

partnerships). 

Case D created a plan at the beginning as a plan for action, but worked in a highly 

effectuative way. 

Case E started with a concrete goal and avoided uncertainty, but worked in a highly 

effectuative way. Therefore, it can be stated that the way of working was always based 

on own means and mostly iterative, although the environment was not open for inno-

vation as there were mostly no self-selected stakeholders. 

The outcomes reshaped substantially in all cases except Case E. Concerning creating 

a plan, two cases did not create a plan, while two created it at the end of the process. 

Only one corporate entrepreneur created it at the beginning. There was mixed feed-

back on how to deal with unexpected situations, as two corporate entrepreneurs saw 
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it as a source of opportunity, while one wanted to overcome them quickly and one take 

the time to reflect. Small experiments were conducted by all corporate entrepreneurs 

(although there was no clear answer in Case E).

Process Characteristics

All cases were progressing fast in a short time, as well as went through phases of iner-

tia, indicating that it is a complex time-based pacing process. Failure was regarded to 

be normal, pointing towards affordable loss. 

Means of Corporate Entrepreneurs

Depending on the educational and professional background and therefore on the 

means of the corporate entrepreneur, activities were emphasized or neglected: all 

engineers neglected business development activities in the idea phase, while people 

with a business background neglected technical development in the first place. Obsta-

cles related to the own means were observed: engineers for example used arguments 

against an idea , which were not accessible to a corporate entrepreneur with a business 

background due to the lack of means.

Triangulation revealed that the vision of the corporate entrepreneur and the means 

he/she perceives to have determines how actively he/she engages in championing the 

innovation. Means that are perceived as not easy to acquire (for example because they 

are distant from the corporate entrepreneur’s core competency) lead towards a more 

passive role. However, the lack of means can also trigger the search for partnerships to 

overcome the obstacle. Seen from the opposite angle, passive people do not engage in 

acquiring new means but rather give up.

Capability building and other insights

All corporate entrepreneurs indicated that the innovative activity broadened their 

skills. Although the activities wee related to the means of the corporate entrepreneur, 

the importance of the other side was acknowledged: in Case C the corporate entrepre-

neur said it was his “biggest regret” not do the business case. 

The roughness of the first draft was emphasized as usually proposals in the case 

company are very detailed. A lonely and long detailing process should be avoided, 

therefore a set time span for each stage of the process may be desirable. To ground 

situations in the company in every-day life (outside the company) was mentioned to 

be important for success. Agility (sprints and releases) were mentioned in one case 
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(Case E) to be crucial. In one co-creation workshop the time-to-market was discussed 

vividly, as the innovation process is too long and decision-making may take long time.

One process characteristic was highlighted in the last workshop: the process should 

be “as simple as possible, but not simpler” (Corporate Entrepreneur), indicating that 

the current innovation ecosystem is hard to grasp for an corporate entrepreneur and 

needs to be tremendously simplified. 

Table 8: Elements of Prediction and Effectuation in the Cases

QuestIons cAse A cAse b cAse c cAse d cAse e

Was your starting point a vision, 

which you wanted to achieve through 

own skills or a concrete goal?

concrete 

goal, but 

solution 

emerged

vision 

(starting 

with a 

problem 

and an 

open end)

vision (“it 

happened 

like this”), 

building on 

another idea 

and taking 

the principle 

and applying 

it to another 

context

vision concrete 

goal

How did you conduct activities

linear or iterative? iterative iterative more 

linear (one 

iteration to 

bring the 

new idea 

to the new 

application)

strongly 

iterative

iterative, 

design 

thinking, 

agility and 

sprints

based on your own means? yes, learned 

new skills

on the way

never 

asked him-/

herself the 

question, 

just started

completely, 

yes

means-

driven 

(powerpoint-

prototype for 

examples)

yes

through small experiments 

based on affordable loss? 

(opposed to expected returns)

tried various 

versions, 

small 

experiments

not to get 

rich (not 

expected 

returns)

small 

experiments

prototypes,

low-tech did 

not acquire 

any funding 

(only time 

invested)

affordable 

loss-

experiment 

to share IPR 

with expert 

in order to 

get idea into 

implement-

ation

(no answer)
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QuestIons cAse A cAse b cAse c cAse d cAse e

How did you deal with unexpected 

situations? Did you use uncertainty 

as a source of opportunity or 

did you try to avoid it and quickly 

overcome the situation?

when 

dealing with 

unexpected 

situations 

take the 

time to get 

distance 

and then 

work on it

acknowled-

ged and 

source of 

opportunity

(no answer) source of 

inspiration 

(to invent 

out of 

necessity)

overcome 

quickly

Did you create a plan? When? 

What was the reason for it?

no only with 

support of 

support 

structure to 

develop the 

idea further 

and bring it 

to market

no yes 

(beginning)

yes, with 

sprints and 

releases, 

but not 

too much 

planning 

in the 

creativity 

part (more 

in implem-

entation)

Did you ask yourself “What can I do?

Who do I know, which resources

can I get?”

(no answer) “never 

doubting”, 

“never 

reflected 

if (he/she) 

can bring 

it to end”

(no answer) yes team 

member 

had the 

skills, was 

interested, 

learning, 

personal 

time and 

was able 

to make a 

prototype 

and pitch 

it to top 

manage-

ment 

(support 

structure 

arranged 

presenta-

tion) 

Did people enter the project 

self-selected?

no, only 

the support 

structure 

showed 

interest 

(and his/her 

manager)

people 

interested, 

but no one 

entered the 

project

one person 

in campaign 

through offe-

ring mutual 

feedback –

worked later

closer 

together

hoped for 

it, but no

yes
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Did the outcomes of the project reshape? yes, slightly, 

but main 

idea stayed 

the same

yes, a lot, 

and in 

completely 

different 

directions

yes, the 

concept got 

refined and 

the first idea 

changed to  

the second

yes, strongly 

because of 

customer 

experience

re-shaped 

only in 

details

Did you seek partnerships? no, worked 

alone and 

got feedback 

from 

manager

at the 

beginning 

yes, but 

then 

disappoin-

ted

yes, seeked 

partnership 

with one 

fellow 

innovator in 

the same 

campaign

protection 

because 

of bad 

experiences, 

but now 

try again 

to seek 

partnerships

no partner-

ships

QuestIons cAse A cAse b cAse c cAse d cAse e
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5. Discussion
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The discussion will be guided by the Research Questions:

1. Are activities from entrepreneurship applicable in corporate entrepreneurship? 

2. Can the Burgelman (1980) model be expanded towards elements of effectua-

tion and/or a predictive logic?

3. Which managerial implications can be drawn from the insights into activities 

andprocess characteristics?
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Research Question 1: Are activities from entrepreneurship applicable in corporate 

entrepreneurship?

the Four Categories Resources, Intentionality, Boundary and Exchange from 

Katz & Gartner (1988) have been the basis for the six categories of entrepreneurship 

activities derived for this thesis: funding, opportunity, planning, legitimacy building, 

business development and advice / Corporate Entrepreneurship activities. The catego-

ries have been confirmed relevant in corporate entrepreneurship during the course of 

this research. However, the activities within the categories differ partially.

Funding

In the funding category, it was found that company funding is important in the project 

phase, but not in the early stage because it mainly involves the commitment of own 

time. Thus, the activity “own money” from entrepreneurship was translated into “own 

time” invested in the project. The case findings suggest that similar to the positive 

effect of own money invested (Liao et al. 2005; Alsos & Kolvereid 1998; Carter et al. 

1996), own time invested by the corporate entrepreneur is a success factor.

Opportunity

Opportunity-related activities have been conducted mostly in the idea phase. Infor-

mation search has been conducted to detail the idea. During this process, corporate 

entrepreneurs acquired new capabilities. Learning and capability building as key out-

comes of entrepreneurship and corporate entrepreneurship (Block & MacMillan 1993; 

Keil et al. 2009; Ranta 2005; Backholm 1999; Dierickx & Cool 1989) can be confirmed in 

this study. The fit to the fabric of the organisation was mostly conducted in the concept 

phase (that can be seen as the pre-venture substage of Burgelman), while Burgelman 

(1980) situated it in the conceptualisation sub-phase. One observation was that Case 

E deliberately chose to neglect the fit to the fabric of the corporation by suggesting a 

novel way to exploit the opportunity.

Planning

In terms of planning, the ambiguous situation observed in the entrepreneurship 

literature can be also found in corporate entrepreneurship: the business plan (or mostly 

5.1 ACTIVITIES FROM ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN CORPORATE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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a business model following Osterwalder (2010)) has been done either late in the imple-

mentation phase due to external requirements such as requirements for implementing 

the project or as springboard for action in the early stage. An interesting observation 

was that corporate entrepreneurs with an engineering background tended to neglect 

the business model upon active methodical support from the support structure and 

external pressure, while acknowledging the importance. However, the importance 

was seen rather as a tool for communication than a “springboard for action” (Carter 

et al. 1996). The statement of Carter et al. (1996, p.164) that “action rather than plan-

ning, doing rather than thinking” distinct the successful entrepreneur from the failed 

entrepreneur and thus more active entrepreneurs are more likely to conclude their 

venture attempt with improved results (Gordon 2012) can be also observed in the cor-

porate entrepreneurship context.

 Legitimacy building

Legitimacy building has been identified as a crucial activity in both entrepre-

neurship and corporate entrepreneurship literature. However, the activities con-

ducted differ. While in entrepreneurship literature actions to “making the business 

tangible to others” (Carter et al. 1996, p.161) were for example to establish a legal 

entity and getting facilities and equipment, activities such as decision-making, 

getting a patent and customer’s voice are important means in corporate entrepreneur-

ship. The decision-making by a person with a high hierarchical position gives strong 

credibility within the organisation, helping the corporate entrepreneur to implement 

the idea. Acquiring a patent showed both the feasibility as well as “seriousness” of the 

innovation. Getting a customer involved helped in decision-making as well as to get 

credibility. Expensive equipment, as suggested in entrepreneurship literature, was 

purchased after the decision that gave already the credibility, so a distinct effect of 

this activity could not be observed.

Business Development

In the business development category, developing procedures and full time work were 

not considered relevant by corporate entrepreneurs in the early stage. Prototyping 

was seen crucial, in the early stage in connection with rapid feedback, indicating a 

creative approach towards innovation such as design thinking which is based on early 

prototyping and iterative feedback loops, both within the team as well as with users 

(Brown 2008). 
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As addressed when discussing the business plan, means for the business side were 

determining whether planning was used actively and business modelling was 

conducted or not. Engineers focused on technical development first. 

Team building happened late, although an interdisciplinary team would have been 

perceived beneficial but the personal networks of the corporate entrepreneurs were 

limited to their own functions. Team building was seen as a crucial but difficult activ-

ity. Through teams, corporate entrepreneurs can broaden their resource and knowl-

edge base (means) as indicated in Sarasvathy’s (2008) “Whom I know” and partnership 

category. Parker (2003) names as advantages for cross-functional teams, the speed of 

conducting tasks, the ability to deal with complexity, an increased customer focus (as 

indicated in this study, corporate entrepreneurs with a business background showed a 

stronger customer focus) and creativity. Brown’s (2009; 2008) concept of design think-

ing uses interdisciplinary teams as crucial element in innovation projects. 

Market development was conducted mostly late. During interviews, it became appar-

ent that there were mostly no means available to engage in this activity, as a channel 

towards the customer in the early stage is currently lacking. Corporate entrepreneurs 

with a business background seemed to have a stronger customer focus. However, all 

corporate entrepreneurs agreed on the importance of satisfying customer needs. Some 

corporate entrepreneurs had a critical attitude towards user involvement, indicating 

customer’s limited ability to imagine future solutions. Nevertheless, customer feed-

back was seen as strong legitimizing element within the company and obtained mostly 

due to personal relationships. One corporate entrepreneur argued that it is impossible 

to create meaningful solutions without having deep contextual knowledge which is in 

line with the design thinking concept (Brown 2009; Brown 2008). 

As indicated in the findings, two activities have been found important and thus will 

be discussed further in the implications on a support structure: interdisciplinary 

team-building and customer- and user-involvement.

Advice and Corporate Entrepreneurship activities

In the final category, advice and Corporate Entrepreneurship activities the research 

showed that product championing is a crucial success factor for corporate entrepre-

neurship and as suggested by Burgelman (1980) forms the link between definition 

and impetus process. Product championing was intensely conducted by successful 

corporate entrepreneurs, trying to implement their ideas through various channels 
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within the organisation. Self-marketing and the “packaging of the idea” were crucial 

activities. Further, the amount of activities conducted and the proactiveness of the 

corporate entrepreneur were connected to the probability of success of the corporate 

entrepreneur, indicating that a higher concentration of activities (especially towards 

the handover from concept to project) was beneficial as suggested by Lichtenstein et 

al. (2006).

To summarize, the categories derived from entrepreneurship literature can be found 

in corporate entrepreneurship. Most activities are valid for both contexts, however 

bigger differences can be found in the funding and legitimacy category. Crucial 

elements of design thinking such as early prototyping, iterative feedback, user and 

customer involvement as well as building interdisciplinary teams (Brown 2009; Brown 

2008) were found to be important activities. 

Further, the iterative nature of the process as well as concentration suggest that there 

may be an underlying complex process, supported by this that a common sequence 

of activities could not be observed. Product championing and the activeness of the 

corporate entrepreneur were crucial for success, as suggested by Carter et al. (1996). 

The means of corporate entrepreneurs (see Sarasvathy 2001; Sarasvathy 2008) were 

determining how differnet activities were used, such as business planning as “spring-

board for action” (Carter et al. 1996) or due to external requirements. 

Lastly, legitimacy building was seen as crucial element for success, as corporate entre-

preneurs need the commitment of co-workers in operations to implement their idea 

into an innovation.
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Research Question 2: Can the Burgelman (1980) model be expanded towards elements of 

effectuation and/or a predictive logic?

5.2 THE BURGELMAN (1980) MODEL AND EFFECTUATION AND/ OR A 
PREDICTIVE APPROACH

Figure 9: Burgelman (1980) Model and Effectuation and/or a Predictive Approach
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the model introduCed in 2.5.1.2 that connects Burgelman’s (1980) core processes 

from the corporate entrepreneur’s perspective with his stage model was found to 

be valid in the case company. This has been researched through the presence of the 

activities suggested as well as through a comparison of the cases towards the model. 

However, as discussed in the limitations, the emphasis has not been on Burgelman’s 

(1980) model itself, but a predictive and effectuative logic within the process. 

Burgelman’s activities and stages were found. Championing played a crucial role 

for developing an idea towards innovation (as also suggested by Laaksonen 2007). 

Without ongoing product championing, the idea could not reach the project stage. 

Technical and need-linking has been performed in the early stage as well as champi-

oning as link towards the project stage (Burgelman 1980). 

However, due to the strong engineering background of the case company, the research 

findings indicate that there is a strong technology-push approach with late link-

age towards customer needs. The linkage to customer needs was neglected due to 

the means of corporate entrepreneurs: most corporate entrepreneurs had no access 

to customers and perceived limited foresight of customers (see the discussion in the 

activities).

Complex Process

The Burgelman model was criticised as being too linear (Van de Ven 1986). It became 

apparent during the research that although there needs to be a choice of a sequence 

by corporate entrepreneurs due to the limited amount of activities being feasible to 

conduct parallely (Delmar & Shane 2002), there was no common pattern. The 

activities conducted were connected to the means of corporate entrepreneurs (and 

every corporate entrepreneur had a different set of means as starting point). The 

process of corporate entrepreneurs to make an innovation happen was resem-

bling a complex process as pointed out by Lichtenstein et al (2006), conducted 

in an iterative, nonlinear and creative way as suggested by Noyes & Brush 

(2012). It was characterised by intense phases of work as well as phases were the 

innovation was not developed further, indicating a time-based pacing process as 

suggested by Liao et al. (2005).

Despite this complex process lived by corporate entrepreneurs, the Burgelman (1980) 

model could be found which may be in line with the need for structure in large 

corporations that may demand linearity. The stage model presented by Burgelman 
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(1980) resembled the process imposed by the support structure. This stage model was 

used by corporate entrepreneurs due to the chance to drive their project further rather 

than “naturally”.

That there was no common sequence of activities found (and also no best one, as 

proposed by Delmar & Shane (2003)) may also be due to the small amount of cases 

compared during this theory-building research. Yet, a pattern in all cases emerged, 

showing that the activities conducted were close to the means of corporate entrepre-

neurs. As expected and indicated by Noyes & Brush (2012), elements of a predictive 

and effectuative logic  were found. Corporate entrepreneurs tend to work more with 

an effectuative logic, while the corporate environment demands to bring in structure. 

Burgelman (1980) describes the “fit to the fabric of the corporation” as an activity 

carried out by the corporate entrepreneur. During this research, it became apparent, 

that the support structure influences the fit to the fabric of the corporation by requir-

ing certain activities to be conducted in order to proceed within the support structure 

towards a corporate venture.

Product Championing

In line with Burgelman (1980) and Laaksonen (2007), this study confirms the impor-

tance of product championing for the success of the corporate entrepreneur. As 

identified in entrepreneurship literature, more active corporate entrepreneurs either 

were successful or failed, while passive corporate entrepreneurs were still trying 

(Carter et al. 1996), and those might be the real failed corporate entrepreneurs (Stützer 

2007). The amount of the activities conducted and the proactiveness of the corporate 

entrepreneur were connected to the probability of success of the corporate entre-

preneur, indicating that a higher concentration of activities (especially towards the 

handover from concept to project) was beneficial as suggested by Lichtenstein et al. 

(2006) and can be seen as product championing.

Means

Following a resource-based view (Wernerfelt 1984), means have been identified in this 

study as central element in corporate entrepreneurship. According to their means, 

corporate entrepreneurs engaged in active or passive behaviour. Ideas connected 

to the means of the corporate entrepreneur (close to his/her core competency) were 

pursued actively, while ideas originating from a “user perspective” of the corporate 

entrepreneur (when a problem was identified, but solving it was not possible with the 
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given skills) were submitted and not championed actively. As championing is one 

of the key activities leading towards the impetus process of Burgelman (1980), this 

finding is crucial. Further, while there has been no typical order identified, in which 

activities were conducted, means determined the activities that were conducted first. 

The closer the means of the corporate entrepreneur were connected to the activity, the 

earlier it was conducted. Means perceived as not easy to acquire (for example because 

they are distant to the corporate entrepreneur’s core competency) lead towards a more 

passive role. But, the lack of means also triggered the search for partnerships to over-

come this obstacle. Regarded from the opposite angle, passive corporate entrepre-

neurs did not engage in acquiring new means when necessary. This can be seen as an 

indicator for a lack of championing, a core activity in order to implement the idea. 

Product championing was intensely conducted by successful corporate entrepreneurs, 

trying to implement their ideas through various channels within the organisation. 

Sarasvathy (2008) called the emphasis on means the “bird-in-the-hand” princi-

ple, putting emphasis on using existing means to create novel solutions opposed to 

discovering new ways to achieve pre-defined goals. However, during this research, 

it became apparent that it is mostly a combination of both: acquiring new knowledge 

while starting with available means. However, a crucial insight is that the corporate 

entrepreneur has to see the possibility of acquiring the knowledge needed in order to 

engage in learning new ways. Further, Sarasvathy (2008) described means as three-

fold: who I am, what do I know and whom I know. It can be confirmed that all three 

categories were important within all cases: the position of the corporate entrepreneur 

determined the access to decision makers and legitimacy within the company. What 

do I know referred to the skill set of the corporate entrepreneur and this determined 

the activities conducted. Whom I know referred to networking and championing of the 

innovation, both activities seen crucial.

Küpper (2010) identified in his study of effectuation in R&D projects that it is import-

ant to use means to concretize goals in projects with a high degree of innovativeness, 

while set goals appeared to be more beneficial for projects with low innovativeness. 

Read et al. (2009) highlighted the importance of means on venture performance. 

Brettel et al. (2012) however could not find in their study of effectuation in 

corporate R&D projects a positive correlation of “means-driven” and increased R&D 

output, arguing that not a focus on means may be important, but what is being done 

with existing means. 
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Means determined active or passive behaviour of corporate entrepreneurs, cham-

pioning, the building of new capabilities (Block & MacMillan 1993; Keil et al. 2009; 

Ranta 2005; Backholm 1999; Dierickx & Cool 1989) as well as the order activities were 

conducted such as customer and market development.

Process from the corporate entrepreneur’s perspective

The process from the corporate entrepreneur’s perspective has been perceived as highly 

iterative. The outcomes reshaped frequently during the process. Prototyping, both in 

an early stage as well as later to demonstrate the feasibility of the idea was regarded as 

important. This can be seen as an indicator, that a creative approach is pursued (Noyes 

& Brush 2012), taking elements of design thinking into account (Brown 2009; Brown 

2008). 

Small experiments were conducted and early prototyping with iteration cycles was 

perceived very helpful. Design thinking includes viability from the business side, 

feasibility from the engineering perspective and desirability from a user’s perspec-

tive (Brown 2009; Brown 2008). Elements of design thinking such as iteration, early 

prototyping, demonstrating the feasibility (strongly due to the emphasis on engineer-

ing within the case company), combined with viability (mostly imposed by the support 

structure in order to acquire resources needed to pursue the innovation) were found. 

However, other elements of design thinking such as taking inspiration from the 

user context were found seldom, despite the highlighted importance during one co- 

creation workshop. Rapid iteration based on user and customer feedback is one of the 

key elements of design thinking (Brown 2009; Brown 2008). However, this happened 

only in Case E, due to the lack of access to and acceptance of user feedback.

Planning happened late and mostly due to the support structure. Although small 

experiments could be observed, there was no strong evidence for the affordable loss 

principle introduced by Sarasvathy (2001). Also different corporate entrepreneurs had 

different approaches to deal with uncertainty.

As operations were focused on effectiveness rather than innovativeness, a hostile 

environment for corporate entrepreneurs could be both observed and concluded from 

all data collection methods. Thus, corporate entrepreneurs avoided early partnerships 

and got only in exceptions support from self-selected stakeholders.

To sum up, elements of effectuation were found in combination with elements of the 

predictive approach. While means, iteration and small experiments of the corporate 
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entrepreneur lead to an effectuative approach towards innovation, the company 

may demand structure in order to allow projects to proceed. Therefore, the support 

structure imposed predictive elements to create a fit towards the fabric of the corpora-

tion and find a sponsor for the project.
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Research Question 3: Which managerial implications can be drawn from the insights into 

activities and process characteristics?

in terms oF the support structure, three main findings will be discussed: how the 

support structure can influence the means of the corporate entrepreneur, customer- 

and user-involvement and the forms of corporate venturing.

5.3.1 buIld on the meAns of corporAte entrepreneurs

As discussed in the last chapter, means were found to be crucial in the development 

of an idea towards an innovation. However, the lack of means was an obstacle for cor-

porate entrepreneurs. Therefore, the support structure should offer services to com-

plement the set of means of the corporate entrepreneur. Brown (2008) suggests that 

holistic innovations should be viable in the business sense, feasible in the technology 

sense and desirable from the customer’s perspective. While desirability will be further 

discussed below, ways to complement the set of means of the corporate entrepreneur 

in the business and technology sense will be discussed here. 

To complement the means of the corporate entrepreneur, two strategies are suggested: 

on the one hand methodical support, offering support in developing the idea and 

knowledge from other disciplines, for example business modelling support towards an 

corporate entrepreneur with a technological background. On the other hand, another 

way to complement the means of the corporate entrepreneur is to foster multifunc-

tional, interdisciplinary team building as suggested by Parker (2003) and Brown (2009; 

2008). Therefore, the support structure would need to facilitate networking, that peo-

ple can find each other in an environment characterised by a focus on exploitation 

rather than exploration, which is perceived by corporate entrepreneurs as hostile 

towards innovation. This networking support may have a positive effect on finding 

team members, self-selected stakeholders (Sarasvathy 2001) and seeking partnerships 

(Sarasvathy 2001). These activities have been regarded by corporate entrepreneurs 

as the hardest, but also most important activities. By encouraging networking of 

open-minded, innovative people, a community may be built against the hostile 

environment, encouraging each other and offering peer support. 

5.3 IMPLICATIONS ON A SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR CORPORATE VENTURING
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The process from an idea towards an innovation from the corporate entrepreneurs’ 

perspective is characterised by iteration, action and creative elements (Noyes & Brush 

2012), incorporating elements of design thinking (Brown 2009; Brown 2008) and a 

complex process (Lichtenstein et al. 2006). The task of the support structure is to fit 

this process towards the fabric of the corporation, as Burgelman (1980) calls the eval-

uation whether a project fits to the corporation or not. A service to offer means to 

develop an idea towards the predictive logic of the non-innovative environment of the 

company focused on efficiency may help in implementation of the idea into the oper-

ating system of the company.

When taking the means of the corporate entrepreneur into account, it should be 

acknowledged that depending on the means of the corporate entrepreneur, he/she 

might want to choose an active or passive role. Therefore, the support structure should 

clarify whether the corporate entrepreneur prefers an active or passive role and offer 

different channels for both options. In an active role the corporate entrepreneur 

should be supported in championing the idea. If the corporate entrepreneur chose 

a passive role, the idea should be passed onwards to the respective department for 

evaluation. The corporate entrepreneur (or in this case idea owner) should have the 

possibility to stay in the process, offering a user perspective as in the cases researched 

all ideas leading towards a passive role were connected to a problem the corporate 

entrepreneur encountered as a user of a product or service. These problems tended to 

obstruct the work of the corporate entrepreneur, not in the sense of the core compe-

tence, but in peripheral issues such as the desire to find faster contacts or exchange 

data more conveniently.

Further, the support structure should offer methodical support for corporate entrepre-

neurs, offering them a way to acquire new capabilities and means. This can encompass 

activities leading towards the desirability, feasibility and viability of the idea. Exam-

ples are means to build prototypes (feasibility), business modelling (viability) or a 

channel towards customers and end users (desirability).

The crucial services expected by corporate entrepreneurs are information necessary 

to develop the idea, expert feedback, a path towards implementation (that will be 

discussed later in this chapter), methodical support and active support by the support 

structure. The active role of the support structure is also addressed by Burgelman 

(1980) with the activity of organisational championing in order to get the resources to 

exploit an opportunity.
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Currently, the support structure of the case company offers support in terms of net-

working and the virtual community, however no regular physical networking events 

are conducted. In terms of means, the support structure offers support in business 

modelling and prototyping. Team-building is currently not facilitated.

5.3.2 customer- And user-Involvement

Customer- and user-involvement has been one aspect that has been highlighted during 

the case study.

Although there was mixed feedback concerning customer- and user-involvement, all 

corporate entrepreneurs in this study agreed that it is important to know the needs of 

the customer. Stützer (2007) emphasizes the need to involve customers: if a customer 

rejects a product, it needs to be iterated. The earlier this iteration happens, the less 

are the potential costs. Further, these iterations are sources of opportunities, which 

is in line with the effectuative logic using uncertainty as a source of opportunity 

(Sarasvathy 2001). The customer can be internal or external. However, there should 

be a facilitator to translate problems from the customer- or user context into inputs 

usable for innovations.

Verganti (2011) emphasized that looking for new technologies to better ful-

fil existing customer needs will lead to incremental innovations. By asking what a 

customer wants, the limited insight of customers and users into available possibilities 

may lead towards incremental innovations, as demonstrated by Henry Ford’s famous 

quote “If I had asked people what they wanted, they would have said faster horses”. 

Verganti (2011) highlights the role of experts as “interpreters” who have both insights 

into technological developments as well as the customer- and user context. Those 

experts should look at the complete user experience in a holistic way and bring in 

outside inspiration towards the company (Verganti 2011). They observe users as they 

go through an experience as inspiration, interpret these experiences towards ideas for 

products (ideation) and build full scale prototypes to let users experience the future 

product experience. 

The process described by Verganti (2011) is closely  related to the three-stepped process 

of design thinking with the phases inspiration from the users’ context, ideation and 

implementation (Brown 2008). Thus, the interpreters actively engage in the look for 

new technologies that could be used to address tacit needs of customers. Experts with 
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a novel perspective on users build the link between the company and users rather than 

engaging directly with users (Verganti 2011). This approach of a facilitated customer- 

and user-involvement has also the advantage that the channel within the company 

towards users is defined, offering means to include customers early in the process 

which is one of the success factors in entrepreneurship (Delmar & Shane 2003). Includ-

ing users offers a strong legitimizing element within the company and helps corporate 

entrepreneurs to evaluate and improve the desirability of their innovations.

Currently there does not exist a support structure for involving users and customers in 

early-stage innovation projects within the case company.

5.3.3 forms of corporAte venturIng

One expectation from corporate entrepreneurs was that the support structure offers 

a way towards implementation. As the innovation matures, a resource commitment 

needs to be made. As mentioned above, the environment within the case company 

is characterised by a strong focus on efficiency. Deserti (2011) describes two main 

elements: the world of limits and world of opportunities. Both limits and opportuni-

ties need to be balanced. If only opportunities are pursued regardless of the limits, the 

feasibility of the project is endangered. However, if there is an emphasis on the limits, 

truly novel solutions may not be generated. Projected on the situation observed, the 

world of limits may resemble the part of the organisation focused on exploitation, 

while the world of opportunities points towards exploration. Naturally, exploitation 

has a substantial influence on the daily operations within the case company. March 

(1991) points out that corporations need to be able both to exploit existing assets 

in a profitable way and simultaneously explore new opportunities. O’Reilly III and 

Tushman (2011) refer to this concept as ambidexterity and emphasize that corporations 

need to develop dynamic capabilities to sense changes in the outside environment as 

well as must be able to act on the opportunities. If a corporation cannot engage in both 

explorative and exploitative actions, the firm keeps focused on the exploitative part 

and may not be able to meet future challenges (O’Reilly III & Tushman 2011).

Currently, the support structure is set-up directly integrated into the company. 

Although established in the R&D department, funding needs to be acquired out of 

current operating or strategic budgets and thus the firm engages in direct-internal 

venturing (Miles & Covin 2002). The strategic importance of the support structure is 
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high, however, the operational relatedness of the projects may not be always strongly 

given. Thus, following Burgelman (1984b), a different organisational design may be 

better suited. 

One problem directly emerges from the current set-up of the support structure: funding 

for corporate ventures is coming directly from entities outside the support structure 

(direct-internal in Miles & Covin 2002). Thus, the main problem is to find a suitable 

entity for funding the corporate venture after the decision is made to pursue the ven-

ture. This has two implications: a decision from the support structure that the venture 

should be pursued may be regarded as of limited use by the corporate entrepreneur 

(because the budgetary power to pursue the innovation is not given) and the search 

for a sponsor can be long due to “not-invented-here” and the nature of radical innova-

tions that may not have a natural department to be situated in. 

Thus, a different solution such as the indirect-internal form of Miles & Covin (2002), 

setting up an internal venture capital fund that originates and operates within the 

corporation may be desirable. In addition, setting up a new product/business depart-

ment (Burgelman 1984b) may be useful, as corporate entrepreneurs have a conflict 

with their day job during the development of the venture, when it is not feasible 

anymore to conduct the innovative activities during the free time (as currently the 

case). Furthermore, to work together in the same department and hierarchical level 

was found during this research to be beneficial for teamwork and the trust among team 

members. 

Lastly, the support structure was set up to pursue radical innovations. However, from 

the viewpoint of corporate entrepreneurs, the support structure offers a way to imple-

ment ideas without a “natural sponsor” in the company or rejected by the respective 

system owner. This difference in intention and perception may lead to frustration 

of the corporate entrepreneur. Furthermore, Küpper (2010) argues that radical and 

incremental innovation projects need to be managed differently. 

5.3.4 summAry of the ImplIcAtIons

To sum up, the support structure should help corporate entrepreneurs to acquire new 

means as well as facilitate networking and offer methodical support. Currently, there 

exists a knowledge gap within the case company concerning the desirability of solu-

tions. Therefore, it is argued to set up a solution to include customers and users into the 
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innovation process. As the support structure aims to develop holistic, radical innova-

tions, it is argued to follow Verganti (2011) to facilitate customer- and user-interaction 

through the use of interpreters. One blind spot of the case company is insights into 

trends outside its core competency. However, both Verganti (2011) and O’Reilly III 

and Tushman (2011) argue that it is necessary to include outside trends to foster long-

term innovativeness. Therefore, it is argued that the support structure for facilitating 

customer- and user-interaction may reside outside corporate boundaries to fulfil both 

roles: gather contextual information about users and customers (and thus enable the 

iterative development of innovation projects as suggested by Brown (2009; 2008)) and 

to give new impulses from outside (technology epiphanies as called by Verganti (2011)). 

Concerning the form of corporate venturing, it is suggested to take the concept of 

ambidexterity (O’Reilly III & Tushman 2011) into account, indicating a need for change 

in the setup of the support structure from a direct-internal form towards an indirect- 

internal form, including funding of ventures through an internal venture fund (Miles 

& Covin 2002). Moreover, incremental and radical innovations may demand different 

management approaches as suggested by Küpper (2010). Therefore, it is recommended 

to concentrate the resources of the support structure for corporate venturing on 

radical innovations.
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6. Conclusion
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This study contributes to the understanding of the early stage of corporate ventur-

ing through evaluating the fit of entrepreneurship activities to corporate entrepre-

neurship, combining the Burgelman (1980) model with elements of a predictive and 

effectuative logic and giving recommendations towards building a support structure 

in the example of the case company.

A theory-building, qualitative research in form of a case study has been conducted 

within a major European engineering company. The researcher joined the company’s 

support structure for corporate venturing and conducted field research with corporate 

entrepreneurs. Five sub-cases have been taken into account, following theoretical 

sampling to gain insights into the entire early stage of corporate venturing, from an 

idea towards a project that is implemented. Triangulation has been used as well as 

abductive reasoning to develop an in-depth understanding of the early stage of corpo-

rate entrepreneurship.

To conclude, each research question will be addressed separately, namely:

1. Are activities from entrepreneurship applicable in corporate entrepreneurship? 

2. Can the Burgelman (1980) model be expanded towards elements of effectua-

tion and/or a predictive logic?

3. Which managerial implications can be drawn from the insights into activities 

and process characteristics?

As the last research question aims on giving recommendations for building and 

improving a support structure for corporate venturing it will be discussed within the 

managerial implications. Further, avenues for future research will be pointed out.
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6.1.1 ActIvItIes from entrepreneurshIp In corporAte entrepreneurshIp

the First theoretiCal contribution of this study is the expansion of activities 

from the domain of entrepreneurship to the corporate entrepreneurship context. 

Through a comprehensive literature review, a set of activities from entrepreneurship 

and corporate entrepreneurship has been created. This list has been structured in six 

categories that have been derived from Katz & Gartner’s (1988) framework: funding, 

opportunity, planning, legitimacy building, business development and advice / cor-

porate entrepreneurship activities. These categories derived from entrepreneurship 

literature and expanded to activities from corporate entrepreneurship literature have 

been found and partly validated during the case study. 

Most activities are valid for both contexts, however bigger differences can be found 

in the funding and legitimacy category. While funding may be more important after a 

decision for establishing a corporate venture was made, legitimacy has been found to 

be crucial in both entrepreneurship context (through literature review) and corporate 

entrepreneurship. 

However, different activities have been conducted to make the business tangible to 

others (Carter et al. 1996): while in entrepreneurship literature for example estab-

lishing a legal entity was a crucial activity, corporate entrepreneurship emphasized 

decision making, obtaining a patent and customer feedback. 

Crucial elements of design thinking such as early prototyping, iterative feedback, user 

and customer involvement as well as building interdisciplinary teams (Brown 2009; 

Brown 2008) were found to be important activities. Further, the iterative nature of 

the process as well as concentration suggest that there may be an underlying complex 

process, supported by this that a common sequence of activities could not be observed. 

Product championing and the activeness of the corporate entrepreneur were crucial 

for success, as suggested by Carter et al. (1996). 

The means of corporate entrepreneurs (see Sarasvathy 2001; Sarasvathy 2008) were 

determining which actions the corporate entrepreneurs engaged in and how different 

activities were used, such as business planning as “springboard for action” (Carter et 

6.1 CONTRIBUTIONS
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al. 1996) or due to external requirements. Lastly, legitimacy building was seen as cru-

cial element for success, as corporate entrepreneurs need the commitment of co-work-

ers in operations to implement their idea into an innovation.

6.1.2 elements of the burgelmAn-model of corporAte entrepreneurshIp combIned 

wIth elements of A predIctIve And effectuAtIve logIc

The second theoretical contribution of this study is an update of the early stage of 

Burgelman’s (1980) process and stage model with elements of effectuation and the 

predictive approach from the corporate entrepreneur’s perspective.

For the purpose of this study, Burgelman’s (1980) stage- and process model were 

merged into one model describing the early stage of corporate venturing from the 

corporate entrepreneur’s perspective. This model has been validated in the case 

company through the presence of key activities of the model as well as comparison of 

the cases towards the model. 

One key contribution of this study is the connection of the Burgelman (1980) model 

with elements of a predictive and effectuative approach derived from Sarasvathy 

(2001; 2008) and Noyes and Brush (2012). 

There were recent attempts to bridge the concept of effectuation towards corporate 

R&D projects (Brettel et al. 2012; Küpper 2010). Nevertheless, the presence of effectua-

tive elements within the early stage of corporate venturing and a connection between 

predictive and effectuative elements and the Burgelman (1980) model has not been 

established prior to this study. 

Strongly triangulated findings lead to a profound understanding of the concept of 

means within corporate venturing. Based on the means available for corporate 

entrepreneurs to pursue a certain idea, an active or passive role is chosen. For 

example, if an engineer pursues an idea close to the own field of excellence, it is more 

likely that he/she will engage in an active role, championing the project and developing 

it further. If the same engineer may have an idea concerning a social network within the 

company due to difficulties in working with colleagues from other companies but does 

not have an IT background, it may be perceived that there may be no means available to 

actively champion the innovation. Product championing was identified by Burgelman 

(1980) as a crucial activity and link between the definition and impetus process. Thus, 

the availability of means is crucial determining an active or passive behaviour of the 
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corporate entrepreneur. 

Furthermore, elements of design thinking such as iteration, early prototyping, 

demonstrating the feasibility (strongly due to the emphasis on engineering within the 

case company), combined with viability (mostly imposed by the support structure in 

order to acquire resources needed to pursue the innovation) were found. However, other 

elements of design thinking such as taking inspiration from the user context were 

found seldom, despite the highlighted importance during one co-creation workshop. 

Although elements of design thinking have been found, the Burgelman (1980) model, 

which has been criticised as being too linear (Van de Ven 1986) could also be found. 

One approach to explain this phenomenon is that corporate entrepreneurs work in a 

creative, effectuative way, following a complex process. However, there is a need for 

structure in large corporations in order to make funding decisions. Therefore, a sup-

port structure for corporate venturing may impose elements of prediction in order to 

fit the projects to the fabric of the corporation to receive funding. Thus, a combination 

of the predictive approach and effectuation in connection with the Burgelman (1980) 

model can be found in the early stage of internal corporate venturing.
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the managerial impliCations address the Research Question 3: “Which man-

agerial implications can be drawn from the insights into activities and process 

characteristics?”

Three main managerial implications result from the research: to build on the means 

of corporate entrepreneurs, offer a path towards customer- and user-involvement and 

outside trends, and to change the form of the corporate venturing support structure 

towards a direct-internal venturing system.

6.2.1 buIld on the meAns of corporAte entrepreneurs

As shown above, means have been identified to be crucial for the development of an 

idea towards an innovation. Thus, the support structure should offer services to com-

plement the set of means of the corporate entrepreneur. Holistic innovations accord-

ing to Brown (2009) need to be viable in the business sense, feasible in the technology 

sense and desirable from a customer point of view. The support structure should 

complement the means of the corporate entrepreneur either through methodical 

support (e.g. in business modelling for corporate entrepreneurs with an engineering 

background) or through fostering multifunctional, interdisciplinary team building 

(G. M. Parker 2003; Brown 2009). For the latter, the support structure should facilitate 

cross-functional networking.

Currently there are seldom self-selected stakeholders joining projects and partnerships 

occuring, crucial elements for effectuation as identified by Sarasvathy (2001). As cor-

porate entrepreneurs tend to work in a creative, effectuative way, it can be expected 

that they would also engage in partnerships and support projects they find meaning-

ful. However, due to the hostile environment perceived by corporate entrepreneurs, 

networking needs to be facilitated, as due to the expansion of means through interdis-

ciplinary teams superior outcomes are expected.

As the process from the corporate entrepreneurs’ perspective is characterised by iter-

ation, action and creative elements (Noyes & Brush 2012), incorporating elements 

of design thinking (Brown 2009; Brown 2008) and a complex process (Lichtenstein 

6.2 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS ON A SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR INTERNAL 
CORPORATE VENTURING
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et al. 2006), the task of the support structure is to fit this process to the fabric of the 

corporation (Burgelman 1980). A service to offer means to develop an idea towards the 

predictive logic of the non-innovative environment of the company focused on effi-

ciency may help in implementation of the idea in the operating system of the company. 

Crucial services expected by corporate entrepreneurs are to get information necessary 

to develop the idea, expert feedback, a path towards implementation (that will be 

discussed later in this chapter), methodical support and active support by the support 

structure. The active role of the support structure is also addressed by Burgelman 

(1980) with the activity of organisational championing in order to get the resources to 

exploit an opportunity.

6.2.2 customer- And user-Involvement

Currently, there exists a knowledge gap within the case company concerning the 

desirability of solutions in the early stage. There was mixed feedback concerning 

customer- and user-involvement. However, all corporate entrepreneurs in this study 

agreed that it is important to know the needs of the customer. Especially experienced 

engineers doubted on the ability of customers to be able to foresee radical innovations. 

Therefore, it is argued to set up a solution to include customers and users early in the 

innovation process. As the support structure aims to develop holistic, radical innova-

tions, it is argued to follow Verganti (2011) to facilitate customer- and user-interaction 

through the use of interpreters. Interpreters research the holistic user and customer 

experience, combine it with outside trends and thus form a basis for radical innova-

tions.

The process described by Verganti (2011) is closely related to the three-stepped process 

of design thinking with the phases inspiration from the users’ context, ideation and 

implementation (Brown 2008). 

One blind spot of the case company is insights into trends outside its core competency. 

However, both Verganti (2011) and O’Reilly III and Tushman (2011) argue that it is 

necessary to include outside trends to foster long-term innovativeness. Therefore, it 

is argued that the support structure for facilitating customer- and user-interaction 

may reside outside the corporate boundaries to fulfil both roles: gather contextual 

information about users and customers (and thus enable the iterative development 

of innovation projects as suggested by Brown (2009; 2008)) and to give new impulses 
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from outside (technology epiphanies as called by Verganti (2011)). 

6.2.3 form of corporAte venturIng

Concerning the form of corporate venturing, it is suggested to take the concept of 

ambidexterity (O’Reilly III & Tushman 2011) into account. This concept suggests the 

division of the part of the company focused on exploitation of existing opportunities 

and the part concerned with exploration of future opportunities. Although set up in 

the explorative part of the company, the support structure for corporate venturing 

in the case company does not have the means to fund corporate ventures and is thus 

dependent on other entities, making the support structure’s decision to pursue a cor-

porate venture of limited use for the corporate entrepreneur. 

There, it is suggested to change the setup of the support structure from a direct- 

internal form towards an indirect-internal form, including funding of ventures 

through an internal venture fund (Miles & Covin 2002). Further, to set up a new product 

business department (Burgelman 1984b) may be useful, as corporate entrepreneurs 

have a conflict with their day job during the development of the venture, when it 

is not feasible anymore to conduct the innovative activities during the free time 

(as is currently the case). Furthermore, to work together in the same department and 

hierarchical level was found to be beneficial for teamwork and the trust among team 

members.

Moreover, incremental and radical innovations may demand different management 

approaches as suggested by Küpper (2010). Thus, it is recommended to concentrate the 

resources of the support structure on radical innovations.

 

6.3 dIrectIons for future reseArch

The qualitative methodology of this research followed a theory-building approach 

(Järvinen 2004). All findings have been triangulated thoroughly. Nevertheless, the 

research findings should be tested quantitatively on a larger sample, including organ-

isations from different industries.

The study has contributed significantly towards the understanding of effectuation 

in a corporate context, enriching the pioneering work done in this field by Küpper 

(2010) and Brettel et al. (2012). However, not all elements of effectuation could be 
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verified during this study. Especially  regarding the element “affordable loss” 

(Sarasvathy 2001) an ambiguous picture emerged. Furthermore, while expected that 

facilitation of networking by the support structure will lead towards an increasing use 

of partnerships and amount of self-selected stakeholders, this would need to be veri-

fied through further research.

Lastly, this thesis gave recommendations towards the support structure for 

corporate  venturing. It would be beneficial to conduct a longitudinal study following the 

implementation of these recommendations and the effect on corporate entrepreneur-

ship within the organisation.
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AppendIX 1: desIgn probe
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AppendIX 2: lego serIous plAy worKshop

Task 1: Choose a figure representing you and build one typical situation related to innova-

tion you experienced in your work environment.

Task 2: Build 3 activities which are the most crucial for developing an idea towards an 

innovation.

Task 3: Bring yourself, the work environment as well as the activities together in one shared 

model.

Task 4: Put the model aside. Now build one challenge from your everyday life (not related 

to work).

Task 5: Build a solution for the everyday problem.

Task 6: Can the solution be integrated into the innovation model you built before? Discuss 

and build a shared model.

Task 7: Identify key stakeholders in the journey from an idea to innovation. Pick figures 

representing them.

Task 8: Discuss and integrate the stakeholders into the shared model.

Task 9: Build success factors for the innovation process.

Task 10: Build obstacles in the innovation process.

Task 11: Discuss and integrate the success factors and obstacles into the shared model.
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